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Abbreviations 
 
 
BV-Ler = Berufsverbrecher (professional criminals also referred to as the “Greens” due 
to their given badge within the camp) 
 
GDR or DDR = Deutsche Demokratische Republik (German Democratic Republic)  
Gestapo = Geheime Staatspolizei (secret state police) 
KPD = Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands (Communist Party of Germany) 
NSDAP = Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei (National Socialist German 
Workers' Party often referred to in English as the Nazi Party) 
 
SAJ = Arbeiterjugendbildungsverein der Sozialdemokratischen Partei (Working Youth 
Club of the Social Democratic Party) 
 
SPD = Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands (Social Democratic Party of Germany) 
 
SS = Schutzstaffel (the Nazi Party’s paramilitary organization)  
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Note on Translations 
 
Unless otherwise noted, all translations of theatrical texts and quotations from 
German into English are my own. The works have been translated for the sole purpose of 
their analysis as performed for this study. The citations and locations of all theatrical 
works have been provided to the reader for further review.   
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1.0 Introduction 
According to witnesses, on July 30, 1944 a group of men living near Weimar, 
Germany put on a production of Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night. A performance of Twelfth 
Night would not necessarily be noteworthy in and of itself, especially near Weimar, a city 
prized for its promotion of the arts and culture. However, this presentation of Twelfth 
Night, as well as many other theatrical performances did not occur in the famous 
Deutsches Nationaltheater Weimar (German National Theater Weimar), where the 
famous German author Johann Wolfgang von Goethe had served as director. Rather the 
performance took place inside the Buchenwald concentration camp.  
Twelfth Night and many other performances were voluntarily performed by the 
inmates of Buchenwald. More often than not, they wrote, produced and performed 
theatrical works that told stories of their lives in the camp. The stories are telling of the 
inmates, whose rights not only as citizens but that of being humans had been stripped 
away, as well as of the barbarous environment in which they lived. Each day consisted of 
a struggle to survive against forces of violence, hunger and death. Each inmate struggled 
to survive in light of policies and behaviors aimed at his destruction. Yet while existing in 
this inhumane environment some of the inmates brought “humanism” to the stage. Thus 
many questions are raised including: Why did these inmates perform? And did these 
performances serve them in any way?  To begin to understand the inmates’ performances 
in the camp and their possible meaning, it is necessary to first understand the climate and 
politics leading up to the development of the camp, which led to their incarceration.  
1.1 Leading Up To Buchenwald  
During the Weimar Republic (1919 – 1933) there was a whirlwind of energy 
among the general population leading to efforts in the creation of new forms of 
entertainment and great influence in the political arena. It was the first time Germany had 
experienced a democracy. Its citizens had survived the horrors of the First World War 
and were recuperating from the devastating economic crises of 1929 and 1931. Hence 
they were ready for a change and were pushing all the political and artistic boundaries.  
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On the stages of Berlin, the capital of European theater, as well as throughout 
Germany, the newest shows whether expressionistic, agitprop1 performances or even 
cabarets often showcased the performers everyone wanted to see and oftentimes 
addressed the social conditions within the country. During that time art, thinking and 
culture were thriving. Theatrical artists not only entertained their audiences based upon 
the situations at hand, but made fun of the politicians and the tumultuous political climate 
in which they lived. Furthermore, they often used their art to further their political 
agendas such as in the people’s literary cabaret scene, where they advocated for 
fundamental democratic rights in the Weimar Republic.2  
At the same time this newly founded democracy included political supporters of 
various parties. The Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands (German Communist Party or 
“KPD”), was committed to a violent revolution and followed the thinking of Leninism. 
They were an offshoot and opponent of the Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands 
(Social Democratic Party of Germany or “SPD”). Both parties were uniting citizens and 
workers for power and influence within the national government. In addition, there was 
the rise of the Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei (National Socialist German 
Workers' Party or “NSDAP” or as often referred to in English, Nazi Party), whose 
members also sought power in the government. The political environment was vibrant 
with charged voices and likewise unstable.  
 On January 30, 1933 the National Socialist German Workers' Party 
outmaneuvered the other competing parties and Adolf Hitler was appointed Chancellor of 
Germany. With the strategic passing of numerous laws, which eliminated all rival parties 
and stripped people both of their rights as citizens and as humans, the government over 
the next few years would remove all unwanted and feared elements from society. Many 
of these “elements” would find themselves in Buchenwald.   
On February 27, 1933 the Reichstagsbrand (burning of the Reichstag) occurred. 
The incident, though committed by a Communist acting alone, was utilized to round up 
members of the KPD with the alleged justification of their being an endangerment to the 
state. The party was supressed as a whole. The Reichstagsbrandverordnung (Reichstag 
                                                
1 Agitprop refers to art forms that possessed a specific political message.  
2 Rudolph Hösch, Kabarett von gestern und heute Band II:1933-1970, vol. 2 (Berlin: Henschel, 1972), 13. 
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Fire Decree, also referred to as the Decree of the Reich President for the Protection of the 
People and State) was passed one day later. While formally issued by German President 
Paul von Hindenburg at the urging of Hitler, the passing of the law was seized upon by 
the Hitler led NSDAP in their development of a one party Nazi state. The rights to 
freedom of expression, freedom of the press, free association and public assembly were, 
among other rights, officially stripped from the citizens of Germany. Moreover, all 
authority belonging to the states was transferred to the federal government.   
The law, which completely removed one’s right to habeas corpus, allowed the 
government to legally arrest and detain anyone deemed an opponent of the Nazis without 
a hearing. “The way was now open to the liquidation of all opponents of the Nazi 
regime,”3 and was especially aimed at thousands of members of the KPD and SPD. Such 
political opponents were simply placed in Schutzhaft (protective custody) by the 
government’s secret police established in 1933—the Geheime Staatspolizei (secret state 
police commonly referred to as the Gestapo).4 On March 6th, one day after a federal 
election (whereby eighty-one members of the KPD were elected to the federal 
government) the KPD was banned. Their removal facilitated the passing of the 
Ermächtigungsgesetz (Enabling Act) on March 23rd. The power and control of the Nazi 
government over the people of Germany was finally codified with the passing of the 
Enabling Act. Hitler as Chancellor was now empowered to pass laws without the 
approval of the Reichstag. Together the Reichstag Fire Decree and the Enabling Act 
subjected the citizens of Germany to life in what was a de facto dictatorship. 
In 1933 Otto Halle, a vigorous member of the Communist Party, fell victim to 
these laws. Due to Halle’s active membership within the party he was targeted, placed in 
protective custody and incarcerated. In 1937 he was transferred to Buchenwald. Bruno 
Apitz, a member of the Bund Proletarisch Revolutionärer Schriftsteller (Association of 
Proletarian-Revolutionary Authors), a very active member of the Communist Party and a 
performer in agitprop productions, was also placed in protective custody in 1933. He was 
                                                
3 Eugen Kogon, The Theory and Practice of Hell, 2nd Edition (New York: Berkley Publishing Corporation, 
1964), 22–23. 
4 The Gestapo would later develop the incredibly feared political departments in each concentration camp 
whereby it continued to control the fate of inmates subject to orders of protective custody. In these 
departments the inmates were interrogated under extreme forms of mental duress. (See Kogon, 61 – 62.)  
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incarcerated in the Colditz and Sachsenburg concentration camps, as well as in the 
Waldheim penitentiary before being brought to Buchenwald in 1938. Apitz and Halle 
would join the other first arrivals at Buchenwald with the task of building the actual 
camp.  
 Alongside the removal of German political elements, the Nazi Regime took care 
to rid itself of unwanted Jewish elements in a most strategic fashion beginning with the 
removal of their rights as citizens of the German Reich. One such instance was the 
forcing of all non-Aryan Beamten (civil servants) into retirement with the passing of the 
Gesetz zur Wiederherstellung des Berufsbeamtentums (Civil Law Act) of April 7, 1933. 
This law had an enormous effect on the substantial number of Jews working in sectors 
including the government, education, as well as within the state run theaters.   
Under the Weimar Republic, employees and artists in state theaters had been 
accorded civil servant status and organized within professional associations and trade 
unions. This well-organized structure easily enabled the Nazi regime to control the 
workings within the theater and “punish segments of its civil service it deemed offensive 
by forcing retirement.”5 The German Jews, as well as Jews from neighboring countries, 
who had helped bring German theater to new levels of artistic achievement6 and turn 
Berlin into the artistic capital of Europe were well aware of Hitler’s view that they were 
the source of the ruination of German culture. Hitler’s two volume book Mein Kampf 
(My Struggle) published in 1925 and 1926 declared that, “Jews had no culture of their 
own, and worse, were cultural destroyers. They pulled down superior peoples of ‘host’ 
countries to their own level…”7  
                                                
5 Glen W. Gadberry, “Nazi Germany’s Jewish Theatre,” Theatre Survey 21, no. 01 (May 1980): 15. 
6 Hans-Peter Bayerdörfer, “Jewish Cabaret Artists before 1933,” in Jews and the Making of Modern 
German Theatre, ed. Jeanette R. Malkin and Freddie Rokem (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 2010), 
134; Paul Johnson, A History of the Jews (New York: Perennial Library, 1988), 479. 
7 Glen W. Gadberry, ed., Theatre in the Third Reich, the Prewar Years: Essays on Theatre in Nazi 
Germany, Contributions to the Study of World History #49 (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1995), 4. (See 
also Johnson, A History of the Jews, p. 478. “With the creation of Weimar, Jews became more prominent in 
German cultural life, chiefly for the reason that the advanced ideas with which they had been associated 
were now beginning to achieve acceptance….Yet the notion that Weimar witnessed a Jewish takeover of 
German culture is false. The fact is that, during the 1920’s, Germany was richer in talent than at any time 
before or since….For a time Berlin became the cultural capital of the world. Berlin was much hated by the 
anti-Semite Wolfgang Kapp, a proto-Hitler who led a failed putsch there in 1920, had as his slogan: ‘What 
has become of Berlin? A playground for the Jews.’”)  
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As explained by Nazi scholar, Alan Steinweis, “…the Nazi cultural policy 
recognized a variety of enemies but reserved a special place for the Jews. The high 
priority given to the task of eradicating ‘Jewish influences’ from German cultural life 
reflected Nazism’s general tendency to elevate the Jews to a special status as race 
enemy…” The rise of Jews in prominence under the Weimar Republic within cultural 
and intellectual fields of employment “fueled this animosity.”8 Although many of the 
Jewish theatre and cabaret artists had sought to blend in rather than to use their art to 
address issues of their Jewry,9 their having taken part in the cultural development of 
Germany was offense enough.  
As a result, many prominent Jewish theater and cabaret artists fled Germany 
where they had worked as often as in their home countries. This included Berlin’s top 
cabaret performer Fritz Grünbaum who returned to his home country of Austria. 
Continuing to perform there in Vienna, as well as in other German-speaking areas of 
neighboring countries, Grünbaum and other Jews in danger simply waited for the fall of 
the Nazi regime before finally attempting to flee the country’s borders. Also in Vienna 
Fritz Löhner-Beda, the city’s most popular librettist, who, although encouraged to 
relocate to a safer area further away from the Third Reich, remained at home as he (along 
with many other Jews) felt it was unpatriotic to leave his country.10 Meanwhile other 
Jewish artists who had taken a more publicly critical stance in response to the rise of the 
Nazi Party continued to criticize the Nazis such as the young Jura Soyfer in his poems 
published in the Arbeiter-Zeitung, an SPD linked newspaper, as well as on the theatrical 
stages. Soyfer too would attempt to flee the country’s borders.  
 Back in Germany, with the passing of the Blutschutzgesetz (The Law for the 
Protection of German Blood) and the Reichsbürgergesetz (The Reich Citizenship Law) in 
1935 Jews were further stripped of their rights as citizens of Germany. In addition, so as 
to secure the unlimited authority of the Gestapo, the Gesetz über die Gestapo (Gestapo 
                                                
8 Alan Steinweis, Art, Ideology & Economics in Nazi Germany the Reich Chambers of Music, Theater, and 
the Visual Arts (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1993),104. 
9 Bayerdörfer, “Jewish Cabaret Artists before 1933,” 135. 
10 Barbara Denscher, “Fritz Löhner-Beda Vom Land des Lächelns nach Buchenwald” in Operette Unterm 
Hakenkreuz: Zwischen Hoffähiger Kunst Und “Entartung”: Beiträge Einer Tagung Der Staatsoperette 
Dresden, eds. by Wolfgang Schaller and Staatsoperette Dresden,  (Berlin: Metropol, 2007), 142. 
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Law) was passed on February 10, 1936 removing any form of judicial review of the 
activities of the Gestapo organization. This would expand the power of the Gestapo 
within the newly developed and ever increasing number of concentration camps, 
including that of Buchenwald. The effect of these laws would not be limited to the 
confines of Germany, but would be expanded to areas soon to fall under its control.  
Following the establishment of the Dachau and Sachsenhausen concentration 
camps, in 1933 and 1936 respectively, the Concentration Camp Ettersberg was founded 
in July 1937. It was the third concentration camp and was placed in the forests where 
Germany’s cultural icon Johann Wolfgang von Goethe was said to have sought 
inspiration for his works. Near the city of Weimar, the camp was soon renamed the 
Buchenwald concentration camp so as to prevent any tarnishing of the cultural reputation 
of the region.11  
 Approximately eight months later, on March 13, 1938 the Nazis began to expand 
their Reich, with the annexation of Austria. The Jews and political opponents within 
Austria, much like their counterparts in Germany, were now subject to the terror of the 
Nazi regime. Thousands of individuals were immediately arrested and placed in the so-
called protective custody. Already by April 1, 1938 the first transport of Austrians 
consisting of one hundred and fifty-one prisoners were brought to Dachau followed by 
another group in May.12 Their initiation into life as inmates officially began with 
beatings, cursings and terror.13 Among these individuals were Soyfer, Grünbaum and 
Löhner-Beda.14 Their stay at Dachau, where violence was exercised particularly against 
the Austrians,15 consisted of living in a system where order prevailed under the, 
“’Prussian spirit’ [which] had been despised in Austria for centuries.”16 However, their 
stay at Dachau would last merely a few months. All three men, together with over two 
                                                
11 Bill Niven, The Buchenwald Child: Truth, Fiction, and Propaganda (Rochester: Camden House, 2007), 
88, 109; Harry Stein and Gedenkstätte Buchenwald, Konzentrationslager Buchenwald, 1937-1945: 
Begleitband zur ständigen historischen Ausstellung (Göttingen: Wallstein Verlag, 1999), 27–28. 
12 Elisabeth Klamper, “Österreicher im Konzentrationslager Buchenwald,” Zeitschrift der Jura Soyfer 
Gesellschaft 4, no. 4 (1995): 6; Paul Martin Neurath, The Society of Terror: Inside the Dachau and 
Buchenwald Concentration Camps (Boulder: Paradigm Publishers, 2005), 227. 
13 Peter Wallner, By Order of the Gestapo, trans. Lawrence Wolf (London: Murray, 1941), 28–33. 
14 Klamper, “Österreicher im Konzentrationslager Buchenwald,” 6; Bruno Heilig, Men Crucified (London: 
Eyre & Spottiswoode Ltd., 1941), 111. 
15 Heilig, Men Crucified, 90. 
16 Neurath, The Society of Terror, 231. 
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thousand other Austrian Jews, were later transported in one of two terrifying and torture-
filled train rides leading to Buchenwald on the 23rd and 24th of September of the same 
year.17  
 Upon their arrival at the Weimar main train station these inmates were greeted 
with blows and kicks from the boots of the Schutzstaffel (“SS”), herded like cattle and 
transported in cars to Buchenwald, all the while being observed by the local population of 
Weimar.18 Inside the camp chaos and violence reigned supreme. The inmates suffered 
under the utmost brutality, which was exerted upon them, and looked favorably back on 
their days at Dachau.19  
Only a few years later, in May 1940, Germany continued its expansionist efforts 
into Luxembourg. There, Karl Schnog, a German Communist Jewish performer who 
wrote satirical pieces for the SPD newspaper Lachen links and for the Arbeiter-
Illustrierte-Zeitung was arrested. Schnog, a very prominent political cabaret artist in the 
Berlin scene whose performances were often aimed at the Nazis, had fled Germany in 
1933 upon Hitler’s succession to power. As a result, he was stripped of his German 
citizenship. Like many others he was a stateless man shipped on a train destined for 
Buchenwald where violence awaited his arrival.  
By this time in history the whirlwind of theatrical and political activity, which had 
enlivened the Weimar Republic and the neighboring territories ceased. The voices of 
those persons who had contributed to the artistic and politically-charged energy were 
silenced for the public at large. However, “…[w]hile Hitler and his entourage often 
stayed up until the wee hours of the morning laughing at the conformist jokes of stylish 
cabaret performers..,”20 Otto Halle, Bruno Apitz, Fritz Grünbaum, Fritz Löhner-Beda, 
Jura Soyfer and Karl Schnog, as well as many other “feared” and “unwanted elements” 
also engaged in theatrical activities. They showcased their artistic talents, often together 
with their political beliefs, for an attentive audience. They simply did so behind the 
barbed wire surrounding the Buchenwald concentration camp. 
                                                
17 Heilig, Men Crucified, 136–139. 
18 Julius Freund, O Buchenwald! (Klagenfurt: Selbstverl. des Autors, 1945), 26–27. 
19 Harry Stein, “Buchenwald,” in Jura Soyfer Zum Gedenken, eds. Herbert Arlt, Klaus Manger (St. Ingbert:  
1999), 37, 43. 
20 Rudolph Herzog, Dead Funny: Humor in Hitler’s Germany (Brooklyn: Melville House, 2011), 103. 
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1.2 Theater in the Concentration Camps 
Theater within concentration camps, while seemingly peculiar upon first notice, 
was actually not uncommon. The most famous and well-researched are the theatrical 
performances held within Theresienstadt (Terezín in Czech), a small town one hour from 
the capital of Prague, whose inhabitants were removed in October 1941. Upon their 
removal, they were replaced by Jews transported there not only from within 
Czechoslovakia but from Germany and other surrounding countries as well. The city was 
declared a Jewish ghetto and would later be exploited in a Nazi propaganda film titled, 
Der Führer schenkt den Juden eine Stadt (The leader gives the Jews a village). Moreover, 
it was turned into a “model camp” in part due to its Freizeitgestaltung (free time 
activities). What originally began with Jewish artists entertaining themselves as a source 
of relief from days of work and isolation from the outside world evolved into well-
organized and, at times forced, performances. These were used to distract foreign 
observers from the true nature of the ghetto, which was a holding area for Jews before 
their being transported elsewhere for their demise.  
 The Westerbork concentration camp, a transit camp for Jews and Romanis, was 
run by SS Commander Konrad Gemmeker who deemed himself a great fan of the 
cabaret. Under his command six revues between July 1943 and June 1944 were 
produced.21 The shows were performed by renowned artists including Berlin’s top stage 
performers Max Ehrlich and Camilla Spira.22 Gemmeker came regularly to the shows for 
which he allotted large sums of money for the purchasing of props and costumes. On the 
stage, constructed from wooden boards taken from an old synagogue and placed in the 
registration hall where new inmates were registered, “the choicest young girls, specially 
chosen by experts” swung their legs as jazz music played alongside skits and other 
musical numbers.23 Inmates and visiting high-ranking SS officers were treated, with the 
purchase of a ticket, to an evening of high quality cabaret and performance. Spira, 
                                                
21 Peter Jelavich, Berlin Cabaret (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1993), 263. 
22 Ibid. 263; Volker Kühn, “‘We’ve Enough Tsoris’ Laughter at the Edge of the Abyss,” in Theatrical 
Performance during the Holocaust: Texts, Documents, Memoirs, ed. Rebecca Rovit and Alvin Goldfarb 
(Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 1999), 55. 
23 Jelavich, Berlin Cabaret, 265–268. 
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described how the artists were shocked, as the audience clapped and laughed during the 
shows, while sitting in rags. Astonishingly it appeared that during the performance they 
could forget of their being transported into a camp and that they would be transported to 
another leading one step closer to their eventual destruction.24   
 In a Polish ghetto, children produced theater written for them by their teacher, 
who hoped the performance would be a distraction from their day-to-day reality, while in 
cafes adult performers satirized the conditions they lived under.25  In Bergen-Belsen 
concentration camp, a stage was set up in the middle of the barracks with a blanket for 
the curtain, so that shows could be performed when it was believed a tolerant guard was 
present.26 In Dachau “a short play that dealt with what the reactions of the great German 
literati would have been had they discovered themselves in Dachau” was created.27 
Likewise Viennese cabarets artists Fritz Grünbaum, Fritz Lönher-Beda and Paul Morgan 
performed their old sketches in the barracks on Sundays.28 Even in Auschwitz, most 
infamous among all the concentration camps for its gassing of Jewish inmates, there 
existed inmate-created theatrical performances.29 One such report is of a Jewish actress 
performing songs and text, while through the window behind her flames from the 
crematorium and the barrack used for executions served as her backdrop.30   
These are just a few of the instances where theater was performed by victims who 
had been forced into the confines of a concentration camp or a ghetto by the Nazi 
Regime. Unsurprisingly theatrical activities also occurred in Buchenwald.  
                                                
24 Eike Geisel and Henryk M. Broder, eds., Premiere und Pogrom: der Jüdische Kulturbund 1933-1941: 
Texte und Bilder, 1. Aufl (Berlin: Siedler, 1992), 103–104. 
25 Moshe Fass, “Theatrical Activities in the Polish Ghettos during the Years 1939-1942,” in Theatrical 
Performance during the Holocaust: Texts, Documents, Memoirs, ed. Rebecca Rovit and Alvin Goldfarb 
(Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 1999), 103–106. 
26 Samy Feder, Rebecca Rovit, and Alvin Goldfarb, “The Yiddish Theater of Belsen,” in Theatrical 
Performance during the Holocaust: Texts, Documents, Memoirs (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University 
Press, 1999), 156. 
27 Alvin Goldfarb, “Theatrical Activities in the Nazi Concentration Camps,” in Theatrical Performance 
during the Holocaust: Texts, Documents, Memoirs (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 1999), 
118. 
28 Heilig, Men Crucified, 121. 
29 Samuel M. Edelman, “Singing in the Face of Death, A Study of Jewish Cabaret and Opera during the 
Holocaust,” in Theatrical Performance during the Holocaust: Texts, Documents, Memoirs (Baltimore: The 
John Hopkins University Press, 1999), 130. 
30 Fass, “Theatrical Activities in the Polish Ghettos during the Years 1939-1942,” 102. 
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Summary 
This chapter has introduced the main people to be focused on in this study, the 
elements which they possessed and which were deemed a threat to the Nazi regime. It 
furthermore introduced the maneuvers and policies of the Nazi Regime, which stripped 
them of their rights. As will be seen, the policies were further extended in the 
concentration camps against the various categories of prisoners. This chapter has 
additionally demonstrated that while theatrical activities conducted in the sites used by 
the Nazis to intern and execute unwanted peoples were perhaps unusual they were not 
uncommon.   
The following chapter will provide a look at theatrical activities in other camps so 
as to place this study in the context of existing research. The research questions, along 
with the methodology will be explained. Moreover, varying streams of scholarly research 
as to the main groups of inmates of interest to this study will be introduced. Following 
this will be a chapter introducing the Buchenwald concentration camp so as to provide 
the reader with a contextual backdrop for the study. Chapters 4 and 5 will cover in detail 
the men focused on in this study, along with their theatrical activities done in the camp. 
Each of their theatrical texts and performances will be used to highlight life in the camp. 
The concluding chapter will explore and summarize what can be learned from the 
theatrical performances conducted in Buchenwald.   
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2.0 Circumscribing the Area of Study  
My friends, you are lucky to be here this afternoon. Here, in Buchenwald, we 
have the best art and the best artists in the whole of Germany. Here you can 
actually laugh out loud at our jokes. Here is the freest theater in the Reich. In the 
theaters, outside, the actors and the audience are frightened because they fear that 
they may end up in a concentration camp. That’s something we don’t have to 
worry about here.31 
 
 Many of the concentration camps and ghettos under the Nazi regime had cultural 
and artistic activities, which have been reported upon. “However, the works themselves 
are rarely analyzed for what they have to tell us about the prisoners’ motives for 
producing them.”32 This study seeks to address this latter point in relation to the theater in 
Buchenwald and explore, among other things, the functions (emphasis by author) of the 
prisoners’ theatrical performances. Moreover, this study attempts to use the theatrical 
performances themselves to learn more about the conditions in the camp and how the 
conditions changed during its existence. This chapter will begin by placing the study as a 
whole in the context of existing scholarly research as to theater in the concentration 
camps both at large and within Buchenwald. The parameters and limitations of the study 
will also be addressed, as well as two streams of relevant scholarly debate. Furthermore 
the approach to be applied throughout the study will be covered.  
2.1 Literature Review  
 While many scholars have explored the visual arts created under Nazi rule, little 
research has been done on theater and its role for the victims of the Nazi Regime, 
especially in English.33 Pertaining to Jewish theater in the concentration camps, Rebecca 
Rovitz, an expert on theater under the Holocaust wrote, “It is not difficult after all to 
understand the scarcity of research in this area. It defies our understanding to imagine 
                                                
31 Curt Daniel, “The Freest Theater in the Reich,” in Theatrical Performance during the Holocaust: Texts, 
Documents, Memoirs, ed. Rebecca Rovit and Alvin Goldfarb (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University 
Press, 1999), 153. 
32 Lisa Peschel, “Nonsurvivor Testimony: Terezí Ghetto Theatre in the Archive and the Second Czech 
Cabaret,” Theatre Survey 48, no. 01 (May 2007): 144. 
33 Gerwin Strobl “Theatre in the Third Reich: A Bibliographical Survey,” Cardiff Historical Papers, no. 2 
(2008): 1–26; Steinweis, Art, Ideology & Economics in Nazi Germany the Reich Chambers of Music, 
Theater, and the Visual Arts, 1. 
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concentration camp inmates singing, playing classical music, dancing on makeshift stages 
or in crowded barracks, at the same time that cattle cars transported their fellow inmates 
toward Auschwitz.”34 Just as there is a lack of research of theater performed by Jewish 
inmates in the concentration camps, there is also a lack of research on political 
performances in the camps—especially in English. More important to this study is the 
absence of research on theater performed specifically in Buchenwald. 
 Areas where extensive research (including in English) has been conducted on 
theatrical activities in the concentration camps are primarily related to performances by 
Jewish inmates in the Theresienstadt concentration camp. Notably, Lisa Peschel has done 
extensive research regarding theatrical activities by Jews who were inhabitants of the 
former Czechoslovakia prior to their internment in Theresienstadt.35 In particular Peschel 
has made the texts used in the performances available to an English-speaking audience, 
while providing a context to their meaning. Anne D. Dutlinger’s book Art, Music and 
Education as Strategies for Survival: Theresienstadt 1941-1945 also covers extensively 
the arts in Theresienstadt including an article written by Rebecca Rovits titled “A 
Carousel of Theatrical Performances in Theresienstadt.”36 The opera Brandibur 
performed by children in Thereseinstadt has not only been researched,37 but has been 
brought to thousands of audiences in performances throughout the world. The opera Der 
Kaiser von Atlantis (Emperor of Atlantis), text by Peter Kien and music by Viktor 
Ullmann, (both of whom were transported out of Theresienstadt and died in Auschwitz) 
survived and has also been brought before worldwide audiences beginning with its 
premiere in The Netherlands on December 16, 1975.38  
                                                
34 Rebecca Rovit, “Introduction,” in Theatrical Performance during the Holocaust: Texts, Documents, 
Memoirs, ed. Alvin Goldfarb and Rebecca Rovit (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 1999), 4. 
35 See Peschel, “Nonsurvivor Testimony”; Lisa Peschel, ed., Performing Captivity, Performing Escape: 
Cabarets and Plays from the Terezín / Theresienstadt Ghetto (Calcutta: Seagull Books, 2014); Lisa Peschel 
and Alan Sikes, “Risking Representation: Performing the Terezín Ghetto in the Czech Republic,” Theatre 
Topics 18, no. 2 (September 2008): 161–82. 
36 Anne D Dutlinger and Pa.) Payne Gallery (Bethlehem, Art, Music and Education as Strategies for 
Survival: Theresienstadt, 1941-1945 (New York: Herodias, 2000). 
37 Rebecca Rovit, “A Carousel of Theatrical Performance in Theresienstadt,” in Art, Music, and Education 
as Strategies for Survival (New York: Herodias, 2001), 123–43. 
38 Don Jr. Gilzinger, “The Emperor of Atlantis [Der Kaiser von Atlantis],” in Theatrical Performance 
during the Holocaust: Texts, Documents, Memoirs, ed. Alvin Goldfarb and Rebecca Rovit (Baltimore: The 
John Hopkins University Press, 1999). 
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 David Wolff in “Drama behind Barbed Wire” shined light onto an anti-Fascist 
theatrical performance in the Oranienburg concentration camp.39 More general 
contributions summarizing theater in the camps can be found in the last chapter of Peter 
Jelavich’s book Berlin Cabaret40 (with a heavy emphasis on Westerbork and 
Theresiendstadt), as well as in Alvin Goldfarb’s article “Theatrical Activities in Nazi 
Concentration Camps.”41 However, only in the above two references is theater in 
Buchenwald mentioned at all. Thus there is a gap to fill as to the theatrical activities in 
Buchenwald in English scholarship.  
 In addition to this fact, in their writing both Jelavich’s and Goldfarb’s references 
to theater in Buchenwald were based upon one individual article written in 1941 by Curt 
Daniel42 (also known as Curt Ponger43) who was held prisoner in Buchenwald. Daniel’s 
article on theater in the camp is the only one published in an English scholarly journal on 
this topic. While it is valuable as a primary source, it should not stand alone as the only 
English language reference material. More importantly, while Daniel’s comments are 
informative (and will be referred to later in this study), he was in Buchenwald for 
approximately one year. Originally from Austria, he was interned in both Dachau and 
Buchenwald in 1938; however, in 1939 he was released and immigrated to the United 
States.44 He then wrote and published the article “The Freest Theater in the Reich” in 
1941. However, the camp existed until 1945. Consequently his insights into theater in the 
camp are limited.  
Scholarly research on theater in Buchenwald is lacking, not only in English but in 
German as well. While there are many primary and secondary source materials (mainly in 
the German language) as to the existence of theater in the camp, as well as books 
containing pieces written in the camps (all written in German and many of which will 
                                                
39 David Wolff, “Drama behind Barbed Wire,” in Theatrical Performance during the Holocaust: Texts, 
Documents, Memoirs, ed. Alvin Goldfarb and Rebecca Rovit (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University 
Press, 1999), 145–49. 
40 Jelavich, Berlin Cabaret. 
41 Goldfarb, “Theatrical Activities in the Nazi Concentration Camps.” 
42 Daniel, “The Freest Theater in the Reich.” 
43 Herbert Arlt, Klaus Manger, and Jura Soyfer Gesellschaft, eds., Jura Soyfer (1912-1939) zum Gedenken, 
Bd. 7 (St. Ingbert: Röhrig, 1999), 378. 
44 Werner Röder et al., eds., Biographisches Handbuch der deutschsprachigen Emigration nach 1933, vol. 
1 (München: K.G. Saur ; Distributed by Gale Research Company, 1980), 571. 
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serve as reference materials for this study), there is no scholarly analysis of what one can 
learn from the texts or from the performances. Moreover, many of the scholarly writings 
as well as the primary and secondary sources which do exist (especially as to theatrical 
activities performed by political inmates in the camps) were written by individuals living 
in the former Deutsche Demokratische Republik (“DDR” or in the English language 
“GDR” for the German Democratic Republic). Thus the topic of propaganda and biased 
reporting on theater in Buchenwald needs to be explored as many of those who survived 
and left records of the history of Buchenwald lived under a new regime in a battle with 
West Germany “in legitimiz(ing) its claim to being the “better Germany.”45 In having this 
concern, the GDR and its supporters used the history and activities within Buchenwald to 
create a mythology as to its own history.46 While this study broached this latter topic, it is 
not the primary focus of the research at hand and should be considered for further 
investigation.  
Consequently, there is much to be discovered and analyzed from the theatrical 
performances in Buchenwald.  
2.2 Researched Groups   
The theatrical activities focused on herein were all written and performed in the 
German language, as all six inmates focused upon were German-speaking individuals. 
Although not considered a part of the criteria, this led to the groups of individuals being 
either German or Austrian citizens. However, within this group of German speakers, the 
men possessed various backgrounds. Some were professional theatrical artists, whether in 
the cabaret, agitprop theater or in so-called straight plays. They all had political positions, 
whether in line with the Social Democrats, the Communist Party, or the Zionist 
movement; however, some were clearly more driven by their political ideologies as 
demonstrated by the activities they engaged in. The majority of the inmates in focus (all 
of the Germans and one Austrian) were supporters of the Communist Party. Lastly, 
within the group four of the six of the men were of Jewish heritage.   
                                                
45 Niven, The Buchenwald Child, 3. 
46 Stein, “Buchenwald,” 1999; Stein and Gedenkstätte Buchenwald, Konzentrationslager Buchenwald, 
1937-1945; Niven, The Buchenwald Child; Bill Niven, “The GDR, Weimar Classicism and Resistance at 
Buchenwald,” Témoigner Entre Histoire et Mémoire 104 (2009): 175–90. 
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This narrowed down focus removed many other individuals and groups of 
prisoners coming from other countries who also performed within Buchenwald from 
inclusion in the study. These individuals and groups were transported into the camp as 
the Third Reich occupied its European neighbors, especially in the later years of the 
camp’s existence.47 Theatrical activities from such individuals and groups can be found 
in the camp’s Bunter Abends (variety performances, yet hereinafter will be referred to in 
the German language). These were composed of prisoners from several nations including 
those from Germany, Austria, Poland, Russia, and the former Czechoslovakia who 
contributed acts of various art forms. In addition, many of the national groups held 
performances within their own barracks. Such performances are a recommended area for 
further research.  
 In addition, there are a few additional surviving works by inmates done in the 
German language, which were not included in this study. These works were no less 
revealing of theater in Buchenwald and life in the camp for the prisoners. However, by 
confining the research to the works and performances of six prisoners, this study was able 
to concentrate on a wide array of theatrical texts performed over the entire duration of the 
camp. This allowed for the opportunity to examine how theater evolved between 1938 
and the camp’s liberation in1945. Moreover, with the inmates having a different status in 
the camp, there was the opportunity to learn more about how the camp was experienced 
and perceived by these prisoners as expressed in their own theatrical works. Thus the 
narrow approach allowed for both a broad view, as well as a more personal look as 
reflected in the works.  
 As mentioned, four of the six men studied were incarcerated in the camp due to 
their being Jewish. In addition, four of them were vocal supporters of the Communist 
Party. This fact is important to address due to previous research regarding both groups. 
The existing research on the activities of both groups comes from two completely 
different perspectives. These varying perspectives served as the starting point in 
analyzing the theatrical activities of the two groups in the camp.  
                                                
47 Herbert Sandberg, “Kunst Im KZ,” n.d., Buchenwaldarchiv (BwA) 9-90-17. 
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The issue at stake for Jewish theatrical activities done in the context of a 
concentration camp is whether, in light of what we now know of their performances, they 
served as a form of resistance (emphasis by author). Resistance of this sort is often 
interchangeably referred to by scholars as being resistance that is artistic, spiritual or 
cultural in nature. As for the activities, including those artistic in nature, done by the 
German Communist inmates, the question considered in previous research used in this 
study is of a different angle. The issue is whether their activities were a form of resistance 
which was of benefit to members of their own group or whether they assisted the inmate 
population at large. Therefore, by looking at numerous theatrical events performed by 
members deriving from these two groups, the study united the differing strands of 
research into a common thread.  
In line with the thoughts of Sybil Milton, this study incorporated the view that the 
Holocaust was more complex than merely the “genocide of the European Jews” as has 
been emphasized in popular culture.48 As Milton expressed:  
 
True, the murder of Jews by the Nazis differed from the killing of political and 
foreign opponents because it was based on the genetic origins of the victims, not 
on their behavior. But the Jews were not the only victims selected for death on the 
basis of their heredity. Moreover, the art and culture of the victims came from all 
prisoner groups, not only from Jewish victims. I am thus defining the Holocaust 
as the collective designation for the mass murder of human beings because they 
belonged to certain biologically defined groups…and for the related persecution 
of groups for their political affiliations…49 
 
Thus this study applied an analysis to the activities of the individual men as well 
as to their activities as a whole. The scholarly views and the conditions in the camp 
respective to the two groups as covered in the following sections and chapters, allow for a 
comparative view as well.  
                                                
48 Sybil H. Milton, “Lost, Stolen, and Strayed: The Archival Heritage of Modern German-Jewish History,” 
in Theatrical Performance during the Holocaust: Texts, Documents, Memoirs (Baltimore: The John 
Hopkins University Press, 1999), 288. 
49 Ibid. 
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2.2.1 Jewish Theater & Resistance in the Camps 
Alvin Goldfarb in “Theatrical Activities in the Nazi Concentration Camps,” 
provided examples of resistance in various camps, including a reference to theater in 
Buchenwald. The examples consisted of the celebration of religious traditions, cabarets 
and other performances, some of which were political in nature, which helped inmates to 
escape their reality. In addressing the popularity of cabaret in the camps Goldfarb wrote: 
 
Any available space could be transformed, as was done in Auschwitz, 
Buchenwald, Dachau, and Theresienstadt. It seems quite apparent that these 
cabaret presentations were acts of resistance (emphasis by author) and attacks on 
the Third Reich. The heavily satirical (emphasis by author) content of these 
entertainments has already been noted.50  
 
In posing the question why the performing arts survived in the camps he 
answered, “Part of the reason, as has been indicated, lies in their being seen as acts of 
resistance…[with] Satire [being] the main ingredient of the camp cabarets.”51 Along with 
acts containing satire, Goldfarb characterized a Hanukkah performance done in a French 
internment center for children as being an “act of passive resistance” as it highlighted 
“the Jews regaining control over the Jerusalem temple from the Syrians, [which] glorifies 
active Jewish defiance even in the face of overwhelming odds.”52 A performance of the 
Soviet propaganda play Roar China in a Polish labor camp where a green flag was flown 
at the end of the play further symbolized “an act of defiance” and functioned as 
“propaganda.”53 Goldfarb identified the shows as having various functions that served the 
inmates to mentally escape from their environment, hang on to tradition, help them 
literally to survive (as the performers were rewarded with necessities), and to create 
“outlets for resistance.”54 Thus it seems these plays, which were satirical in nature, telling 
of the Jews overcoming overwhelming odds or emphasizing the strength of a people 
through symbols were defined as being resistive in nature.  
                                                
50 Goldfarb, “Theatrical Activities in the Nazi Concentration Camps,” 120–121. 
51 Ibid., 123. 
52 Ibid., 122. 
53 Ibid., 122–123. 
54 Ibid., 120. 
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Samuel Edelman in “Singing in the Face of Death,” focused on the “rhetorical 
nature of the use of spiritual resistance…” as being the only form of resistance left to the 
inmates after the possibility of physical resistance and resistance through sabotage were 
made impossible.55 According to Edelman, such spiritual resistance entailed, “the active 
use of literature, art, music and theater to react against the Nazi decrees and actions.”56 
He focused on the power of words to combat the Nazi policies against the Jews holding 
that, “[w]ithout weapons or means of sabotage the victims could not stop the killing but 
they could act upon the attempted dehumanization.” Referring to the work of Lloyd 
Bitzer, Edelman wrote, “that a situation became rhetorical when communication could be 
used to overcome a real or imagined exigence.”   
Edelman continued by quoting Blitzer and wrote: 
 
a work of rhetoric is pragmatic; it comes into existence for the sake of something 
beyond itself; it functions ultimately to produce or change the world; it performs 
some task. In short, rhetoric is a mode of altering reality, not by direct application 
of energy to objects, but by the creation of discourse, which changes reality 
through the mediation of thought and action.57 
 
Thus through the inmates’ creative use of words they, “could create actions and 
through words resistance could be taken.”58  
Edelman used the example of theater in the Westerbork transit camp as serving as 
a form of resistance. The inmates needed to know what would happen to them upon being 
transported out of the camp. Thus Will Rosen, a famous cabaret performer, in a 
monologue titled Goodbye to Westerbork, made reference to the fact that he would not 
return nor would he be able to send postcards from where he was going. Based upon this, 
Edelman held that Rosen conveyed something of the inmates’ future when they too 
would be transported out of Westerbork. Thus it was a practical act of conveying a 
message. Moreover, as there were not only inmates sitting in the audience but also the 
                                                
55 Edelman, “Singing in the Face of Death, A Study of Jewish Cabaret and Opera during the Holocaust,” 
125. 
56 Ibid. 
57 Ibid., 126. 
58 Ibid., 125–126. 
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presence of the Nazi officers, “the rhetorical nature of his action is that he stated his 
feeling in public even under the watchful eyes of the Nazis.”59  
He cited further examples demonstrating what he called the rhetorical nature of 
resistance. In the Birkenau concentration camp, male inmates performed before women, 
during which messages were conveyed as to who might still be alive and who might have 
died. The artists saw their performance as a failure for awakening the realization in the 
women and themselves as to the misery in which they lived. Edelman however, saw the 
exigence, or rather the urgency here, being “survival” and the artists’ use of cabaret as 
being a source of discourse between the performers and the audience and hence 
constituting a rhetorical nature of resistance. In Theresienstadt, a survivor who was a 
child in the camp spoke of performing in productions including the children’s opera 
Brundibar. She recalled being told by the elders that, “people with strong beliefs and 
good causes will always survive” which according to Edelman was “a rhetorical strategy 
of great strength” that gave the children hope to survive. Moreover, it provided the 
children an opportunity to escape into fantasy distant from the reality in which they lived. 
Lastly, he mentioned the example of performers in Auschwitz who performed for both 
guards and inmates. Their “[c]abaret returned to them a small sense of normality under 
the most abnormal of conditions.”60    
Edelman therefore viewed the rhetorical nature of the use of words as being a 
form of resistance within urgent situations. He wrote, “The ability to resist or to escape, 
even in fantasy, was developed by the rhetorical creation of cabarets, operas, and plays. 
One was able to hold on to one’s sanity just a little bit longer—to hope just a little bit 
more—to remember for just a fraction more time that one was truly human.”61 Thus in 
these examples, resistance was detected when done against deception, as a means to 
provide information in secret ways, against the surrendering of strength, as well as in the 
form of escaping from reality by offering a sense of normality.   
While not merely concentrating on theater in the camps, but rather art in general, 
the Holocaust scholar Lawrence Langer provided a contrasting perspective of the concept 
                                                
59 Ibid., 128. 
60 Ibid., 129. 
61 Ibid., 131. 
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of artistic resistance worth noting. Langer argued that the arts in the concentration camps 
created by the Jews did not function as resistance. In his analysis he required a more 
stringent test for when resistance could be identified by focusing on the ultimate fate of 
an inmate—that of him dying. In analyzing whether resistance occurred he looked to 
whether the inmates were able to “stand up…against impossible odds and try to escape or 
choose death rather than submit quietly to their doom.” In supporting his view Langer 
noted, “There is little evidence, however, that they believed their art would be effectual 
against the determined German efforts to annihilate them.”62  
Langer claimed rather that art was born within the holocaust and served as a 
“cultural witness [emphasis in original] to genocide.”63 Citing a poem written in the 
camps, he argued, “It does not ‘resist’ genocide; it is born of it. It reflects the power of 
word and image to immortalize anguish: not to celebrate the victim’s transfiguration into 
a glorious example of spiritual defiance, but to mourn verbally her disfiguration, her 
disintegration, her change from flesh into ash.”64 Langer further commented on how an 
artist who sketched his environment while in the various concentration camps, 
“recognized the fragility and the danger of what we call cultural resistance, and refused to 
heroize the activity.” The sketches being a form of evasion from reality by allowing the 
artist to take “the role of an observer,” Langer reasoned that the artist was “[f]ar from 
praising culture as a way of resisting [emphasis in original] genocide” and posed the 
question, “[i]f Kantor does not celebrate the survival or resistance value of his drawings 
and watercolors, why should we?”65  
In another example, Langer examined how orphans in a Warsaw ghetto were 
directed by Janusz Korczak66 in the performance of the play The Post Office written by 
Rabindranath Tagore. In the play, a young boy dies peacefully in his bed while waiting 
for a message from the King. Shortly after the children’s performance, they were 
deported to and murdered in the Treblinka extermination camp. Upon being asked why 
                                                
62 Lawrence L Langer, Admitting the Holocaust: Collected Essays (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1995), 61. 
63 Ibid., 51. 
64 Ibid., 62–63. 
65 Ibid., 54–55. 
66 Janusz Korczak was a doctor, author of children’s books and oversaw a Polish orphanage. He died 
together with the orphans in Treblinka.  
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this play was chosen for the children, Korczak was later quoted as saying, “finally it is 
necessary to learn to accept serenely the angel of death.” Langer contrasted the reality of 
the death experienced by the children at Treblinka, which included standing naked in 
freezing temperatures awaiting entry into the gas chambers and being subjected to 
violence, to that of the peaceful death experienced by the boy in The Post Office. He 
argued, “…[I]f this was cultural resistance, it was ineffectual against the formidable 
enemy who lay in wait for him.” Langer further wrote, “To regard Korczak’s use of the 
Tagore play to prepare his charges to meet death serenely as an expression of cultural 
resistance to genocide, given the subsequent events, is to risk using a heart-warming 
phrase to deflect our attention from the merciless and chilling murder of these victims.”67  
Thus according to Langer the art created within the camps, “reflects not defiance 
but a basic human need to interpret the meaning of one’s experience, or to pierce the 
obscurities that shroud it in apparent meaninglessness.” Langer addressed the danger of 
present day scholars wanting “to mitigate our horror at the event” of the holocaust and 
held that the artistic creations, “may have been for the victims nothing more than a 
similar alternation between confrontation and coping…”68 
Rebecca Rovit, in response to what she deemed “cynical” views held by scholars 
like Langer, argued that based upon the testimony of survivors, “there appears to be a 
consensus—however ambivalent: Musical and theatrical creation seemed to give people 
some sense of humanity—as ephemeral as it may have been.”69 Thus Rovit justified the 
use of the term “spiritual resistance”70 [emphasized in original], which consisted of 
theater (and other forms of art) done in the concentration camps. Rovit wrote, “Perhaps 
we may consider the words of Postel-Vinay for whom the very act of having preserved 
one’s ability to laugh and hope at Ravensbrück embodies a ‘profound form of resistance, 
an affirmation that one stays human,’” even when such “Judeo-Christian values [as] pity 
and compassion were abolished, because they had no place in the Third Reich.”71 Aaron 
                                                
67 Langer, Admitting the Holocaust, 56–57. 
68 Ibid., 52, 61. 
69 Alvin Goldfarb and Rebecca Rovit, Theatrical Performance during the Holocaust: Texts, Documents, 
Memoirs (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 1999), 10. 
70 Ibid., 9. 
71 Ibid., 10. 
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Kramer in, “Creation in a Death Camp” further held, “Survival was as much a 
requirement of the spirit as the body. Survival! That was the common denominator for all 
who rejected resignation, who refused to surrender the pulse of selfhood and turn into 
Muselmänner, walking corpses.”72  
Lisa Peschel in “Nonsurvivor Testimony: Terezín Ghetto Theatre in the Archive 
and the Second Czech Cabaret” took a varying approach to those scholars mentioned 
above, focusing on the numerous and diverse functions of theater in the concentration 
camps. Peschel held that they should not be simply classified under the term “spiritual 
resistance.”73 She wrote, “The oft-repeated phrases regarding art during the Holocaust, 
‘spiritual resistance’ and ‘triumph of the human spirit,’ may convey something of our 
own feelings about such works, but they do not adequately describe their significance for 
the prisoners themselves” and the texts are worthy of “active engagement rather than 
respectful reverence.”74  
Through careful analysis of the texts themselves, Peschel identified clues not only 
about living conditions in Theresienstadt but also about how prisoners used performance 
to manipulate their own experience of those conditions. She provided examples of the 
inmates using theater to normalize their life in the ghetto, thus making it less threatening, 
as well as acting out their future after having survived the camp. Peschel wrote:  
 
…prisoners used performance to release frustration and anger, to emphasize 
solidarity, to reinforce aspects of their identity, to escape temporarily into 
nostalgia about the past, and to embody visions of their postwar futures: in short, 
a range of functions far too rich and varied to be subsumed under the distinction-
blurring heading ‘spiritual resistance.’75 
 
Alongside the views of the scholars are numerous testimonies of Jewish survivors 
of the Holocaust who attested to the importance and value of the theater, thus shedding 
further light on whether the theatrical performances served as a form of resistance. 
Statements such as the following are found throughout the testimonies regarding theater: 
                                                
72 Aaron Kramer, Alvin Goldfarb, and Rebecca Rovit, “Creation in a Death Camp,” in Theatrical 
Performance during the Holocaust: Texts, Documents, Memoirs (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University 
Press, 1999), 184. 
73 Peschel, “Nonsurvivor Testimony,” 144. 
74 Ibid., 150. 
75 Ibid., 144. 
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“People’s nerves are at a breaking point. It is a relief, even at Westerbork, to escape from 
the nervous strain for a moment and break the tension.”76 “The people laughed and 
clapped. It was as if we were in Berlin on the Kurfürstendamm. We were suddenly 
somewhere else. One can hardly imagine that. The people down in the audience forgot 
everything during those two hours.”77 “But you’re part of humanity and what you’re 
doing there is pure self-preservation. You sing and dance for the devil because you will 
not let him kill you.”78 Accordingly, one finds among survivor testimonies the common 
use of theater to escape from the realities of the camps as well as to maintain a sense of 
humanity.  
Thus there are different perspectives held by scholars, primarily those focusing on 
theater performed by victims of the genocide, as to whether it was a form of resistance, 
be it cultural, artistic or spiritual in nature. In general, scholars (except for Langer) 
perceived the performances as being resistive in nature because they provided hope, 
strength, escape or information. The theatrical activities furthermore offered a portrayal 
of humanity and normalcy in the camps. This too was deemed resistive in nature. 
These assessments were placed upon the performances in Buchenwald as to their 
being resistive or not. In line with Peschel’s approach, active engagement with the 
theatrical texts beginning in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 began the analyses.  
2.2.2 Political Inmates & Resistance in Buchenwald  
The political inmates within the camp consisted of groups such as the 
Communists (of various ideologies), the Social Democrats and members of other 
resistance groups. While all of the inmates categorized in these groups were classified as 
political inmates by the SS, the German Communists are the particularly relevant group 
for this study. This is due to some specific reasons: Three of the men focused on in this 
study were German Communists. The German Communists held important inmate 
positions in the camp. And lastly their status and activities in the camp influenced how 
they and others spoke of their deeds in the camp. However, in being consistent with other 
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scholarly and autobiographical works, the more general term of ‘political inmates’ will 
most often be utilized by the author. When appropriate, the narrower wording of 
“German Communists” will also be utilized at times. 
Between the years of 1939 and 1945 with only a minor interruption, the political 
inmates, dominated by Communists,79 ran the self-administration among the inmates in 
the camp. As a result, they had enormous influence over the inmates’ lives for better or 
worse. Bill Niven, author of The Buchenwald Child wrote, “[a]t no other Nazi 
camp…had the communist underground been so tightly organized as at Buchenwald, and 
no other group of antifascists could even conceivably lay claim to having helped to 
overcome the murderous SS system.”80 However, their organization and the benefits it 
accrued became subject to question shortly after the liberation of the camp.  
As Niven explained, immediately after the war, the collective group of male 
Communist prisoners were placed on the defensive regarding their activities conducted in 
Buchenwald. Deemed by some as heroic anti-Fascist resistance fighters, they were 
deemed by others as Nazi collaborators.81 As a result of their gaining control of the 
inmate self-administration in the camp, they were accused of using their influence so as 
to protect their own as the politicals “received more food and better clothes than the 
majority, and were allocated to blocks and work details where chances of survival were 
relatively good.”82 The men who had been praised for saving lives, were criticized for 
their having strategically chosen which lives to save. Survivors of Buchenwald also 
accused the Communists and specifically the German Communists, of using their power 
so as to get rid of potential opposition within the camp.83 Moreover, they were vilified for 
managing the camp in the fashion of Stalinism thereby applying their own form of 
justice, which often led to the death of others.84  
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These accusations further played out at both a national and international level as 
Germany became divided into the West and East. The Communists then living in the 
former East Germany therefore took action on various fronts. As Niven wrote:    
 
as a result of rumors that charges might be brought against communist camp 
functionaries at the Buchenwald trials in Dachau for complicity in SS crimes, the 
collective came under pressure to justify its conduct, especially when subjected to 
an internal investigation by the SED (Socialist Unity Party). This led to an 
essentially defensive program of self-glorification. Former Buchenwald prisoners 
in East Germany…set about exaggerating the extent, effectiveness, and probity of 
communist resistance at Buchenwald.85  
 
 Later, their actions were then promoted by the SED and the GDR in support of an 
image of East Germany being “the better Germany.”86 “In this respect, the propaganda 
potential of the communist prisoners’ version of Buchenwald’s history for the SED was 
considerable; the GDR could be presented as heir to the spirit of resistance that had 
overthrown the mighty SS...”87 Parts of history were erased by the regimes, while others 
were expanded beyond recognition for purposes of glorification. This even influenced the 
mere documentation of artistic works created in the camp. So as to highlight strength and 
physical resistance, pieces that did not portray physical resistance but rather spiritual 
resistance were eliminated from the record.88 In addition, so as to differentiate the 
Communists’ fight against the SS from other groups, “suffering, at least not of the kind 
that could not be reframed as political martyrdom” was eliminated and the speaking of 
the death of the Jews in the camp was stricken from the camp’s history.89  
Thus the extent and validity of the resistive nature of the political inmates and 
particularly the German Communists’ activities in the camp has received much attention 
over the past decades. Various versions of history, innumerable opinions of worth and 
heated feelings as to their place in the history of the GDR are still present today. In 2014, 
Harry Stein, the Curator of the Permanent Historical Exhibition at the Buchenwald 
Memorial, gave a speech during the 69th remembrance of the liberation of the camp, as to 
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resistance in the camp. Stein’s views shed light on the complexity of the “history 
making” of Buchenwald. Quoting from a report he said that the full truth about 
Buchenwald will never be known.90 Moreover he cited another witness as saying that the 
creation of the Buchenwald story was even a prelude to the Cold War and thus now one 
can see that this process injured not only the story of the camp but the actors as well, 
because as a result of imposed questions and controlled answers, a critical debate was 
unable to take place.91  
Stein emphasized that in order to better understand the actions of the inmates in 
the camp, one must recognize the conditions out of which resistance could have come 
about and the motives of the actors.92 He noted in examining the system, created by the 
SS and which the inmates would have been resisting, the intention was to break the will 
of those inmates and destroy their individuality. They did this through hunger, violence 
and the singling out of inmates. It was a system created to instill fear in the inmates to 
even turn towards one’s neighbor for help, a system intended to eliminate the social 
[emphasis in original] being of people. The idea of living together was to be destroyed, 
the humanity shriveled out, and any sense of solidarity was to be suffocated, so that 
inmates were forced to live in fear and encouraged to destroy one another.93  
Thus resistance within Buchenwald was countering the SS’s aim to destroy the 
social relations and civility among the inmates. The activities, which preserved these 
aspects and thus served to boost the moral and self-preservation of others, helped 
stabilize the conditions in the camp for the inmates in general. This, in turn, deflated the 
power of the SS’s installed system of hunger, fear and competition among the inmates 
and increased the chances of survival among all the inmates.94  
A former Buchenwald inmate confirmed the existence of such an SS-led system 
when he wrote of the implementation of an extension of a punishment utilized in the 
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camp. Upon the punishment of an inmate the other inmates were thereby prohibited from 
speaking with him. However, he wrote: 
 
The men understood too well what was happening. They realized that this was a 
threat against the society as a whole. Everybody talked to the ‘outlaws’ in order to 
demonstrate that it was impossible to isolate any man within this society…the 
new punishment was quickly abandoned…Break a man off from his social 
relations, isolate him within his society, and you will be able to break his power 
of resistance, his will for life.95   
 
Stein held that all forms of activities which worked against the system of the SS 
were a form of resistance.96 Stein then narrowed his attention to the act of resistance by 
the political inmates who held positions in the self-administration of the camp, who were 
primarily Communists. He concluded that they in their positions resisted against the SS’s 
instruments of hunger, violence and competition.97 They operated as a network, which 
infested many areas of the camp with a social (emphasis by author) virus.98   
One specific area where the social life and civility was fostered among the 
inmates was during the theatrical activities (emphasis by author) initiated by the inmates. 
Stein declared that in theatrical performances (as well as in other activities) these acts of 
resistance served to help others promote solidarity and encourage each other to live.99 
This view was supported by Emil Carlebach, a German Jewish Communist, who was 
incarcerated in Buchenwald. Carlebach emphasized that while it was absurd to forget that 
one was living in a concentration camp during the performances, the inmates when only 
for a short time could forget about their worries and were able to express their will to live 
in a system which did not recognize their lives. Furthermore he claimed that cabaret was 
a great encouragement for the inmates, as it among other things strengthened solidarity 
(emphasis by author).100  
Nivens too identified theatrical works in Buchenwald as being a form of 
resistance, but from a narrower perspective. He wrote that, “performances that were 
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illegal and had a strongly political, antifascist character…can be classified as a form of 
resistance.”101 While not in Buchenwald, but highly relevant to this point, there was an 
anti-Fascist performance done in the Oranienburg concentration camp, which kept up the 
morale of the inmates as described in Wolf’s article. Here, the German political inmates 
put on a skit with the use of a map of Germany and the locations of all the concentration 
camps and: 
 
[w]hat to the guards seemed only a rather amusing attempt by the prisoners to 
make fun of themselves, became to the prisoners a heart-warming anti-Nazi 
drama. [The artist of the show further explained] each acid jest, each shading of 
hatred, was seized upon by the prisoners and served to hearten them for weeks 
thereafter…they were even yet engaged in a struggle of will and personal integrity 
against the systematic torture that the Nazis had invented for them.102    
 
What was perhaps always behind the theatrical activities or at least might have 
been a motivating force among the political inmates who did theater in Buchenwald was 
their support of a specific political ideology and their determination to succeed against 
their political foes. This too was made clear by the aforementioned political inmate who 
requested that, “the spirit of the political prisoners in concentration camps be emphasized, 
their group courage and determination to resist. Any incident of defiance kindled weeks 
of joy and pride in the prisoners.”103 This belief system and political spirit served the 
political inmates in Buchenwald in numerous ways. It united the inmates and provided a 
refuge for them so that they were not struggling alone. Moreover, the belief system 
strengthened their determination to survive in spite of their Nazi oppressors.  
Bruno Heilig, an Austrian Jew who, prior to being released on April 27, 1939, 
was incarcerated in both Dachau and Buchenwald wrote, “It was the political prisoners 
who had the greatest powers of resistance. The Jews held out astonishingly well, and 
among these, too, it was the political inmates who fared best. It would seem as though the 
capacity for physical resistance depends very greatly on the spiritual factor.”104 This 
spiritual factor, which Heilig referred to, was their political spirit, which helped them to 
survive.  
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Paul Martin Neurath, another Austrian survivor of both Dachau and Buchenwald, 
also commented on the beneficial connection between the “moral and physical powers of 
resistance...” Neurath further wrote of the positive influence of one having a conviction 
when it came to his being able to survive the physical challenges which existed in the 
camp. He commented on the importance of the ideology of the political inmates and how 
they fared better: 
 
Since the behavior of the political prisoners was determined to a high degree by 
their ideology, there is little value in asking whether in the camp it led to more or 
less suffering. Having accepted the camp as one of the risks involved, they would 
probably not have changed the behavior that derived from their ideology in return 
for a slight difference in treatment…105 
 
Thus when examining the productions and the content of the performances of the 
German Communists within this study, their activities in support of and the effects of 
their belonging to the Communist Party were also explored. Furthermore the study in 
presenting the history of the camp, provided a comprehensive background against which 
the nature of their theatrical works could be measured. In doing so their performances 
and their comments as to such could be placed in a contextual perspective.  
2.3 Research Questions & Purpose of Study 
There are three main research questions within this study. First, what do the actual 
theatrical texts and the performances tell us about life in the camp? For example: How, if 
at all, did the performances mimic circumstances in the camp and how did they change 
over the years? Secondly, what have we learned about producing theatre in Buchenwald? 
This question will examine what sources and means were used to create theatrical 
performances, as well as where the performances took place? The third research question 
will examine what functions were served by the theatrical activities? Issues such as 
whether the texts and performances served to entertain or promote solidarity will be 
reviewed. Furthermore, did they function to serve the individual inmate, a group of 
inmates or the inmate population at large? By focusing on these three points, the author 
hopes to shed light on an unexplored period of history.  
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In addition to beginning to fill a scholarly gap concerning theater in Buchenwald 
by answering the above-mentioned questions, this research pursues an additional purpose 
by addressing this study in a particular way. The performances and the people involved in 
them happened more than 70 years ago. Since then, generation after generation have 
heard the horror stories of what happened to victims under the Nazi Regime. As there 
were hundreds of thousands of people from all walks of life who were interned, murdered 
or worked as slaves in the Nazi camps, it is easy for the details to become blurred and 
even lose significance to a reader or listener. Hence in an attempt to avoid this hazard the 
study focused on the works of Fritz Grünbaum, Fritz Löhner-Beda, Jura Soyfer, Karl 
Schnog, Otto Halle and Bruno Apitz (occasionally referred to as the “artist(s)” or the 
“creator(s)”). These men and their theatrical performances were chosen, as the 
overwhelming majority of evidence as to German-language theater in Buchenwald arises 
from their works in the camp. This in turn provided a more personal look at specific 
theatrical activities and the men behind them, rather than a perspective that is overly 
general in nature.   
2.4 Methodology 
To gain a better historical understanding of theatrical activities in Buchenwald the 
author focused on several performances and the text used for such performances (or 
content when no text was available). As to the performances the terms “theatrical event”, 
“theatrical performance” and “performance” were used interchangeably throughout the 
study with no difference in meaning.  
The study aimed to reconstruct the theatrical events based upon the texts 
themselves (including stage directions when available) and other archival materials, such 
as from autobiographical works written by survivors of the camp. Each performance was 
placed and analyzed within the context of the Buchenwald concentration camp. The 
context being life in the camp as dictated by the relevant policies, the relationships of 
inmates with each other, as well as their relationships with the members of the SS in the 
camp. The performances were further chronicled based upon available evidence as to the 
time period and location in which they took place. Certain performances could be placed 
as having occurred on a specific date; however, the majority were placed within a time 
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period in which it was possible for them to have occurred. Overall questions such as the 
following were addressed in an effort to reconstruct the theatrical performances: Who 
created the performance? What was the creators’ intention? Who performed? Who was in 
the audience and what was their relation to the performers/creator? What (if any) 
materials were used for the performance? Where did the performance take place and 
when? What was the audiences’ perception of the performance? And what function did 
the performance serve in the camp?  
This framework was utilized so as to provide a holistic perspective for each 
theatrical performance. Moreover, it followed the view that a theatrical performance is 
not done solely by a performer, rather it, “is established through the interplay between 
performer and spectator.”106 In doing so, the study recognized that an audience is 
composed of a variety of persons with varying backgrounds and opinions who should not 
be reduced as if having a single mindset or reaction to a theatrical event. Furthermore due 
to the very limited number of surviving statements about the performances, 
circumstantial factors were included in an attempt to speculate upon the audience’s 
possible perception of the creator and his show.  
Together with the possible perception of those in the audience of the performance, 
a look into the possible intention of the artist in creating and/or performing the theatrical 
piece was included. However, at times there was not enough evidence to identify with 
much certainty the intentions of the performers and the author therefore relied upon 
speculation about their likely intentions when necessary.107 In order to form a basis for 
the analysis of such possible intentions of the artists, a brief introduction to the artists 
themselves, as well as their conduct and views towards the Nazi regime was included at 
the beginning of each section of each artist. This was necessary to provide a possible 
continuum (when such existed) of their activities and views towards the Nazis within the 
concentration camp.  
In following the holistic analysis of William Sauter, a scholar who has furthered 
the idea of a theatrical event in The Theatrical Event: Dynamics of Performance and 
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Perception, “[t]he interaction between the performer’s actions and the spectator’s 
reactions” were explored by examining the “sensory, artistic and symbolic levels of 
theatrical communication” which occurred within each performance, thus turning the 
performance into an event (emphasis by author). Thus, “[t]he theatrical event also 
presuppose[d] two partners: those who make a presentation and those who perceive it.”108  
 In Sauter’s analysis, the sensory communication consists of simply the presence 
of the performer on the stage and how the audience perceives that presence either via 
affectation, expectation or recognition. Sauter described this as a “personal relationship” 
(emphasis in original) whereby the performer senses the size and mood of the audience 
and the audience senses the presence of the performer. The artistic level is what is 
communicated, which makes the performance different from real life. The performance 
as earlier mentioned is a presentation of real life with an artistic aspect. Lastly, what 
Sauter labeled as an “embodied” (emphasis in original) presentation on the part of the 
performer translates into a symbolic communication between the performer and audience 
members. Here the “[e]mbodied actions are presented by the performer in order to show 
something. The act of showing is always directed toward someone who can see it, “[yet] 
[d]espite the performer’s intentions, there is no guarantee that the spectator is able to 
decode and understand the intended meaning of a certain embodied action.”109 Here it 
was discussed how the audience members knew or perhaps did not know that what was 
being presented on stage to them was meant to specifically signify something. The 
application of Sauter’s methodology can be seen in the author’s attempt to reconstruct the 
theatrical events. These are explored in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.  
The texts or the description of the text (when the text itself was not available) of 
eighteen works were also analyzed. These pieces created by the six inmates of the camp 
were chosen as a central focal point of the study. The texts alongside the performances 
provided various insights as they possess what theatrical scholar Thomas Postlewait 
refers to as a “double identity.” He held that they serve as records of the:   
 
…imaginative actions within the performance, yet they also express performative 
traits and values of the participants, the spectators, the culture, and the society. 
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They exist simultaneously as aesthetic works and historical records. They are 
mimetic events, in accord with Aristotle’s analysis in the Poetics; yet they are also 
representative events within the historical situation and context.110 
 
Thus the study provides an analysis of the artistic aspects of the theatrical texts 
(see Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6), while analyzing what the texts tell us about the 
camp, in that they “point to the contextual world and say things about it.”111 The texts’ 
two identities – that of an artistic nature and that of a historical document are 
“intertwined in a double helix, with each strand reflectively communicating with and 
against the other.”112 Lastly, it is important to note that the texts chosen for review were 
the basis of performances held voluntarily (emphasis by author) by the inmates.113 Thus 
the artists were verbally expressing what they wanted (emphasis by author) to express, 
which is crucial when looking at their possible intentions.  
This study sought to achieve a balanced approach in analyzing the theatrical 
performances. The performances were analyzed from a contextual standpoint, being that 
of the conditions in the camp, thereby emphasizing the influence of the camp conditions 
on the works themselves. Such a contextual analysis sought to interpret and describe how 
the performances responded to and reflected the surrounding environment in the camp. 
Likewise the performances were analyzed from the creator’s possible standpoint, thereby 
attempting to grant more emphasis on their creative intentions and less on the influence 
of the political environment.  
In addressing the first two research questions of what the theatrical activities 
could say about the camp and how theater was actually produced, evidence and 
testimonies from the past were used. However, in addressing the function of the theatrical 
performances in the camp, both a past and present day perspective was utilized. 
Statements of survivors, circumstantial evidence, as well as concepts defined by present 
day scholars on the function of theater in concentration camps were analyzed together in 
an effort to better understand the nature of the activities.  
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Lastly, this study was conducted based upon extensive archival research, 
primarily done at the Buchenwald Memorial Center, as well as with the use of materials 
from the International Tracing Service, the Landesarchiv Berlin, the 
Documentationsarchiv des österreicheschen Widerstandes (DÖW) and the Thüringisches 
Haupstaatsarchiv Weimar. The sources used included human artifacts such as: letters 
from men incarcerated in the camp, orders issued by the camp leadership and surviving 
theatrical texts developed in the camp. The study was furthermore heavily reliant upon 
primary sources consisting of narratives provided by survivors of Buchenwald in the 
form of reports, autobiographies and an interview with a survivor of the camp. Secondary 
sources were utilized in order to afford a better understanding of the camp system, the 
history of the camp and the policies as directed by the SS. Biographies of the artists 
focused on in this study were further utilized. Lastly, several meetings, as well as 
correspondence with experts on the history of the Buchenwald concentration camp served 
as a basis for the study. 
2.5 Theater Defined   
The definition of theater used in this study is broad and stems from a more 
European perspective on what theater may be defined as consisting of. This broad 
interpretation is in following with other scholars such as Rebecca Rovit and Alvin 
Goldfarb, who, “broadly interpret[ed] the term theatrical to encompass a variety of 
performative activities like storytelling and musical and dramatic recitation.”114  
Theatrical performances focused on included standard theater that was character based, as 
well as that of cabaret and spoken poetry. While this definition is broad in nature, it 
narrowed the focus to performances that were based upon the spoken word (emphasis by 
author). This definition not only encompasses works done in the camp it is also reflective 
of the performative artistic culture of the times, the Zeitgeist (spirit of the time) in which 
the inmates lived and were influenced by prior to their incarceration at Buchenwald.  
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2.6 Limitations 
There were various limitations to the study beginning with the source or lack of 
evidence on theater in Buchenwald. Most obvious is that thousands of the inmates who 
could have informed us about theater in Buchenwald lost their lives in the camp. Thus 
they were not able to tell future generations what they created or of the theatrical events 
they witnessed. As to those who did survive and did report on the theatrical activities in 
the camp, their testimonies must be read and placed in the political context in which they 
were made.  
The policies maintained in the camp also presented difficulties in this study. 
While the inmates occasionally, yet surreptitiously, had access to paper, there was no 
secure place in the camp to keep one’s personal belongings away from the dangerous 
eyes of SS guards or others who might use those written words against the author. 
Moreover, there was simply no place to keep things from others who might simply take 
them. Those inmates who were fortunate to be released were not allowed to take any 
writings with them and were threatened with reincarceration, along with their family 
members should they speak out about the conditions in the camp to the outside world.115 
Furthermore following the camp’s liberation, records that did survive were scattered 
throughout the world. Thus there was a lack of a paper trail covering the entire breadth of 
theatrical activities that took place in Buchenwald.  
These facts led to a lack of evidence, which greatly limited the author’s ability to 
perfectly reconstruct each theatrical event. In all but one case, the theatrical text was 
available for analysis. As to the remaining performances, the content of the texts were 
recorded by survivors, some of whom were also their creators. In many cases, there was a 
lack of surviving evidence as to the performances themselves. Thus questions of when 
and where the performance took place, as well as who was in attendance and what their 
perceptions were, could only be discussed in terms of what possibly occurred and in 
better instances what probably occurred during the performance. In all instances these 
limitations were made fully transparent to the reader.  
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Summary 
This chapter demonstrated that there is much to be discovered about theater in 
Buchenwald. This area of research will hopefully bring not only new insights into theater 
in the camp itself, but provide a broader perspective when analyzing theatrical 
performances performed by victims of the Nazi Regime. Moreover the focus, the 
methodology and parameters of this study were put forth.  
The following chapter will provide a brief historical background of the 
Buchenwald concentration camp. Chapter 4, titled “The Early Years,” will cover the 
artists who created works between 1938 and 1941. Chapter 5, “The Later Years,” will 
explore the artists who created works from 1942 through 1945. These chapters will be 
divided into subchapters focusing on a specific artist, each of which will begin with a 
short biography of their artistic and political activities prior to their incarceration 
followed by their time in the camp.  
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3.0 Buchenwald Concentration Camp  
The Buchenwald concentration camp was an isolated hell. A hell governed by 
men who had been given power over the lives of the inmates specifically because of their 
demonstrated willingness to be unmerciful and to engage in acts of violence with no 
limits to the imagination. They fashioned a world in and of itself with its own form of 
rule of law based upon arbitrariness, unpredictability and suffering.   
The behaviors of the SS leaders, together with their underlings, trickled 
throughout the camp and influenced how the inmates treated one another. Furthermore, 
the SS leaders sought ways to create division amongst the inmates beginning with the 
simple categorization of the inmates themselves. Groups of prisoners reinforced such 
distinctions and likewise exacerbated the violence. Not uncommonly, they were rewarded 
by the SS as it fostered their goals of instilling a hostile and divisive environment. 
However, others sought ways to cease the violence from seeping further into the 
relationships between the inmates, as well as to maintain the sense of humanity leading to 
civil behaviors, which had existed in the lives of the men prior to their incarceration. 
 The policies of the camp, including those set forth by the SS, together with the 
inmates’ own implemented rules for behavior served as the backdrop for their theatrical 
performances. Likewise the camp conditions, the relationships among the inmates and the 
inmates’ individual struggle to survive served as the primary themes of their theatrical 
works.  
3.1 The Setting for the Shows 
So harmonic and amazing, as was said on the day of the liberation on the radio 
with the cheers of friendship, was not how the conditions among the inmates 
were. Small fights among factions, professional jealousy, national prejudices and 
sexual jealousy formed the life even among the political inmates, to a fight of all 
against all. True camaraderie and loyal friends were limited to small circles.116 
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Founded as the Ettersberg concentration camp on July 15, 1937, the camp began 
with only one hundred and forty-nine prisoners in the Ettersberg Mountains.117 Within 
three weeks the number of prisoners grew to one thousand and four hundred inmates 
composed of criminals, political inmates and Jehovah’s Witnesses.118 The site for the 
camp was a mere 10km (6 miles) away from Weimar, a city “regarded as the cultural 
heart of Germany, the one-time seat of the German classicists whose works lent the 
highest expression to the German mind.”119 The camp was in operation through April 11, 
1945 when 21,000 men, women and even children were liberated by the U.S. army.120  
Its own cosmos isolated from the world, Buchenwald throughout its existence was 
populated by criminal, political, homosexual, asocial, Jewish and religious inmates; 
prisoners of war and resistance fighters from all over Europe including those from 
France, Russia, Poland, the former Czechoslovakia and the Netherlands; captured allied 
soldiers; women and children. The inmates were varied in every possible way based upon 
their religion, nationality, language, culture, sex, age and political ideology. In essence, 
Europe was in Buchenwald121 and the inmates had to maneuver themselves within these 
various borders, which divided them from their fellow inmates within the camp. Yet their 
ability to do so was crucial to their ability to survive.122   
 While not officially an extermination camp, the inmates were presented with 
numerous conditions and ways of being handled that quickly led to their death. 
Starvation, lack of water, typhoid, whippings, torture, forced labor in life threatening 
conditions, medical experimentation, as well as physically exhausting exercise drills in 
wet and freezing temperatures are to name but a few. The chances of surviving in light of 
these dangers depended heavily upon their classification within the camp as provided to 
them by the SS.  
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3.2 Groups in the Camp 
It was a world unto itself, a state within a state, a society without law. Men were 
flung into it to fight for their naked lives, for mere survival. They fought with all 
the virtues and vices at their command—and usually there was more vice than 
virtue. Was the SS alone the enemy? Far from it. Inmate fought fellow inmate 
with the same tenacity, if not even more bitterly! Traditional behavior patterns 
were utterly disrupted, moral values strained to the bursting point. The human 
tragedy ran its full gamut.123 
 
Based upon one’s inmate category, background and time served in the camp an 
individual’s experience of Buchenwald differed; therefore there exist numerous versions 
of how life in Buchenwald actually was for the inmates.124 Prisoners’ experiences at 
Buchenwald were determined by their status given to them upon their arrest and 
internment in the camp. This status determined such things as their activities, free time, 
access to food, work assignments and their housing conditions.125 Their chances of 
survival were greatly dependent upon their prisoner status. Moreover, their status 
influenced their ability to perform.   
Relevant to this study, were the experiences of the Jews and the political inmates, 
more specifically the German Communist political prisoners. The Jews served as “the 
scapegoats for the cruel whims of the SS.”126 They suffered under harsher conditions and 
treatment, while, as a result thereof, other inmates enjoyed better treatment. On the 
otherhand, the political inmates (also referred to as the “Reds” as a result of the color of 
their prisoner badge or “political prisoners”) “were to be deprived of any sense of dignity, 
to be made to feel even lower than the criminals.”127 The political inmates, however, 
were later seen as an advantage in the camp and thus their treatment changed over time.  
In order to understand these two categories of prisoners fully, as well as their 
activities in the camp, one must also understand their role in relation to that of the 
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Berufsverbrecher (professional criminals who were also referred to as “BV-ler” and as 
the “Greens” due to the color of their prisoner badge). The criminals were men who often 
had served numerous terms in prison and were then transferred to Buchenwald where 
they continued to serve never-ending sentences. They were the preferred group of 
inmates used by the SS camp leadership in the early years and helped exercise terror 
upon the other inmates, especially the Jews.  
The pooling of various inmates in the camp under various categories was done 
intentionally by the SS, as it served, “the principle of ‘Divide and Rule’ [where] 
[c]onflicts were to be pointed up, every sense of solidarity undermined, so that a few 
could control the many… different prisoner categories [were used] for their purposes in 
turn, playing one off against the other.”128 Notably in Buchenwald this conflict between 
inmates of different categories was seen in the relationship between the criminal and 
political inmates, as they struggled against each other underground for power in the 
camp.129   
3.2.1 The Criminals 
At the camp’s founding the criminals were granted the dominant positions within 
the self-administration of the inmates in the barracks, work sites and as camp seniors130 
as the SS Camp Commandant Karl Koch had, “a peculiar preference for the greens.”131 
The criminals had a number of “prominent members of the underworld of Berlin…and 
were a real power to be reckoned with.”132 Being described as having deep eyes and a 
dangerous look of a predator wanting to maul someone, the criminals were given the 
power to oversee, terrorize and control the inmates on behalf of the SS.133 The more 
violence they exerted on the others, the more they were rewarded.134 Thus all other 
inmates had to be particularly cautious of the Greens in conducting their day-to-day 
activities, including that of performing theater.  
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A formidable presence among the criminals was Herbert Richter, a former 
member of the Berlin Nazi Storm Troop Unit, who held the initial and top position of 
senior camp inmate (also referred to as “camp elder”).135 So as to assert his power in this 
position, bribery, oppression and brutality were let loose and encouraged within the 
camp.136 As a result of his mistreatment and killing of prisoners, great confidence was 
placed in Richter by SS Schutzhaftlagerführer Arthur Rödl. Richter even became 
infamous for conducting the first public hanging at Buchenwald137 and for his inventing 
of the “black dungeon” to be used for the torture and death of his fellow inmates. As 
described by survivors of the camp, inmates sentenced to the dungeon, which often was 
the equivalent of a death sentence, were isolated in a barrack with blacked out windows 
having no clothes, beds, sheets or warmth at their disposal. They were let out 
occasionally so as to receive lashings. Otherwise, their sole activity in the dungeon was 
that of running in circles in order to keep warm, which further instilled fear by those on 
the outside.138 As one inmate wrote: 
 
Towards the end of January half of barrack No.3 was ‘redecorated’ in a strange 
way. The section was cleared out completely, and all the windows were blacked 
out with lacquer….The mystery was solved for us in the middle of February by 
Johnny, the Commandant’s aide. ‘From to-day,’ he announced at an evening roll-
call, ‘there is going to be a special department confinement in complete darkness, 
with only half an hour’s exercise morning and evening. Grub: half a pint of soup, 
half of the bread and other rations. No heating, no beds, no blankets. I warn all of 
you. Anyone that likes can try the place...’ The ‘dark bunker’ as we called it, 
became the new terror of the camp. The men who were sent there never knew 
when and whether they were going to be let out. Whenever we passed this barrack 
during the day we heard the rhythmic tramp of many feet, for it was bitterly cold 
inside. After about a month I saw the first men who had been to the ‘dark bunker’. 
They looked deathly pale, and most of them had black eyes and injured noses. Not 
from beating, but because they had collided with each other in the pitch 
darkness.139  
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Notorious for the criminals’ corruption within the camp, another inmate wrote, 
“Dachau is a bestial but rigidly organized penitentiary. Buchenwald is organized 
gangsterdom.”140 Gustav Herzog, an Austrian Jew, recalled how the criminals in their 
positions removed all the fat and meat from the little food the Jews received. Moreover 
they swindled the Jews for their money upon their making purchases in the canteen and 
simply through violence.141 However, their corruption ultimately led to their downfall. 
Upon the arrival of the German pogrom Jews in November 1938 the camp leadership 
realized that while money was brought into the camp, it had not found its way into their 
pockets. After the discovery of the extent of the criminal’s corruption, led by Richter 
himself, he was placed in the black dungeon he had designed and made to suffer greatly 
until his death, which came soon thereafter. On January 30, 1939 the political inmates 
were then given the inmate leadership positions, leaving the Green’s struggling to regain 
control.142   
3.2.2 The Political Inmates  
After the fall of the criminals the “underground camp leadership was always in 
German hands”143 and it was always in the hands of the political inmates, which as 
previously mentioned were overwhelming led by the Communists. The Communists had 
the upper hand and ruled the internal organization within the camp. This was due to their 
preexisting training, as well as their ability to organize themselves and others. These 
group characteristics were brought into the camp alongside their belief in an unwavering 
party discipline.144 Their being incarcerated was accepted as one of the risks involved in 
having the ideology they had.145 This belief system and commitment to an organized 
behavior enabled them to work in “methods and means” making them “almost the only 
ones who were the enemy’s match.”146  
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Their self-discipline and ideology likewise increased their chances of survival 
within the camp. As Eugene Kogon, a Buchenwald survivor and historian, wrote in The 
Society of Terror, “The leftist parties were the only part of the social structure of the 
outside world that was taken over unchanged in the concentration camps. Here their 
adherents found a familiar behavior pattern in which they could seek refuge. It gave them 
a better start in a physical sense, [and] enabled them to recover their identity more 
rapidly…” To further expand their numbers and entrench their strength within 
Buchenwald, Communist-based education and anti-Fascist celebrations were carried out 
in secret for their cohorts and potential followers.147  
Upon the political inmates’ replacement of the criminals within the camp self-
administration, they successfully formed an intricate and well-organized network 
throughout the prisoner population, which served to create stability and power to counter 
the SS camp leadership.148 Their method was to place “reliable anti-Fascists in all 
important positions” within the camp.149 In doing so they were able to influence and 
expand where their activities, including that of theater, could be carried out both under 
and away from the watchful eyes of the SS. Moreover, many of the political inmates in 
these positions were able to radically decrease the violence and corruption formerly 
promoted in the camp by the SS and the criminals. Lastly, as other inmates entered 
Buchenwald and demonstrated their commitment to anti-Fascism they would be pulled 
from the clutches of the SS and placed in secure work and living conditions.150  
While not all political inmates exhibited ethical behavior, those that did affected 
vast areas of the camp by fostering civic and caring behavior, which served to benefit and 
promote solidarity among the inmates.151 Thus (in general) in contrast to the criminals, 
they did not rule their fellow inmates through violence or an extensive system of 
corruption. Some even attempted to frustrate the violence exerted by the SS, such as by 
refusing to whip their fellow inmates when ordered.152 They ruled through creating a 
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system of order and solidarity (albeit forced at times) upon their fellow inmates, while at 
the same time “demoralize[ing] the SS through corruption, so they could be 
controlled.”153 This network changed Buchenwald154 and set standards of behavior 
among the inmates regardless of their inmate category. 
Moreover, the political inmates and in particularly the German Communists, 
succeeded in maintaining their leading role even after they became a minority within the 
overall camp population as the years went by and an ever-increasing number of inmates 
from occupied countries were brought into the camp.155 Together with that, as in many 
other concentration camps, by the final years of the war the members of the SS camp 
leadership were tired of their duties and had let much control of the running of the camp 
fall simply into the hands of the inmates. These inmates being the, “ruling group among 
the prisoners, which in the more important camps [such as in Buchenwald] was more 
identical with the active anti-Fascist forces.”156  
While the political inmates succeeded in running an organized camp that did not 
mean that their policies, which often favored members of their own, were welcomed by, 
or even benefited other inmates. They often “excluded anti-Fascists of persuasions other 
than their own…and clung to the time before 1933 in their political and tactical 
thinking…”157 As a result of their often having beneficial status in the camp, many were 
thus termed “privileged” or “honorary” inmates. Such inmates worked in more protected 
areas under easier conditions and often times had access to extra portions of food. 
Obversely, others had to work under harsher conditions with no cover and few resources. 
Such benefits were also taken advantage of even during those times of the greatest needs 
of others.158  
While they called for no violence among inmates, those who broke their rules 
were subjected to extreme punishment or sent to outside working conditions, which were 
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often the equivalent of a death sentence.159 Their efforts to create a sense of solidarity 
among the inmates were done through various means including through performances, as 
well as exercising their own form of self-justice within the camp. In the latter instance, 
inmates deemed “likely to sabotage the common effort, as well as the physically weak” 
were listed to be sent on outgoing shipments to other camps.160 Furthermore, they 
discouraged escape attempts of inmates for the good of the entire inmate population, 
because when one inmate attempted to flee all others suffered at roll call—often for 
hours—until the escapee was found.161  
Thus the political inmates, in particular the Communists, had a distinct role due to 
how they used their influence upon the lives of others in the camp. Accused after the 
liberation of the camp of “manag[ing] Buchenwald in Stalinism”162 and for 
“suppress[ing] dissent with an iron hand”163 they were also remembered for their efforts 
in assisting others—including the Jews. The Jews’ vulnerable position within the camp, 
together with their often times shared belief system with the Communist prisoners, led to 
a “particularly close co-operation between Jewish and non-Jewish political prisoners, 
expressed in countless acts of solidarity.”164 Moreover, there developed a respect between 
some of the Jews and the political prisoners in their contrary ways of resisting the 
Nazis.165  
3.2.3 The Jews 
In contrast to the Communists who entered the camp with a unified ideology, the 
Jews were not even close to being a homogenous group. Many Jews after years of 
assimilation did not identify themselves as being a people coming from a distinct 
religious or cultural background. Some had assimilated and identified themselves as 
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being citizens of Germany, Austria or of Europe rather than being Jewish,166 while others 
favored a Zionistic ideology. Others identified themselves based upon their profession, 
entry into the bourgeois class or according to party lines, such as with the Communist 
Party, which they had been instrumental in forming within Germany even though they 
were “pushed out of the higher ranks” later on.167 As a result of their differences and with 
no common ideology, which served to unite them, in concert with their being exposed to 
the worst cruelties of the camp conditions, their situation was often fatal. This was due to 
their prisoner status. Immediately upon their arrival and throughout their time in the camp 
they were deemed the camp’s pariah.168 The following are some examples as to the Jews 
in general regarding their treatment.  
The Jews were forced into unimaginable living quarters such as in the small camp 
where after the Pogrom in November 1938, over a few days around 10,000 German Jews 
were forced into a specific area on the muster ground169 that was surrounded by barbed 
wire. Those Jews already in the camp, such as those from Austria, were furthermore 
punished due to the young Herschel Grynszpan’s assassination of the German Diplomat 
Ernst vom Rath. Such punishment exacerbated their already horrendous situation in the 
camp. The political inmates however, demonstrated their solidarity with the Jews by 
helping to sneak food and medical supplies to them.170 
The Jews were always placed at the forefront so as to be most vulnerable and 
susceptible to the blows of the SS guards. The hits and kicks to the stomach and groins 
were most common so that it was not even a topic among the inmates. The cruelties 
against the Jews extended to every nook and cranny within the camp. One inmate 
recalled being at a work site where two Jews were forced to lie in a ditch and be buried 
by a fellow inmate. The detail’s commanding leader then ensured their having no access 
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to air with his further trampling of the soil on top of their heads. A short while later, they 
were dug out by inmates upon the leader’s command. Only one man was dead, but both 
were sent to the crematorium.171  
Not only were the Jews susceptible to the blows of the SS, they were vulnerable 
to those of any inmate ranking above them as well, which was any inmate who was not a 
Jew. Anyone could hit a Jew. The attacks simply had to be accepted as any form of 
resistance meant death.172 Alongside the hits and kicks came the constant tirade of verbal 
insults.173 They even were forced to sing a song composed for them by a criminal about 
their supposed misdeeds and untruths committed against the Germans.174 
 The Jews were moreover subjected to every form of financial exploitation, 
especially but not exclusively, by the SS and the criminals. Whatever amount of money, 
whether brought into the camp by the inmates or sent to them from relatives, was taken 
on every occasion and for whatever reason could be invented by their oppressors. This 
further decreased their opportunity to buy food from the canteen (when even allowed) or 
purchase an assignment on an easier work site as was constantly sought, because Jews, 
“…were always placed in the worst work details in the camp…” such as the stone 
quarry.175 
The Jews also were ordered to take part in degrading and deadly drills. One such 
incident was on a Sunday when 300 Jews from Vienna were ordered to roll call. There, to 
the accompaniment of waltz music played by the camp orchestra, they had to walk in 
beat, turn in circles until they were dizzy and jump like frogs. Julius Freund, a survivor of 
the camp, described the incident in his biography O Buchenwald! He wrote of the 
absurdity of watching the SS-created spectacle together with the other inmates not 
knowing if they should laugh or cry at what they were witnessing. During the episode the 
whipping horse, together with its victims, was also placed next to the band. While men 
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were whipped to the beat of the music, the Jews danced and jumped.176 On another 
occasion the inmates were ordered to roll call as a blockleader had found food hidden in 
the barrack. Under rain and against a heavy wind, the inmates were ordered to perform 
punishment drills. Many were unable to follow the exercises as specified due to their lack 
of hearing the officer’s whistle in the wind, as well as due to their lack of strength. Men 
fell to the ground and were stepped on by their fellow inmates who struggled to remain in 
movement. Many of them; out of exhaustion, heart problems, hunger and thirst, simply 
died, including the famous Viennese cabaret performer Paul Morgan.177   
Not until 1939 did the situation for the Jews appear to get better, when the 
political inmates succeeded in taking over the camp leadership. The new camp elder 
asserted that the Jews should also serve as inmate leaders and as a result many of the 
Jews were placed in positions overseeing the work sites and the barracks of their fellow 
Jews.178 However, the lives of the Jews were always in imminent danger, as the Nazi 
Regime and the SS personnel in the camp developed policies to deprive them of their 
existence.  
Summary 
Buchenwald was a living hell for those who had to endure it. A hell let loose by 
the SS commanders and further entrenched by many of the inmates, especially the 
criminals. On top of this, groups of prisoners naturally fought against different categories 
of prisoners and this hostility was further elicited by the SS guards. The inmates, based 
upon their prison category and alliances within the camp, had different experiences 
during their time in Buchenwald. Some fared better, some fared incredibly worse.  
Now that the camp and prisoner categories have been broadly described, the 
following two chapters will begin the examination of the theatrical activities themselves. 
Each reconstructed theatrical event and theatrical text will provide the opportunity to look 
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closer at specific details, conditions and lives within the camp. The theatrical events will 
be presented in the frame of a timeline: The Early Years and the Later Years. This is 
based not upon when the individuals in the focus of this study were in the camp, but 
rather when their performances most likely (or in fact did) occur. This method was 
chosen as to guide the reader through the changing of conditions in the camp, which 
accompanied changes for the inmates as well. As to such changes, Kogon wrote the 
general conditions were:  
 
…far below the ‘normal’ level in the initial camp phase; relatively stable in the 
ensuing years; near disastrous in the first six months of the war; relative 
improvement during the war years, partly because of the increasing importance of 
manpower in war production; outright disintegration in the final four to eight 
months.179   
 
These changes too accompanied the theatrical performances. As the camp 
developed and changed, the performers and the extent of the theatrical activities changed 
as well. The next chapter begins with the Early Years and covers the Austrian Jews and 
their theatrical works that were the origins of theater in the camp.  
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4.0 The Early Years (1937 – 1941)  
...here in Weimar, which like no other German city is such a symbol of humanity 
and enlightenment, whose name was given to the first German democracy, that 
here in the middle of a beautiful region, here in Weimar the place of culture and 
classicism a place of terror and death was created…180 
 
As explained by Stein, the Buchenwald concentration camp in its first years of 
existence was a camp in development. Its location was on an empty mountain and the 
camp was built up with the hands of the prisoners, beginning with those one hundred and 
forty-nine inmates sent from the Sachsenhausen concentration camp. Inmates from the 
now closed camps Sachsenburg and Lichtenburg were also brought in to enlarge the 
inmate population. They were transported to the camp in trains with covered windows in 
order to prevent the discovery of their destination. Upon their arrival they were given 
their inmate badge and a number. Immediately they were nothing more than a number, 
had no name181 and were set to the hardest of work in building the camp itself. Peter 
Wallner, an Austrian Jewish inmate who upon his release wrote By Order of the Gestapo, 
detailing his time in Dachau and Buchenwald, described the location in the following 
manner: 
 
…the camp was still like a vast building site in course of development. It lay on 
the Ettersberg Plateau near Weimar, and was probably five times larger in extent 
than Dachau. The barbed wire fence surrounding it was broken in eighteen places 
by watch towers equipped with machine-guns…The camp was being extended all 
the time.182  
 
Stein further wrote that on the mountain, consisting of limestone, the inmates 
often worked from sunrise until late in the night. The materials for building the camp 
were taken from the stone quarry, where the inmates often had to use their bare hands to 
carry the stones to their final destination.183 Respect for life had ceased to exist. This 
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however would change as the camp progressed and the policies of the Nazi Regime 
altered due to the progress of the war. In the early years however, chaos and violence 
served as the camp credo.  
The camp was run under the control of the SS-Totenkopfverbände (SS Death’s 
Head Units) who were “experts in brutality, men no longer capable of any human 
stirrings, fanatical dervishes blindly marching behind their prophet’s flag, while to the 
right and left their victims fell by the thousands.”184 These men during their training had 
been subjected to the harsh Prussian drill prior to being “let loose on the prisoners to vent 
their fury twice over— once for their own rigorous training which already seemed to 
them the model of how men should live; and again for any trace of opposition to the Nazi 
regime.”185 Their brutality seeped through every layer and individual within Buchenwald. 
The SS leaders and their cohorts created an environment of the utmost terror based upon 
unpredictability and human suffering.  
While there were many SS camp personalities within Buchenwald, the following 
SS leaders played an unforgettable role in making the lives of the inmates hell in the early 
years. In countless autobiographies and reports from survivors, stories of the cruelty, 
torture and fear that they inflicted upon the inmates play a recurring theme. This is unlike 
reports of the later years, where the SS men received less attention in such writings.  
The following men: SS Commander Karl Otto Koch, SS Schutzhaftlagerführer 
Arthur Rödl and SS Hauptscharführer Heinrick Hermann were the opening characters of 
Buchenwald. Their treatment of their fellow man made them infamous for being 
creatures of evil and left them a place as such in the history of the beginnings of 
Buchenwald.  
4.1 SS Standartenführer Karl Otto Koch  
Karl Otto Koch, who came out of the lower class with a remedial education, 
served as the first SS Camp Commandant of Buchenwald, taking the position shortly 
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after marrying his second wife Ilse.186 From Buchenwald’s founding through 1941187 
Koch, a colonel in the SS, established a camp filled with unimaginable acts of violence 
and developed the reputation as being the most brutal camp commander.188 Under Koch’s 
leadership, SS block and commando officers had nothing to fear in their acts of the 
mishandling or shooting of the inmates.189 It was his activities conducted on the side of 
his professional ones at Buchenwald and thereafter, which would be the grounds for his 
eventual demise.   
Koch began his career with the SS in earlier positions at various concentration 
camps, as well as at the infamous Columbia House Gestapo prison in Berlin. Due to his 
“particularly bloody conduct” and his creativity in inventing “tortures and barbarities,” he 
was regarded very highly by the SS leadership including by SS General Theodor 
Eicke.190 As further described in David Hackett’s The Buchenwald Report here the, 
“prisoners under interrogation were locked by the Gestapo in doghouses in the prison 
courtyard.” In their captivity they were chained up by the neck and had to curl up so as to 
lie in their huts. They were forced to lap at their food with their tongues from a bowl 
situated in front of the huts and had to bark each time an SS man walked by. Failure to do 
so, would immediately bring on twenty-five lashes with the cane. As a result of his 
“sadistic brain” displayed earlier in his career he was made commandant at 
Buchenwald.191  
 At Buchenwald, Koch, was recalled by Freund in the following manner. He had a 
small form with eyes like a predator and instilled fear within the inmates of the 
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possibility of a sudden attack. He furthermore was imbalanced in character and intensely 
enjoyed the power over the lives of the inmates given to him by the SS. When a group of 
inmates together with their capo passed Koch’s villa without greeting him, he screamed 
at them and forced them to stand in the rain, while receiving blows and twenty-five 
whippings per person. His orders always began with the word “I”. I punish… I 
order…followed by the chosen punishment. During one such instance inmates were 
forced to stand at roll call the entire night without the possibility to move or eat. After the 
morning roll call all inmates were then ordered to work.192 Another time on November 
16, 1939 it was discovered that a pig had been stolen. Koch thus ordered the entire camp 
to stand at roll call for ten hours in miserable weather, while witnessing the whipping of 
some of their own. He instructed that no food was to be given out until the pig was found, 
which did not occur for three days. After the excruciating group punishment of the 
inmates it was discovered that the pig had been stolen and slaughtered by his own men in 
the SS.193   
 Not only did Koch enjoy exercising his power upon the inmates of Buchenwald, 
he enjoyed the exploitation of their bodies for his and his wife’s benefit. Using gold 
extracted from the teeth of the dead, he had a watch made and engraved with the names 
of his children.194 Moreover, as described by one inmate, a riding stable was paid for and 
subsequently built by the inmates for the pleasure of Koch’s wife Ilse. The inmates, with 
no tools, became tools themselves uprooting trees with their bare hands. Upon its 
completion Ilse would ride a few times a week, while the prison band provided her with 
musical accompaniment.195  
 While Koch would not remain forever at Buchenwald196 his treatment of the 
inmates would remain in their memories.  
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4.2 SS Schutzhaftlagerführer Arthur Rödl 
SS Schutzhaftlagerführer Arthur Rödl (holding the position of a deputy 
commandant) was an infamous brute who served under Koch. Prior to that, Rödl had 
been a member of Hitler’s old guard and was a participant in the Munich Putsch.197 A 
member of the SS Death’s Head Unit, Rödl served in various camps before being 
promoted and transferred to Buchenwald in 1937. Interestingly, his career escalated 
despite his being certified mentally deficient.198  
Rödl was a true alcoholic too, whose drunken slur together with his thick 
Bavarian accent, instilled not only fear but also confusion among the inmates as they 
struggled to follow his orders during roll call. His announcements made in a boozy 
peasant accent were described as sounding more like a woof than a human voice.199 One 
inmate described listening to Rödl at the microphone, while only able to understand three 
words “police prisoners,” “forbidden” and “twenty-five.” A fellow inmate who had two 
years of Buchenwald behind him and hence had learned to understand Rödl’s “drunken 
Bavarian dialect” translated the message that it was forbidden for anyone to speak with 
the police prisoners or they would receive twenty-five lashes.200  
Rödl placed high confidence in the criminals to run the camp and could not stand 
the Communists, three of which he would have eaten per day if he could.201 Like Koch, 
he encouraged corruption and exploited the inmates for whatever funds they brought into 
the camp. One well-documented event occurred when Rödl announced that one of the 
zoo’s202 wolves had been killed by a snowball. Thus one night in January Rödl, who “was 
deeply interested in this zoo…made an announcement about it in his usual semi-
intelligible style: ‘Although forbidden…snowballs were thrown…wolf dead…all 
prisoners…wolf must be paid for.’”203 The event was connived so as to extort more 
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money from the Jews. A collection was demanded from each of the barracks; however, 
three days later the barrack orderlies were informed that not enough had been collected so 
as to buy a wolf. Each barrack had to offer more, leading the inmates to say, “Rödl could 
have bought a couple of elephants with the money he got.”204  
Moreover, he was just as nefarious as his colleagues. During the Rath Action of 
September 1938, as reported in The Buchenwald Report, the conditions of the Jews were 
so unbearable that numerous inmates committed suicide by running into the electrical 
fence, drowning themselves in the latrine or by slashing their wrists. As the conditions 
worsened chaos erupted among the 12,500 confined to this place of horror, with one 
inmate yelling that a fire had broken out after witnessing the deadly torture of his brother. 
Rödl in response ordered seven Jews to be stripped naked and “completely torn apart” by 
dogs.205  
Next to Rödl’s love of corruption and violence, was his appreciation of music. 
Heilig, recalls Rödl having organized a band composed of non-Jewish prisoners, as 
Jewish prisoners were deemed fit only for manual labor. The musicians were required to 
play ten hours a day including during whippings, as the inmates were ordered to and from 
their work sites, as well as on other occasions.206 Together with this was Rödl’s 
enjoyment in forcing the inmates to sing songs repeatedly while standing for long periods 
at roll call—another form of punishment.207 Inmates were also ordered to sing at their 
work sites making already physically demanding work more challenging.208   
Jealous of other concentration camp’s songs, Rödl furthermore ordered the 
inmates to come up with a camp song for Buchenwald in December 1938. The result was 
the composition of the “The Buchenwald Song.” The inmates were ordered to sing it over 
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and over on the muster ground until Rödl in his drunken stupor ordered them to practice 
in their blocks. There the inmates had to practice verse by verse until it was deemed 
perfect. Shortly thereafter they were ordered to demonstrate their mastery in singing the 
song, while Rödl divided the columns of inmates with his arms making things even more 
chaotic.209  
Lastly Rödl, as described by Wallner, when in “high spirits” organized 
“entertainment” for his fellow SS officers by ordering cockfights amongst the inmates.210 
While sitting on each other’s’ shoulders the political inmates had to fight both the 
criminals and the Jehovah’s Witnesses, the criminals furthermore had to fight the 
Arbeitscheu (inmates accused, and thus incarcerated for not working)211 while Rödl 
observed as if he were Nero at the bloody circus games in the Colosseum of Rome.212 
Wallner recalled that throughout the entertainment the “rest of the 10,000 had to stand 
and wait” and during the games the band played ‘The Buchenwald Song’, while “[t]he 
ragged, emaciated and terrified combatants ma[de] their grotesque movements in the 
dazzling glare of the searchlights, reflected a million times by the falling 
snowflakes…”213  
These are just a few of the plethora of ghastly memories inspired by SS 
Schutzhaftlagerführer Rödl.214  
4.3 SS Hauptscharführer (Heinrich) Hackmann  
SS Hauptscharführer Heinrich Hackmann, (such a title is equivalent to that of a 
“sergeant major”) who was referred to by the nickname “Johnny,” began his career at 
Buchenwald in 1937 as a general officer. By 1939 he had developed into one of Koch’s 
closest confidantes and upon returning from a training program was elevated to the 
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position of one of Koch’s five first lieutenants.215 Johnny was described as being “the 
cleverest among the SS officers,” “strikingly smart” and of having a “cynical humor.”216 
His reputation for having violent fits of temper, however, led him to be deemed the most 
dangerous man in the camp. Fear of him was further elevated as he succeeded in always 
surprising the inmates like a cat who would suddenly spring up among them.217 Julius 
Freund in his memoir of his time in the camp wrote:  
 
Johnny darted in and out of the detachments, distributing blows and abuse. He 
was as agile as a cat, and always turned up just as one had seen him disappear in 
the opposite direction. What brutal blows this girlish-looking young fellow could 
give, and how foul was his abuse.218   
 
Freund additionally described Johnny as being merely 25 years old and a 
representative of the new young Nazi generation. He carried himself in a hoity-toity way, 
was well built with a pretty girl’s face and described as being a sadistic beast who 
enjoyed watching the whippings of the inmates.219 To make the occasion even more 
entertaining and additionally humiliating for the inmates he ordered the band to be 
present and “…while the men were being flogged it played vulgar comic songs. The 
concert began with one of which the first words were: ‘Lift your skirts up, girlie, and then 
lie down.”’220 The use of forced singing so as to provide the “background music for 
punishments, which were stage-managed as a deterrent, or even as a means of sadistic 
humiliation and torture,” in the camps was not unusual.221 Further characteristics of 
Johnny were described by an inmate in the following way:  
 
He spoke ’affectedly’… [and] was a sly, brutal creature who always sought an 
opportunity to ‘make order’ and give some prisoner a bad beating.  He used to 
make announcements over the loudspeaker in a cold voice that was, in itself, 
sufficient to rouse our fury. This was the sort of thing he said: ‘Nothing to guzzle 
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for any of you next Sunday.’ Or: ‘Today the Jews get no grub.’ ‘Those who don’t 
work properly will get no grub.’222  
 
On one occasion the 10,000 inmates were woken in the middle of the night and 
marched out in the fog to roll call. Standing carefully in the glare of the search lights the 
inmates heard the click of the loud speaker and then Johnny’s voice saying:  
 
Trial roll-call in barrack thirty-seven. You will soon see the corpse…[then] Two 
barrack officers were carrying, on an improvised stretcher that was too short, a 
body whose head, arms and legs were dangling down. There came Johnny’s voice 
again: ‘That’s the bird.223 That’s what happens to anyone who attempts to get 
through the barbed wire. Dismiss!’224  
 
 Johnny’s presence at Buchenwald came to an end when he accompanied 
Commandant Koch in his transfer to Lublin in February 1942.225  
4.4 Theatrical Activities Begin  
Under the cruelty of Koch, Rödl and Hackmann together with their fellow SS 
officers the Buchenwald concentration camp was built and expanded. Although the camp 
was founded in 1937, theatrical events were not reported as having occurred until 1938 
during spontaneous performances on Sunday afternoons.226 This was the only time when 
inmates were officially afforded free time. Theatrical performances were also recalled as 
having taken place in the barracks227 after roll call in the evenings. According to Bruno 
Apitz these performances “reached particular heights when the Jewish actions of 1938 
brought a number of prominent artists into camp…”228 These prominent artists were the 
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Jewish Austrian artists, which included: Fritz Grünbaum, Jura Soyfer, Fritz Löhner-Beda, 
Paul Morgan and Hermann Leopoldi.229  
Their performances took place in their “Jewish” barracks. The shows described as 
being illegal and of possessing a secretive nature led to an inability by the political 
inmates to learn about all of them.230 However when they did learn of them, the political 
inmates snuck into the Jewish barracks in order to see them, even though their doing so 
could mean punishment.231 Likewise the Jews were fetched by the political inmates to 
perform in their barracks as well.232 In spite of the illegal nature of the shows, the 
Austrian Jews and the political inmates had simply ignored the harsh threats of 
punishment upon entering another group’s barrack.233 This was extremely risky as Stein 
remarks, while unlike in Dachau where the Jews and non-Jews were separated merely by 
a block street, here they were separated by numerous rows of barracks. The Jews were 
placed in the eastern three rows of barracks, while the political non-Jews were at the 
other end of the camp. In between were three rows of barracks filed with non-Jewish 
antisocials and criminals.234 This was a tactic used by the SS camp leadership in order to 
prevent the inmates from uniting. Moreover, not until January 1939 did the Jewish 
inmates have block elders235 of their own category. Up until then, their block elders were 
primarily criminals. Thus even their barracks were not secure places.  
Interestingly, the SS guards and even the most feared SS officer “Johnny” also sat 
in the audience enjoying the shows at times, indicating that they were not strictly 
illegal.236 Their presence is no surprise as not only was there no other form of 
entertainment at Buchenwald for the inmates or the SS officers, but the performers even 
if they were Jewish inmates, were household names. One inmate recalled that during the 
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Weimar Republic he and the others did not have enough money for the shows of such 
artists, thus not until they were confined in Buchenwald were they able to see them 
perform.237 Hence artists such as Grünbaum and Paul Morgan made themselves further 
popular within the camp.238  
Benedict Kautsky, a prominent member of the Social Democratic Party in 
Austria, further recalled mixed race performances during this period of the camp. He 
wrote of Grünbaum, Morgan and Leopoldi together with Aryans putting on stand-out 
programs, which consisted of clear insinuations regarding the miserable camp conditions 
and showing things as they really were. In spite of the content of one such show, the SS 
officer was pleased with the performance. However at some point the shows became 
racially divided, yet the Jewish artists were still brought into various Aryan blocks in 
order to perform.239 This will be seen in the sections to come.   
Intriguingly the survivor Curt Daniel (interned in Buchenwald in 1938/39) wrote 
as to another aspect of theater during these early years. He described a drunken SS 
commander who ordered the prisoners to “produce a show that ran from two to four 
performances a day.”240 The commander ordered “a week of humor from the prisoners” 
and thus a prisoner was found who had been an emcee in Berlin and was given the job of 
identifying additional talent. Other inmates were given the task of building a theater, 
including a stage with proscenium arch, lights and pieces of scenery. The performances 
included various types of acts and were done before an audience of five hundred, 
including the SS. The emcee opened the show with the following:  
 
My friends, you are lucky to be here this afternoon. Here, in Buchenwald, we 
have the best art and the best artists in the whole of Germany. Here you can 
actually laugh out loud at our jokes. Here is the freest theater in the Reich. In the 
theaters outside, the actors and the audience are frightened because they fear that 
they may end up in a concentration camp. That’s something we don’t have to 
worry about.241  
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Unfortunately, Daniel did not provide information as to who this emcee was. 
Perhaps it was Fritz Grünbaum or Paul Morgan, both of whom had been famous emcees 
in the Berlin theater scene. Also noteworthy is that there are no other texts which describe 
this performance or that of a week of forced humor from the inmates.  
Daniel also wrote as to political and nonpolitical shows in the camp. The 
nonpolitical being done in the fashion of small cabarets with the talent of professional 
actors, whereas the political performances involved amateurs. In describing the political 
performances he recalled that they were done by groups of about five men, “who made 
the rounds of the political huts between 6 p.m. and ‘lights out’ on weekdays.” He further 
noted that: 
  
The whole underlying idea of the theatrical activity of the concentration camps 
was obviously temporary release from the terrible reality of that life. In the case 
of the political prisoners, whose influence was great, there was the added factor of 
maintaining morale. The healthiest release was in the form of satire, making fun 
of certain parts of life.242     
 
 In conclusion, the German-language theatrical activities began relatively soon 
after the camp was founded with the first reporting of performances being those of the 
prominent Jewish artists from Vienna. As to specific performances by the political 
inmates there are no records detailing any specific information as to what was performed. 
There are only vague references as to Aryans taking part in some of the shows.  
Below are the stories of three Austrian Jews with a look into the works they 
created and/or performed while in Buchenwald. Their stories and their theatrical events 
will be reconstructed based upon the use of survivor testimony and documents. These 
include memories recorded by inmates from a variety of backgrounds including: Austrian 
Jews of various political views and German Communists.  
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4.5 Fritz Grünbaum  
I see nothing, absolutely nothing. I must have stumbled into Nazi cultural 
policies. (“Twenty-four hours later, the comedian [Grünbaum] was running for his 
life.”)243  
 
A true entertainer, Franz Friedrich Grünbaum, more commonly known as Fritz 
Grünbaum or as he referred to himself, “Der Grünbaum,” was one of the most celebrated 
cabaret artists of his time in both Berlin and Vienna. He was a cabaret performer, a 
librettist, an author and an actor in films. “A small, weaselly, sharp-tongued actor…”244 
who took the art of being a Conférencier (also referred to hereinafter as emcee or master 
of ceremonies) to new levels, especially in his Doppelconference (two individuals serving 
together as emcee), as well as in his monologues.  
Grünbaum mastered the art of self-irony. He was the small helpless man who in 
fighting the audience brought them to laughter. Rudolph Nelson, who introduced 
Grünbaum to the Berlin cabaret scene, wrote of him being a firework of a brain who 
looked like a miserable creature on the great stage and yet could illicit great empathy if 
you didn’t know him. He further noted that his jokes were shouted out like rockets 
without pauses, having such wisdom with wound-up logic.245 Grünbaum, according to 
Max Herrmann-Neiße, a critic during his time, was a philosophical Conférencier. Not 
because he was tricky, contrived abstract things or flaunted scholarliness, but rather 
because he administered good doses of worldly wisdom in an amusing form to all 
things.246 Likewise, he could be extremely cruel to those he made fun of, yet was so 
talented that he was able to do so in a genial manner that would force the butt of the joke 
to laugh as well.247  
Grünbaum moved between Vienna and Berlin from 1903 to the fall of 1932, 
performing in cabaret, acting in films, writing songs and producing records. A household 
name who performed with confidence, exactness, spirit and sharpness, he was considered 
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the best of the Berliner craft.248As detailed by Hösch in Kabarett von gestern und heute, 
he was beloved by the audiences in Berlin, except for the crooks and the newly rich, who, 
during the period of inflation were the majority of the audience members in the cabarets. 
Grünbaum turned their dislike back onto them during one performance as they sat in the 
front row eating boisterously. Interrupting his own performance, Grünbaum turned his 
sharp shiny glasses to the front row informing them that it was bad enough he had to 
watch them eat, but that he had to hear them too was even worse.249 
Even though he interrupted his work on the stage and in front of the camera so as 
to volunteer for the First World War, his humor, success and his trademark 
“Jewishness”250 would later make him a target of the Nazi regime. Soon Grünbaum, as 
well as many of his partners in comedy such as Max Ehrlich and Paul Morgan, were 
telling jokes on different kinds of stages. Max Ehrlich performed under duress in the 
Westerbork concentration camp, while Grünbaum together with Morgan would meet 
again in Dachau and Buchenwald.  
Unlike many artists who avoided associating with politics and hoped for a quick 
resolution with the up-and-coming Nazi Party in Germany and its infiltration into 
Austrian culture and politics, Grünbaum was not oblivious to the danger of a potential 
Nazi regime. In 1927, using the back of his business cards, Grünbaum encouraged his 
fellow citizens to vote for the Social Democrats,251 which he had become closer to after 
his disillusionment with the First World War.252 He fought against anti-Semitism while 
on the stage; however, he viewed the problem as being merely as serious as bad 
weather.253 Reporting in Der Stürmer, the Nazis made clear that Grünbaum and his 
fellow Jewish artists in Vienna had not taken their hostility serious enough.254  
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Grünbaum was among the protagonists of the cabaret artists of the Weimar 
Republic, who were critical of National Socialism, Fascism and War.255 One of his 
satirical attacks on the Nazis was his cabaret piece Abstimmung. As detailed by Hösch, a 
completely recognizable Hitler figure with a curl on his forehead and a toothbrush under 
his nose, together with a dozen men in frock coats stood on an otherwise empty stage. 
The Fuhrer announced it was time to vote for an authoritarian law and that all who were 
for it should remain standing and all against it should sit. The men looked around at each 
other and naturally remained standing. In response, Hitler announced that the law was 
unanimously passed.256 Hitler never forgave Grünbaum for this sketch and it served as 
further justification for his later arrest.257  
Others, however, report that his cabaret work primarily took aim at society in an 
amusing form and that it was rarely political.258 The audience wanted to be amused and 
distracted from the grey days and the cabarets needed full houses in order to stay open.259 
Thus Grünbaum aimed to make the audience laugh. As Bayerdorf wrote:  
 
Grunbaum was confident, however, that cabaret performance could have a social 
effect. In a 1924 interview he stated that one can impress cabaret goers neither 
with the promise of cultural enrichment nor with teaching but only with 
entertainment. Yet there is a dialectical sleight of hand hidden in his assertion that 
‘one can tell people a lot of unpleasant, that is, useful truths, and they will listen if 
you come to them not as a steamed up moralist, but rather as a humorist.’260  
 
This view would remain with Grünbaum throughout his time in the concentration 
camps, as he later sought to entertain his fellow inmates even while knowing that his own 
days were numbered. Moreover, it would distinguish his artistic style of performing in 
the camp from those artists who performed in the later years.   
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As stated in Verehrt, Verfolgt, Vergessen. Schauspieler als Naziopfer by Ulrich 
Liebe, Grünbaum returned to Vienna in April 1932, after performing his last major film 
role Mädchen zum Heiraten in Germany. He wrote in a letter dated the First of May that 
everywhere hate was breathing on him for characteristics which he could do nothing 
about as he had been simply been born with them. He further expressed his lack of 
optimism in the future. In Berlin he had seen how the brainless Hitler had taken over the 
government and that they would all suffer more before the bitterness and hate of this ruler 
was to drain away.261 By 1938 with the annexation of Austria by Hitler’s Germany, 
Grünbaum’s foresight proved correct.  
Despite attempting to flee Austria, together with his wife Lillie, Grünbaum was 
arrested at the age of fifty-seven, shortly after his friend and colleague Paul Morgan was 
taken in by the authorities. In the Nazi paper Der Stürmer, the hate propaganda machine 
of the regime turned his arrest into news, writing:  
 
In a Jewish contaminated democratic time this one succeeded in infiltrating film 
productions. A greasy comedian like Fritz Grünbaum together with his slimy 
friends could delight the attendees in the audience. We have the Grünbaum! He 
now has the opportunity to revisit all his jokes…262 
 
Grünbaum was first introduced to the camp system during his time at Dachau 
beginning in May 1938. Even alongside the brutality that he experienced in the camp263 
Grünbaum continued entertaining his companions on Sundays when no work occurred, as 
he would rather have given up his soul than his profession.264 Together with his fellow 
performers, including Paul Morgan and Herman Leopoldi, Grünbaum recited his past 
works before crowds of prisoners who uproariously applauded their efforts.265 These 
cabaret matinees gave the inmates the illusion of freedom and for one or two hours they 
almost had the sense of being home.266  
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Grünbaum, according to his fellow Austrian inmate Erich Fein, also performed by 
order of the SS guards during work. Fein recalled that he and other co-workers were 
commanded to line up by a wagon with their shovels facing down. Grünbaum and 
Leopoldi were then compelled to tell jokes and sing songs for the guards’ amusement, 
while allowing their coworkers an occasional moment to breathe.267 Grünbaum’s efforts 
to make others laugh even under unbearable circumstances continued into his time at 
Buchenwald.  
On September 24, 1938, Grünbaum, on the same train with Jura Soyfer,268 was 
transferred to the Buchenwald concentration camp. Here he met up again with Morgan 
and Leopoldi and continued performing when possible. His having the energy to do so 
was most likely influenced by his work assignment. According to Liebe, Grünbaum was 
protected from hard work normally allotted to new arrivals and especially to the Jews due 
to his popularity. Instead of having to work in the lethal stone quarry he was assigned to 
work on the sock-mending detail.269  
As described by the International Lagerkomitee (International Camp Committee), 
this work detail was one of the few sites for inmates who were physically weak and in 
need of schonung (rest). Entry into the work detail was granted by inmate officers having 
influence on work assignments within the main infirmary and their stay could range from 
one day to a week or sometimes longer. It was selectively granted to those in need of rest, 
as well as to those inmates in need of protection from the grasp of the SS. There they 
mended socks and other wool items.270 In exchange for this work detail Grünbaum 
continued to entertain by performing, including one piece where he joked that the total 
lack of food, as well as that the systematic starvation within the camp was the best 
treatment for diabetes.271 The exchange of performances for either resources or better 
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work conditions was probably not unusual in the camp.272 Unfortunately however, his 
time in the detail was short lived, as Camp Commandant Koch emptied it out by beating 
everyone within it.273 Koch was especially enraged that Jews were there, as he believed 
that Jews were to work only in hard labor commandos.274   
In spite of his suffering, Grünbaum’s “great artistry…knew how to immerse 
human beings, worn out by horrid strains, in an ocean of cheeriness within a crowded 
room…”275 Herbert Sandberg, a former Jewish and political inmate, recalled Grünbaum 
performing pieces from his days on the stage such as Ich konferiere mich selbst (I emcee 
myself).276 As to the locations and times of his performances, both former Jewish inmates 
and political inmates report of his having performed in the barracks on Sunday afternoons 
together with Morgan and Kurt Fuß.277 One such piece by Grünbaum was called Die 
Demokratie im Dampfbad (Democracy in a Steam Bath) where he suggested that an 
actual democracy was only possible in a steam bath.278 Bruno Apitz, a non-Jewish 
political inmate, also recalled a spontaneous evening block performance where 
Grünbaum and Morgan, performing in Die beiden auf dem Rennen (Both on the run), 
gave a stand-out performance. Apitz recalled the piece being strong and underlined with 
political points.279 Thus this is further evidence of the political inmates having either 
illegally entered the Jewish barracks or of their bringing the Jewish performers into their 
barracks so as to see their performances. In addition, members of the criminals were at 
times present for the shows of Grünbaum, Morgan, Leopoldi and Löhner-Beda. During 
which time, they behaved like humans while sitting among the other inmates in absolute 
good fellowship.280 
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Willie Dehnert, a former German Communist inmate also recalled seeing 
Grünbaum and Morgan performing in the barracks even before SS officer Johnny 
Hackmann.281 While Dehnert reported of no repercussions for Grünbaum’s performance, 
another inmate recalled a different scenario. During a performance whereby the SS was 
in attendance, Grünbaum performed Die Holle im Himmel (The Hell in Heaven), as part 
of a cabaret in which he also served as the emcee.282 In his sketch Grünbaum joked with 
the idea of his being sent to Heaven saying:  
 
Nice, I am dead and am already flying upwards. And – god will have it – that in 
the end I am up above. Great…And what next?...What is happening then? I knock 
on heaven’s door and go in...And the whole thing means that Grünbaum is an 
angel in heaven!283  
 
The plausibility of a Jewish Grünbaum going to Heaven where he had to be 
bothered with the stress of wearing an angel’s costume while serving as a guardian angel 
for a bratty kid, was most likely a riot for his fellow inmates, however, it was no laughing 
matter for the SS in attendance who forbade Jewish performances as a result of 
Grünbaum’s posing such a conjecture.284 While these examples do not shed light on the 
location of the performances, they do demonstrate that the SS also attended some of the 
cabaret shows in the barracks of their prisoners. The SS likewise exploited Grünbaum’s 
talent in other instances. With enjoyment they forced Grünbaum to tell jokes and when 
they were not to their liking they beat him.285  
Thus, all accounts as to Grünbaum’s performances indicate they took place in 
both the Jewish and political barracks together with other celebrities such as Soyfer, 
Morgan and Leopoldi. The performances took place both during work-free Sundays, as 
well as in the evening after roll call. In the audience sat at times Jews, political inmates, 
SS guards and the criminals.  
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4.5.1 Das Rätsel 
Grünbaum, in addition to sketches as to the camp conditions and his recitation of 
his prior works, also wrote a monologue most probably intended to be performed in 
recognition of the efforts of Willi Dehnert.286 Dehnert, due to his political efforts for the 
Communist Party, was arrested and interned in Buchenwald on August 7, 1937 and held 
in protective custody.287 Although a builder by profession288 he worked in the inmate 
infirmary.289 The infirmary was expanded throughout the history of the camp and even 
elicited the pride of the SS officers, who conducted their visitors on tours through it so as 
to give the impression that the inmates were well taken care of.290 In the beginning of the 
camp, the infirmary received all inmates regardless of their prison category. However, 
upon the Rath Aktion those inmates permitted to enter the infirmary changed.  
Within four days of vom Rath’s assassination until the 14th of November 10,000 
Jews were forced into Buchenwald. These German Jews brought in during the November 
Pogrom, were placed in what became known as the “small camp.” It was a camp within 
the larger camp consisting of five barracks, one latrine and was surrounded by barbed 
wire.291 The conditions were anything but humane and “with the added abuse of SS men 
who chased people around with whips and pistols, such a chaos arose in the first night 
that it could only be described as a riot.”292 Making matters worse their numbers were 
greatly beyond that of the capacity of the barracks, as four of the barracks had the 
capacity to hold merely two thousand inmates.293 In addition, water was withheld and 
violence was further let loose on the Jews in a frenzy by the criminals, leading it to be 
called a week of murder.294   
Wallner wrote that in addition to the above cruelties, allowances for the Jews 
throughout the entire camp were worsened. Their allotted soup and marmalade were 
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reduced. Their bread allowance of half a loaf was reduced to a third. They were further 
forbidden to purchase anything from the inmate canteen, which had assisted them up until 
then in obtaining not only cigarettes but also food, which sustained their lives. 
Unsurprisingly this led to further health problems for all the Jews in the camp, but the SS 
took care to ensure that they received no treatment. All Jews were forbidden entry to the 
infirmary and those who happened to already be there were thrown out by Johnny with 
his bare hands.295  
Due to the worsening of conditions, the SS at the end of November turned barrack 
number two, situated next to the small camp, into the Juden Revier (Jewish infirmary). 
The Jewish infirmary served as the setting of Grünbaum’s poem with Dehnert at the 
center. The monologue Das Rätsel (The Mystery) was a birthday gift from Grünbaum to 
Dehnert, which Grünbaum was able to write down with the help of Rudolf Arndt.296 This 
act by Grünbaum was not without risk. While the birthdays of inmates were well 
respected by their fellow prisoners, whereby small gifts and the recitation of serenades 
were presented,297 the camp policies (as made official in later years) were otherwise.298  
Nevertheless, Grünbaum wrote the following:  
 
In Buchenwald there is the known KZ. 
Some live here, yet others are not nice. 
Many are imprisoned here 
but that is not so puzzling. 
This KZ has also a Jewish Revier 
within which are many who are sick 
in large spacious shacks. 
The sick are sick 
and moreover are Jews. 
They search for healing 
and new energy. 
However this is also not puzzling. 
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This Revier has now a chief, 
His name is: Willi Dehnert 
and he appears mostly cheerful 
He is crunchy and fresh 
like a pretzel from a baker 
and this Willi, that is the riddle. 
First he is gaunt and slim, 
virtually two meters tall. 
He sways when he walks 
like a sailor on a ship, 
his scarf is tied in a gentlemen’s cut. 
He is as strong as iron 
and flexible like straw, 
in short, what one 
would call a beau. 
 
With one word 
it is a pleasure to see him! 
However now comes the riddle: 
For whom is he handsome for? 
For whom is he nice for? 
There lacks women 
In Buchenwaldbed. 
 
At the end of December Willi Dehnert was the infirmary’s sole director being 
supported by four political inmates, four political Jewish inmates who cleaned and four to 
six men who carried the corpses, one of which was the young Jura Soyfer.299 The poem, 
after having introduced Willi and his characteristics, indicates the lack of women at this 
time in Buchenwald, as not until July 16, 1943 were women to be found in the camp. 
Grünbaum after further commenting as to the nice attire of Dehnert addressed his work 
within the infirmary.  
 
Secondly: Willi’s activities are  
To take in important people. 
They come to him 
with moans and complaints, 
he looks at them 
and poses many questions. 
He takes them in 
the hospitable house, 
however as soon as they are in 
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he throws them back out. 
Certainly he does not throw them out 
for pleasure 
rather because he must take others in. 
And when all the Jews had at one time been inside 
then he does it all again. 
So lie there in the end 
those people in the revier 
which were here at the beginning. 
Now I must ask in doubt 
Why did he not just let them stay in? 
 
The Jewish Revier consisted of one hundred and forty beds, which from the 
beginning were overfilled.300 Most likely as a way to deal with the heavy caseload, all the 
inmates were treated quickly and then released making way for the treatment of others. In 
addition to working beyond capacity, fewer medications were allotted to the Jewish 
Revier in comparison to the main inmate infirmary.301 Added to this was the lack of 
technically qualified doctors, “as the SS doctors naturally did not concern themselves 
with Jews…”302 However, as it was illegal for Jews to practice medicine, Dehnert 
admitted four Jewish doctors as patients, who were thus able to treat the patients in order 
to resolve this dilemma.303  
 It was in this context where Willi Dehnert’s activities in the infirmary became the 
center of attention in Grünbaum’s piece.  
 
A riddle is finally 
what Willi sings. 
He does it enthusiastically 
often for hours long. 
In which he does it 
with cheerful expression 
while playing the mandolin. 
He heals the sick not only  
with medicine  
and with the feared 
instruments, 
because when he hears in the ward, 
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someone who is moaning, 
he takes the guitar  
and heals [them] with tones. 
Now my friends I ask myself,  
is such a thing  
not astonishing? 
 
As the time of the writing of this poem was in the winter 1938/39, many of the 
inmates presented themselves for treatment of frostbite, yet many still lost limbs via 
amputations.304 The Jewish inmates lived under the worst of conditions and were: 
afforded barely any food, assigned to the hardest of the work assignments and subjected 
to the brutal terror of the SS officers and the criminals. Thus the Jewish patients, 
regardless if they had been brought in before or after the November Pogrom, were 
subjected to the worst conditions in the camp and consequently offered numerous health 
problems to be treated. 
To make matters more atrocious, those in the infirmary were subject to the 
assaults of the SS. In one such instance Rödl entered and found what he thought was a 
too large piece of butter in one of the orderly’s lockers.305 As a result, “he had all 
orderlies called to the gate and had each of them given twenty-five lashes on the rear with 
a cane.”306 Thus the workers and the patients had numerous reasons to fear what might lie 
ahead for them even in the infirmary. Yet with the background of fear and pain, Willi 
Dehnert sang in the edifice while playing his guitar.  
According to Dehnert, he brought his guitar with him upon his transfer from 
Lichtenberg. Upon first working in the inmate infirmary the situation was so depressing 
that he was asked to sing and with luck the capo of the storage room gave him his guitar. 
Upon his transition to the Jewish infirmary, he continued to play music for the sick at 
their request with the belief that it helped them. As to the extent of the pain and suffering 
in the infirmary, he wrote that an outsider who did not know life in the camp, could not 
understand the feelings of a sick inmate who was hanging on to the last threads of his life. 
Such an inmate, according to Dehnert, simply sought words and sounds that confirmed 
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his humanity. In exchange for his songs, the inmates displayed their gratefulness with 
tears and kind glances.307  
Dehnert’s musical works in the Jewish infirmary were not done alone. He recalled 
in the winter of 1938/39 a young Austrian who came to the infirmary in order to read his 
poems to the sick.308 As explained by Stein in the next section, the young man was 
perhaps Jura Soyfer. Fritz Grünbaum also performed as part of a Viennese Night for the 
sick together with Hermann Leopoldi in the infirmary.309   
The piece continues with the theme of guilt or rather lack of guilt, which was a 
common subject in the theatrical works of the inmates. Often it is in relation to their 
having to wear prison uniforms, which via their black and white stripes was to be a 
visible expression of their supposed guilt. Grünbaum continued:  
 
Next it is also,  
I would like to say,  
very puzzling,  
such clothes to wear.  
He is but an inmate,  
as one knows  
and yet he wears  
the innocent white.  
Did he come here as innocent?  
Why then are we too not wearing white?  
Whom of us,  
who recovered here, is able to solve these riddles  
all at once? 
 
Grünbaum not only reflects upon but declares the innocence of the inmates being 
held in Buchenwald. In so doing, he ends the piece by seeming to pose the implausibility 
of the riddles being solved. The riddles being representative of the arbitrariness of the 
environment in which they lived under the rule of the Nazi regime and its policies. An 
environment where logic ceased to exist and innocence was turned on its head. However, 
the capriciousness of the regime’s policies continued. Dehnert, who while not declared 
innocent by the Nazis, was declared free. On April 19, 1939 he was released from 
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Buchenwald, along with other inmates, in celebration of Hitler’s fiftieth birthday.310 
Dehnert’s own birthday was a few days later on April 25th. Dehnert received the poem in 
writing instead of as a performance, which most probably was intended to have taken 
place either in a barrack or in the infirmary.  
As to the functions of the text and the intended performance there are many. The 
first being to recognize the efforts of Dehnert made for the betterment of those in the 
infirmary. Dehnert, through his actions, displayed civil behaviors and acts of kindness in 
an otherwise cruel environment. Moreover, the piece questioned the illogicality of the 
conditions in the camp in a sarcastic and witty manner. Thereby the audience members 
were provided with a few moments of laughter and in these moments they could be 
observers of an absurd situation rather than participants in a concentration camp.   
Fritz Grünbaum remained in Buchenwald until October 24, 1940 when he was 
transported back to Dachau. However before his departure Grünbaum celebrated his 
sixtieth birthday, where his fellow comrades showered him with food collected from their 
rations311 and he received his own “heartwarming” birthday verse as presented to him by 
his friend Fritz Löhner-Beda. Grünbaum responded with a “matchless speech…[and] 
spoke of the remoteness of his possibility of leaving the camp alive. That, however, in 
due time he would leave knowing that he had done his duty.”312  
Fellow inmate Karl Schnog later wrote that Grünbaum continued to entertain his 
fellow inmates while losing his own will to survive during his time in Dachau. He gave 
his last performance on New Year’s Eve of 1940 in an evening arranged by Schnog. 
Although not wanting to partake, Grünbaum eventually performed some of his old songs 
and jokes. The next day he attempted suicide,313 however, not until January 14, 1941 
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would he die as a result of heart and cardiovascular failure according to his SS-issued 
death certificate.314   
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4.6 Jura Soyfer  
In the best years, Herr Scharführer, in the best years… 
(Jura’s answer to the Scharführer as to the age of the dead.315) 
 
 The twenty year-old Jura Soyfer, a member of the Social Democratic Party, which 
he had joined at the age of fifteen upon entering the Verband Sozialistischer 
Mittelschüler (Association of Socialist Middleschool Pupils), toured Germany in the 
summer of 1932. Already an active political and artistic writer, Soyfer gathered 
impressions of the country’s political landscape in what were to be the last months of the 
Weimar Republic. As explained by Michael Burri in, “Jura Soyfer and Literary 
Tradition,” he sent articles back to Vienna’s Social Democratic Party’s newspaper the 
Arbeiter Zeitung, where his pieces were published between 1932 and 1934 until the party 
was outlawed and their outlet became the weekend edition of the Wiener Tag. Soyfer 
“intended these articles to furnish him with both an income and secure a reputation as a 
professional writer.” During his travels he also wrote numerous letters to his friend 
Marika Szecski expressing his concern of not succeeding, as “[T]o be performed and 
published in Vienna was the high standard by which Soyfer measured his own 
success.”316 Along with Soyfer’s desire to succeed as a professional writer, was his 
amazement of the success of Adolf Hitler.   
In a letter dated July 24, 1932 Soyfer wrote from Berlin that he had heard Hitler 
speak in Braunschweig. He was flabbergasted as to the banality and brutality of what he 
deemed a magician of the masses, yet he believed he was in no danger due to his being 
Jewish.317 Based upon this trip his future writings did however take issue with the rise of 
National Socialism,318 calling for the people to be on guard and resist, such as was seen in 
his poem “Heil Hitler” featured in the Social Democrats weekly paper Der Kuckuck on 
April 23, 1932. The text is as follows:  
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Germany, Germany, shouting “Heil!” 
Did you ever ask yourself, Why? 
While you were poor, they lived in style 
And you believed their lie.  
They made their profit off your skin, 
And they made you blind and dumb.  
They were holding on and didn’t give in 
Although their time had come.  
You let them fool you, you let them win,  
Now years of slavery begin.319  
 
Soyfer was very active and popular on Vienna’s Kleinkunst (cabaret), which was 
described as follows:  
 
A hybrid of theater and cabaret, the ‘small stage’ combined a variety of 
entertainments with engaged political humor. In a typical evening program, for 
example, individual numbers, chansons, and short skits would be presented one 
after the other…Loosely connected in their parts, such programs stressed the 
coherence of their political intention over any formal principles of dramatic 
continuity or generic purity…The exaggeration they inspired, moreover, found its 
target in bourgeois theater and politics.320  
 
In contrast to common variety shows, Soyfer emphasized satirical political 
review.321 In 1929 he began writing short political scenes for the social democratic 
aligned Politische Kabarett (Political Cabaret) under the direction of Victor Grünbaum322 
who later tried to help him during his time in Buchenwald. There he continued mastering 
his use of word play and Soyfer, together with his fellow artists, aimed their work against 
political opponents.323 Using sharp, direct, engaged and satirical tones, Soyfer continued 
to voice resistance on other stages including at the ABC Kabarett (ABC Cabaret) while 
other Viennese cabarets dared not perform such works in an ever threatening political 
environment.324 The ABC Kabarett was the harshest political Viennese cabaret stage of 
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the 1930’s.325 In his writings and on the stage Soyfer refused to be silent and through 
satirical word play and the exploitation of the absurd took a critical standpoint against the 
government’s use of disparagement and perversion of language in order to manipulate the 
people.326 He masterfully synthesized popular comedy together with the left agitprop art 
groups.327  
In 1935, Soyfer, disappointed with the Social Democrats and their demise in 
Austria, joined the Communist Party. Continuing with his writings and desire to succeed 
professionally, he wrote his first full-length play Der Weltuntergang (The End of the 
World) in 1936. Using the analogy of a comet coming to destroy the world, Soyfer 
criticized the inaction of the people while their leaders lead them into destruction and 
war.  
Soyfer continued to criticize the political landscape and the people’s responses (or 
lack thereof) to their situation in his full-length plays written later. Whereas others failed, 
Soyfer succeeded in transmitting his political message to the audience through these 
works.328 Whereas his shorter agitprop pieces were not yet weapons to show the full 
dimension of the evil characters, his full-length plays allowed his characters to confront 
the upside down world and fully unmask the enemy.329 Soyfer’s work, for example, stood 
out in that he succeeded in taking his characters, which were mostly commoners, on a 
path of understanding that allowed them to see the larger picture from an objective point 
of view.330   
Due to his open resistance to hostile and repressive regimes, Soyfer was destined 
for imprisonment. After a three-month imprisonment in Austria in 1937, he was 
rearrested in March 1938, immediately upon the annexation of Austria, while trying to 
flee on skis across the Swiss border. As recalled by his fellow inmate Max Hoffenberg, 
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Soyfer was placed in the police prison in Innsbruck, where they were misled as to the 
horridness of the concentration camps. Soyfer was even eager to go into the concentration 
camps and learn of a new world, as he wanted to be able to present it later on the stage.331 
Thus Soyfer was interested in collecting stories and impressions, which could be used in 
future (emphasis by author) works. Soyfer clearly intended on continuing his pursuit of 
being a successful and professional writer.  
Upon Soyfer and Hoffenberg’s transportation to Dachau on June 23, 1938,332 
during which Soyfer was threatened with death should he challenge any rules, they 
quickly learned that life in the camp was nothing like what they had imagined.333 Soyfer, 
however, persisted in learning as much as possible about the camp through making 
contacts with the other inmates.334 These connections not only assisted him in being 
placed in better commandos, they afforded him with stimuli to continue his work. As 
noted by Horst Jarka in Leben, Werk, Zeit, Soyfer was recalled as being a painter who 
constantly made sketches and collected biographies of his fellow inmates. Soyfer perhaps 
even performed skits in the Dachau camp with fellow Austrian cabaret artists such as 
Grünbaum, Morgan and Leopoldi for their fellow inmates. It was here that Soyfer wrote 
the song the “Dachau-Lied” (Dachau Song), which was later sung in other concentration 
camps.335  
On September 24, 1938, Soyfer was transferred to the Buchenwald concentration 
camp, in the second of the two first large transports of Austrian Jews.336 During his 
transport he was subjected to further abuse by the Nazis, being forced to do exhausting 
exercises while hearing the execution of inmates in the next wagon.337 This abuse would 
continue throughout his arrival at the Weimar train station and into the camp, where he 
was registered as a Jewish inmate in protective custody.338  
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Soyfer was appalled with the conditions at Buchenwald; however, he still 
managed to find sources of inspiration among the horridness around him. Jarka noted that 
whereas in Dachau inmates had received new prison uniforms, in Buchenwald they 
received ragged uniform jackets and worn out military jackets. Typical of Soyfer to turn 
reality into phantasy, he insisted that one must write the stories of these jackets and of the 
people who had worn them.339  
Soyfer continued pursuing his creative aspirations, while at the same time 
attempting to save his life. In Dachau, Soyfer had written his family members and 
fiancée, Helli Ultmann enquiring as to his family’s efforts in securing his release. These 
letters, while clearly indicating Soyfer’s desire to be freed from the camp, took on a more 
desperate tone in Buchenwald. On October 2, 1938, he wrote to his family of his 
transport to Buchenwald, where he was healthy and doing well, however, he also wrote 
of the urgent matter of his emigration papers.340 Like other inmates he was permitted to 
write two letters a month. In his second letter Soyfer, after thanking his family for the 
funds they sent him, repeated the importance of their arranging his emigration papers as 
soon as possible, which would have enabled his release from Buchenwald.341  
While the letters sent outside the camp were highly censored342 together with the 
fact that the Jewish inmates were instructed to write their family members to secure their 
release via emigration to other countries, Soyfer’s life in the camp would clearly have 
made him desperate for freedom. Although he was well connected and received by the 
political inmates in the camp, he was subjected to more forms of brutality and shock than 
had been expected. As detailed by Stein, this included his being assigned in October 
along with half the Dachau Jews to work in the stone quarry. There he was propelled by 
brutal criminal capos to haul stones and wood at double time back into the camp under 
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the threat of being shot at by the SS.343 Soyfer’s efforts helped build the camp during the 
early years.   
In November things changed radically for Soyfer, which ultimately led to his 
death. Upon the Rath Aktion an epidemic broke out in the camp. There was no water for 
drinking or sanitation. Moreover, as covered in the above section, the Jews were 
forbidden treatment in the inmate infirmary but were eventually allowed care in the 
Jewish infirmary. As a result of these inhumane conditions typhoid spread throughout the 
camp. Death was rampant. Soyfer volunteered to carry the dead out of the infirmary until 
he was officially transferred (most likely in the middle of December) to the commando 
responsible for the carrying of the corpses to the gate for their further transport to a 
crematorium in Weimar.344 In addition, Soyfer, together with the other inmates of the 
camp, was forced to witness a public execution. Under the command of SS 
Schutzhaftlagerführer Rödl and in the glare of the camp’s searchlights thousands of 
inmates witnessed the hanging of Peter Forster on December 21st for his having escaped 
the campgrounds, while killing an SS man in the process of doing so.345   
According to Stein, these events in the last quarter of 1938 led to the cultural 
development within the camp not as a result of weakening pressure from the SS, as held 
by Horst Jarka346 but as a direct reaction of resistance to these above-mentioned 
escalations of violence. While Soyfer waited for news of his release, he and other 
artistically active inmates fought to remain themselves using satire in thought provoking 
ways. 347 
Curt Daniel in, “The Freest Theater in the Reich” recalled Soyfer’s writing of a 
show, which was one hour in duration and “was in the manner of the Viennese 
Kleinkunstbühne [cabaret].” Daniel wrote that the script could not be written down and 
thus it: 
 
had to be transmitted to the actors by word of mouth. The program of this small 
group [one being Daniel] was repeated on many occasions in the various huts 
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inhabited by the political prisoners. The players took the precaution of tearing off 
the identification numbers sewn on the right thigh of each prisoner’s pants, in case 
some SS stool pigeon should want to make trouble.348   
 
 Daniel in his recording of these facts does not go into any detail about any skit 
written by Soyfer. However, more than thirty years later, he wrote of what he termed 
Jura’s last skit.  
4.6.1 Jura’s last skit 
Agitation theater is an effective weapon in the class struggle. The cabaret lends us 
its satirical force, the mass theater its powerful pathos. We don’t care whether 
what we do is art or not. We don’t serve art, we serve propaganda. It may be that 
at times our convictions, our ethical strength, brings us close to artistic 
achievement. (Soyfer “Political Theater” essay 1932)349 
 
A Buchenwald inmate was freed into Nazi Germany. However he could not cope 
with living outside the barbed wire and longed for the beautiful life of Buchenwald. 
Consequently he snuck over the barbed wire fence and back into the camp. That was the 
last skit ever written by Soyfer, which was part of a theatrical show as recalled by 
Daniel.350   
According to Daniel, the theatrical event occurred in the following way. Soyfer’s 
skit was performed by Fritz Grünbaum and accompanied by music, which Daniel played 
on the guitar. They performed the skit in three different blocks of German comrades. For 
everyone’s safety, Soyfer, Grünbaum and Daniel ripped off their numbers. In addition, 
the block elder issued a warning aimed at possible spies sitting in the audience who might 
think of informing the SS of the performance. He reiterated his warning by saying that 
the Austrian comrades were risking their lives in order to allow the Germans to forget 
their hard circumstances for half an hour and thus should the SS learn of the performance, 
the spies would not live to see the end of the day.351 These warnings were taken seriously. 
As Fritz Lettow, a fellow inmate at Buchenwald wrote in his memoir Arzt in den Höllen: 
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Errinerungen an vier Konzentrationslager, it was a general rule in the camp that no spy 
would live longer than half a year, as the camp cleaned itself. The political inmates were 
the vigilant guardians of their comrades and were the most active in discovering the spies 
and then beating them to death with their fists.352  
According to Daniel, Soyfer’s last skit was part of an illegal performance in the 
barracks in a political cabaret. Upon the completion of the performance, Daniel recalled 
that Soyfer received no less applause than what he had received during his work in the 
cabaret. Soyfer was very pleased with the result of his skit and made big plans for his 
future work in a liberated Austria.353 Like his prior works before his incarceration he used 
satire to take aim at the conditions in the concentration camp.  
However, Peter Sturm,354 a fellow Austrian Jewish inmate who had met Soyfer in 
1936 and knew his work from their days in the theater, recalled a slightly different 
version of the skit performed during a cultural event. While Sturm at first attempted to 
perform the piece, in the end it was performed by a German comrade.355 Thus this was 
another case of a possible mixed-race performance. In the skit, an inmate had been 
released from camp and upon reentering civilization imposed the rules from the camp on 
those around him. He drilled his family members. Each morning they were lined up and 
counted for their presence. Their made beds were checked for accuracy only to be messed 
up again. The inmate’s military-style rules extended to his customers as well, who had to 
enter in rows and columns, while keeping their hands on their pants.356 In this version 
Soyfer mimicked the military drills and rules imposed upon the inmates in the camp. 
Thus the “Prussian spirit” of the SS guards, rather than the camp itself was the aim of the 
skit.  
This Prussian spirit greeted the inmates first thing in the morning. Upon waking 
up and getting ready for a torturous day of work, the inmates were subjected to their first 
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military-style inspection—that of bed making with an almost guaranteed punishment to 
follow. All inmates were subjected to the banal exercise of making a proper bed under the 
threat of punishment to be executed by brutal block elders or the SS during one of their 
inspections. As one inmate wrote: 
 
After a few weeks we were given beds…Then ‘bed building’ began again. The 
beds could not be made so tidily as in Dachau, as the bedding was too old and 
ragged, yet Hans and Georg took pleasure in tormenting us on account of 
defective ‘bed building’. In the evening, after roll call, they made us stand in front 
of the barrack because some of us had made our beds badly in the morning. In 
most cases they did not name the culprits, and we remonstrated with them in vain 
to punish the individuals concerned, and not the entire dormitory…We soon 
began to help the old and the men with injured hands, and also appointed ‘bed 
inspectors’ from among us. That was no use, either. The beds were made as well 
as it was humanly possible to make them, yet our ‘Green’ superiors continued to 
find fault and punish us.357  
 
Soyfer’s skit, as recalled by Sturm, mimicked other conditions in the camp 
besides the excruciating bed making. As portrayed in the skit, the inmates were lined up 
and counted during roll call on the muster ground two times a day. Furthermore they 
walked through the main gate in rows, while being counted for their presence.358 While 
walking their hands had to be positioned on their upper thighs.359  
Jarka goes into detail as to the various versions of Soyfer’s skit and the credibility 
of Daniel and Sturm’s recalling of it. He notes that while Daniel’s version was recorded 
thirty-one years after the war, Sturm’s was written shortly after the war. However, 
Daniel’s version was corroborated by Soyfer’s friend Hoffenberg, who recalled having 
heard of the skit directly from Soyfer, as well as Soyfer’s happiness with the success of 
its performance.360 It is also likely that Soyfer wrote various versions of the skit, which 
various persons in the camp were privy to. Jarka, however, concluded that Daniel and 
Sturm were speaking as to different aspects of the same skit.361 
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As to whether the performance was viewed as political cabaret is another matter. 
Daniel held that the skit was a political piece, and that he, Soyfer and Grünbaum were 
proud that it was the Austrian Communists, who in the year of 1938, created the only 
existing political cabaret in all of Nazi Germany and that in a concentration camp.362 As 
Jarka notes, Soyfer’s close friends found Daniel’s version as exaggerated and a 
romanticization of how things really were in the camp. They insisted that any kind of 
open hostility or allusion to anti-Fascism was completely impossible. Hoffenberg, whom 
he entered with into the camp, stated although the skit was made to entertain, the political 
inmates were able to decipher the ironic tones in it, thus making it political entertainment 
in secret code. Noteworthy is that Hoffenberg also wrote of his not being invited to the 
performance.363  
Regardless of which version of the skit Jura actually presented, the piece most 
likely functioned to provide an escape for the inmates in the audience. The inmates were 
presented with a comedic version of life in the camp, which brought laughter into their 
otherwise hard day. Thus they were given distance, even if only for a short period, to 
their own reality.  
Soyfer’s performed skit as described by both Daniel and Sturm is consistent with 
other statements as to theater during the early years. The shows took place in the 
barracks. The German comrades were involved as either participants or by sitting in the 
audience. As to Soyfer’s relationship with the audience, there was most likely a 
familiarity with and respect for his political critique exercised through theater and 
writings. Soyfer was well known in the Austrian cabaret scene for his political pieces. 
Moreover, his articles published in the Austrian papers reached a large audience further 
leading to a high probability of his name being known in the camp at least by those 
inmates from Austria. He was a member of the Communist Party and networked well 
within both Dachau and Buchenwald with the political inmates. Thus, a German 
Communist audience and an Austrian audience would have most likely been aware of 
both his theatrical work and his political beliefs. This would have most likely led to their 
being a rather receptive audience for his performance in the barracks as well.  
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In addition to this skit, Soyfer most likely wrote and read aloud poems during his 
time in Buchenwald. As explained by Stein in “Buchenwald,” Dehnert remembers that 
after the events of the winter 1938/39 a young Jewish Austrian often came into the 
Jewish infirmary and read poems to the sick. Dehnert accompanied the poems with his 
music thereby showing his consent, as well as diminishing the mistrust of those who 
listened. Most likely that was Soyfer. Scraps of waste paper were hidden by Rudi Arndt 
under the floor boards in the infirmary and survivors reported that Soyfer wrote poems 
and texts on waste paper with fellow Jewish artists, which were performed in various 
barracks.364 As there are no surviving texts of Soyfer’s poems, one can only speculate as 
to their style, whether sarcastic, political or perhaps of a softer note. As his audience was 
made up of inmates who were suffering as a result of numerous inhumane and torturous 
conditions, his words most likely functioned as a source of comfort in their time of need.  
Soyfer continued his pursuit of writing theatrical works even during his time at 
Buchenwald. He made plans for his future work outside of the camp, while being 
personally rewarded for his creations in the camp. Thus Soyfer, in addition to having the 
intent to entertain while incarcerated, also continued working in pursuit of his future 
endeavors. He was looking towards the future with his work, while waiting for his 
release.365 Unfortunately Soyfer’s fate was to be different.  
 In his biography Oh Buchenwald, Julius Freund described Soyfer’s last days in 
the following manner. Soyfer became a victim of the typhus epidemic, as a result of his 
carrying the corpses without protection of any kind. Then a patient, he lay in the typhus 
barrack where he learned that his emigration papers had finally been secured. His tickets 
for a ship passage to America were with a trusted man in Weimar waiting for him; 
however, he was too weak with fever to make it even to the gate.366   
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According to his inmate card, he died on February 16, 1939 at 6:50 p.m.367 He 
was merely 26 years old and had published hundreds of works consisting of poems, 
plays, newspaper articles, essays and was remembered for writing one last skit during his 
time at Buchenwald. Although Soyfer clearly intended to write more works to comment 
and elicit public responses as to conditions in the world, he was not able to do so as he 
died too young. Due to his high productivity as an artist, one could say Soyfer died in his 
best years. However, they were his best years only because those ahead of him were 
taken away.  
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4.7 Fritz Löhner-Beda  
We often stood there after a hard day of work, starving and freezing at roll call 
until late at night because we again were being punished for something…When 
then the order to sing came, our eyes sought the crematorium from whose 
chimney the flames hit the sky. We laid our entire hate in that song. Out of our 
throats we roared ‘Free’ so that it echoed from the forests…368 
 
In December 1938 SS Schutzhaftlagerführer Arthur Rödl, envious of other 
concentration camps having a song, announced over the microphone in his barely 
comprehensible Bayern accent, an order for a Buchenwald camp song. The man who 
wrote the best song, which was to express the inmates’ thoughts and feelings, would 
receive ten marks.369 Seeing an opportunity Fritz Löhner-Beda (also referred to as “Beda” 
or “Löhner-Beda”) wrote the text with the melody provided by Leopoldi.370 “Das 
Buchenwald Lied” (The Buchenwald Song) would be the creation for which Beda would 
be remembered for during his time in the camp, as well was one of the few songs371 
permitted to be sung in Buchenwald.372 As recalled by former inmates, they had to sing it 
repeatedly as a form of punishment on the muster ground, during work and in their free 
time.373 Often times forced to stand for hours at night after a long day’s work, it was not 
until Rödl in his drunken state was pleased with the thousands of inmates singing of the 
song (many of whom could not even speak German) that they would be able to finally 
return to their barracks late at night. Those who did not sing loud enough were simply 
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beaten.374 However, even under these unfathomable circumstances, the inmates were able 
to find strength due to the lyrics written by Beda, as seen below: 
 
Oh Buchenwald, I cannot forget you, because you are my destiny.  
One cannot measure how wonderful freedom is until they leave you. 
Oh Buchenwald we are not moaning and complaining.  
Whatever our future is, we want to say in spite of that ‘yes’ to life, because there 
will come the day when we are free.375   
 
With these powerful words, Beda had provided his fellow inmates a way to 
outwardly express their determination to again be free from the misery, hunger, 
loneliness and pain of Buchenwald. Many expressed their determination to survive to 
such an extent when singing “there will come the day when we are free” that it cost them 
a meal on occasion.376 While the inmates roared “free” hearing their voices echo in the 
forest, they imagined their life outside the camp; contrarily, the SS equated the inmates’ 
freedom with their death.377 The above refrain was the clearest expression of the will to 
live and the most beautiful witness of the power of the progressive ideas of 
Buchenwald.378 The inmates, even while living in the most horrible of conditions were 
saying yes to life379 and the song provided them with optimism and hope for a future.380 
The Buchenwald Song would be one of the most meaningful concentration camp songs 
produced in the history of all the Nazi concentration camps.  
The song not only expressed the inmates’ conviction to live, it also represented 
Beda’s hope for freedom and his determination to survive. While his poems would also 
mirror his longing for freedom,381 his works, beginning with those written approximately 
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three months after his arrival in the camp, would change in tone as his days in 
Buchenwald continued with no visible end in sight. To the witty and comical musical 
genius, who brilliantly used words to take people to places of joy, laughter and to a 
colorful dream,382 freedom and loneliness would become his new themes during his days 
at camp.  
Beda belonged to the most productive German-speaking authors of the 1920’s and 
1930’s, working together as a librettist with the most famous composers. Already at the 
age of seventeen his poems were published in the Munich paper Jugend and followed 
thereafter in the Simplicissimus, an even more well-known paper. His success continued 
to grow with his writing of books, hit songs and texts for cabarets, which opened the way 
into the small art scene. He became the house author of three famous Viennese cabarets: 
Der Hölle (to which his friend Fritz Grünbaum belonged), the Fledermaus and 
Simplicissimus. Beda even wrote a few scripts for silent films.  
His strength was in writing poetically and in a witty manner.383 Beda’s extreme 
talent in writing poetic lyrics brought him to ever higher levels of success and his gift 
with words was admired by both the public and his colleagues including, Fritz Grünbaum 
who jokingly accused him of wasting his talent on foxtrots and shimmy’s, such as with 
his hit song ‘Of all things bananas!’384 Like many of his fellow citizens he served in the 
First World War where he worked in the Viennese war pressroom and wrote war 
songs.385  
Beda’s most successful working relationship was with Franz Lehár. Lehár was a 
famous Austrian-Hungarian composer and writer of operettas. His most famous being 
The Merry Widow. Beda’s work with Lehár was one of the most meaningful relationships 
both prior to and during his time in Buchenwald. Together they wrote the very popular 
Friederike about Goethe’s relationship with a preacher’s daughter. Collaborating, they 
were a huge success leading to the creation of four operettas. Their last piece, Giuditta, 
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premiered to a sold out venue at the Viennnese State Opera on January 20, 1934, while 
being transmitted via the radio throughout the world.386 
Born Bedřich (Friedrich) Löwy, his family changed their surname to the less 
Jewish sounding surname Löhner upon their move to Vienna from Czechoslovakia. 
However, Beda himself was not a believer in the idea of assimilation as many of his 
fellow Jewish artists were during this period of history. Beda was a Zionist and fought 
against assimilation, which he found both unworthy and impossible to ever satisfactorily 
achieve.387 His Jewishness and fame would be the two factors however, which brought 
him into the web of National Socialism.  
As explained by Barbara Denscher in, “Fritz Löhner-Beda Vom Land des 
Lächelns nach Buchenwald” of Beda’s reaction to the takeover of National Socialism 
little is known. However, he followed their rise in politics and the ambitions of Hitler. As 
to Hitler’s ascent, Beda viewed it as being merely temporary. This can be seen in his 
poem “Der Müncher” (The Inhabitant of Munich) in which people are more concerned 
with their beer, dinner and relieving themselves than with the attempted coup of Hitler in 
November 1923. Moreover, he entered a Viennese cafe daily calling out to the waiter 
(without deference to the possibility of there being a Nazi within hearing) to bring him 
the Völkischen Beobachter, as he wanted to see what the decorator (referring to Hitler) 
was up to. Thus, perhaps he, like the subjects in his poem, was not seriously concerned 
for the danger of a Hitler takeover. Moreover upon being encouraged to leave the country 
he deferred, as it would have been unpatriotic.388 
Unfortunately, Beda’s belief that Hitler would be a temporary affair was incorrect 
and directly after the annexation of Austria, Beda was arrested. On March 13, 1938, he 
was taken into protective custody and shortly thereafter sent to the Dachau concentration 
camp. On September 23rd of that same year, he was transported in the first of the two 
large shipments of Austrian Jews to Buchenwald.389   
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4.7.1 Selected Poems: A Change in Tone 
 Like his fellow Austrian artists such as Grünbaum, Morgan and Leopoldi, Beda 
joined in on the Sunday cabaret performances telling clever and well-tuned anecdotes.390 
His witty and funny skits provided his fellow inmates with pleasure during their few 
moments of peace in the camp.391 Moreover, it is recalled as his having performed 
cabaret for the political inmates.392 Therefore it is highly possible that he was snuck into 
the political barracks, as Grünbaum and Soyfer were. Unfortunately, there is no surviving 
evidence or testimony as to exactly what he performed in these productions. However, 
his fellow inmates such as Karl Schnog did not forget some of his comments while in the 
camp, which much like his song lyrics were witty and amusing.  
 Beda still tried to make his fellow inmates laugh and offered distraction and 
encouragement through his entertaining of the other inmates.393 Karl Schnog recalled 
several examples of where Beda’s wittiness and humor came forth. Upon the sunrise 
being pointed out to him, he said he was stocked up on sunrises for the next ten years. 
Upon his being told of fearsome conditions to come, he simply responded with the 
question, “what could possibly make vinegar more sour?” Most notable was his response 
upon hearing his songs played on the radio throughout the camp. Upon their being 
played, they were credited solely to his former collaborator Lehár or to no one at all. 
Beda, in response, ceremoniously bowed while dressed in his prison uniform, and 
expressed the author’s gratitude to the radio.394 It was just as if he was bowing at the end 
of a performance for the audience. In this way he was clearly acknowledging that he “the 
author” was the creator of the work, even though the Nazi regime was trying to erase his 
name from history.  
Meanwhile, Beda was convinced that Lehár would not forget him. Waiting for his 
friend to intervene on his behalf he continued to perform and write poems, which did 
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survive his time in the camp. Interestingly these poems leave no traces of humor, but 
indicate the darker world of the camp. According to Sonja Staar, the Director of the Art 
Collections in Buchenwald, Beda most likely was able to read his poems in his barrack or 
possibly did so in the Jewish infirmary.395 The storage room too could have served as a 
makeshift venue, as it was a good hiding place.396   
  The existing poems were of a serious and memorable nature not normally 
associated with the writer of “Dein ist mein ganzes Herz.”397 Noticeable are their serious 
tones, which most likely reflect the effect of Buchenwald on Beda during his years in the 
camp. The span of themes ranges from those which were hopeful declaring freedom and 
the fall of National Socialism, to those of loneliness, despair and anguish. As the dates of 
most of the poems are not known, it is impossible to trace them in any order or connect 
them with any specific events in the camp. They were written and most likely performed 
before his fellow inmates between September 23, 1938 and October 17, 1942. As to their 
reception of his performing them, the audience would most likely have been in awe as 
Beda was a very prominent librettist. As to the themes in his works, the listeners in the 
camp and the reader can get an idea as to what it was like for Beda in Buchenwald. In 
comparison to most of the other surviving theatrical works from Buchenwald, Beda’s 
poems provide a rather personal glimpse into the thoughts, woes, fury and beliefs related 
to his imprisonment. Moreover, his words shed light upon what camp life was like.   
While the camp was abhorrent, former inmates noted that Beda was always 
convinced of the victory of freedom and winning of life.398 Fritz Kleinmann, who met 
Beda while together in Block 17, recalled Beda, Grünbaum and other inmates speaking 
about their belief in Austria despite its current state under the control of the Nazi regime. 
Moreover, they devised plans for the creation of a new and beautiful Austria, as they 
were utterly convinced the Nazis would lose the war.399 This belief can be seen in “Die 
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Welt bekommt ein neues Gesicht” (The World Gets a New Face) where he spoke openly 
of a societal revolution, which no one could stop.  
 
You may go around, you may flip around,  
You may defend yourself with feet and hands.  
They want to bless it, they want to rail at it, 
Some flee, and others search.  
Regardless of all, the great event speaks: 
The world gets a new face! 
 
As back then, as with swords and spears 
Land hungry nations collided against one another,  
Palaces of Rome were wet with blood,  
Barbarian horses drank from the Tiber, 
So sparkles and quivers the magic light:  
The world gets a new face! 
 
In all corners swells the fire,  
It trickles clearly in the old ruins,  
It comes; it comes in a thousand forms,  
It comes; it comes and can’t be stopped.  
The old form of being collapses: 
The world gets a new face!400  
 
His belief in the downfall of National Socialism can also be seen in 
“Kindermärchen” (Children’s Stories):  
 
There once was a dragon,  
who had an enormous mouth  
and teeth like a tiger 
and hooves like a horse. 
He was always hungry 
and ate the entire town,  
he ate countries and nations  
but was never full. 
From morning to night  
he ate and smacked his lips.  
But with the last bite,  
he burst in the end.401 
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The writing and performance of such poems were a great risk to Beda. Not only 
was it illegal to have paper in the camp, but writing anything which could be interpreted 
to be in opposition to Hitler or the machinery of his regime could mean death. This was 
especially true in the case of a Jew uttering such a belief.  
 Alongside Beda’s belief in the downfall of National Socialism was his belief in 
his own freedom. This belief stemmed heavily as a result of his close collaborations with 
Lehár. Not only had Beda worked often with Lehár, but Lehár was one of Hitler’s 
favorite composers and his music was highly valued by the Nazis.402 Beda thus believed 
that Lehár would use this influence so as to win his freedom.403 Unfortunately Beda’s 
belief in such assistance was futile. On April 30, 1940 Das Land des Lächelns was played 
in the Wiener Staatsoper in celebration of Lehárs 70th birthday, however, Beda’s name 
was omitted.404 Lehár the recipient of the Goethe-Medaille für Kunst und Wissenschaft 
never intervened on Beda’s behalf.405  
During Beda’s five years at Buchenwald he was assigned to various work 
commandos. As with all new inmates, he was assigned to the stone quarry where he had 
the job of breaking stones. As mentioned, the stone quarry was a dreaded work site which 
often meant death. He also suffered during his time working in the garden, which not 
only was toilsome work, but it too had a reputation of being a deadly and cruel work 
site.406 As recounted by a fellow inmate, Beda himself experienced such cruelties while 
working there. One evening he returned to his barrack covered in blood. His fellow 
barrack inmates pressed him as to what had happened, yet Beda simply insisted that the 
day had been calm with no incidences. The truth was another matter. SS 
Untersturmführer Karl Dumböck, the leading commander of the garden, had beaten Beda 
breaking one of his ribs.407 Perhaps his days spent suffering in the garden influenced his 
writing of the poem “Der kleine Geist kann keine Macht vertragen” (The Small Spirit 
Can’t Tolerate Power):  
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The tiny spirit cannot bear to have power.  
Give him the smallest stick in his hand,  
Already will the man be taken over by the stick,  
He must hit something even if it is only a bush.  
What a sweet high he receives from the hit! 
His anger begins to boil much easier now,  
And all evil comes crawling out! 
And like cancer grows his drive for prestige.  
The weapon gives the wicked man wicked courage  
And makes him deeply bound to cruelty.  
As Cain found the first club   
Flowed the first blood of man on earth.408 
 
Beda’s time working in the garden was apparently for a month,409 as his fellow 
inmates succeeded in having him moved to the latrine commando410 also referred to as 
“4711” after the French perfume Eau de Cologne.411 As recalled by various inmates, the 
men in this Jewish-only composed commando had the job of emptying the latrines 
utilizing tiny jars. Although the work was repulsive and meant to be degrading, the men 
working there were left untouched by those likely to abuse them. Therefore it was a 
relatively safe commando. Moreover, it was made up of many intellectuals and artists 
who alongside their work carried on stimulating conversations on topics such as the 
poems of Goethe or Rilke, French prose, as well as the character of Pompey.412 While 
Beda carried human waste with jars working in the 4711 commando, his operettas were 
played only miles away in the Weimar Theater.413  
Beda’s days in the camp carried on and his situation worsened. Already prior to 
the beginning of the year 1942 there were rumors of the transports of Jews out of 
Buchenwald.414 These rumors had a basis in truth, as since the beginning of the war 
through 1941 the Nazi regime promoted its policy of exterminating all Jews under its 
reign.415 Thus Beda had reason not only to fear for his own life, but for the lives of his 
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family members as well. Upon his being arrested in Vienna, his Jewish wife and two 
daughters had been left behind.416 This longing and concern for his family, as well as the 
loneliness he felt in the camp can be traced in many of his poems such as in the following 
pieces:  
“Deingedenken” (Your Thoughts) 
 
Whatever will happen,  
I am near you,  
My thoughts are with you! 
 
He wants to save you from all danger  
And all suffering 
That you soon return home to me! 
 
I cannot miss you more,  
I want to always know,  
What my love is doing now. 
 
Around me is fearful emptiness,  
To me it is as if,  
My better half,  
Is in your young blood!417 
 
“Wenn sich müd’ die Glieder senken” (When tired and the limbs fall) 
 
When the limbs fall exhausted,  
Deep longing for rest and dream,  
Moves a sweet thought of you,  
My love, through the soul of the room. 
 
The wide eyes of children look,  
As out of a fairytale forest 
Sweet with childlike trust,  
Asking: “Daddy, are you coming soon?” 
 
And to me it is, as is floating 
Your love over me,  
And I know, why I live,  
And I feel it deep wherefore.418 
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“Einsamkeit” (Loneliness)  
 
I want to lie my sunken-in cheeks 
In the lap of my mother,  
But she is long gone from me,  
Ah, my loneliness is heavy! 
 
Only when I lie myself to rest,  
Am I comforted by my friend the night,  
To the others I am only in the way;  
Because I am old and powerless!419  
 
 In “Der Häftling” (The Inmate and sometimes referred to as “Ich warte” (I wait) 
one senses very clearly what life as a prisoner was like, as well as Beda’s determination 
to survive.  
I am a prisoner; apart from this I am nothing, 
I have no name, but the number X. 
My shirt is striped; the pants are as well, 
I lace up the straps around a non-existing gut - and wait! 
I work close to 14 hours a day,  
I crawl in the stable and am tired as a dog.  
Then I eat the handful of breadcrumbs and fall onto the straw mattress and sleep 
like the dead...and wait! 
 
The woman and the kids sit at home; soon it will be five years!  
What do they possibly look like?  
I see the large darkening city, there they creep along and won’t get full...and wait! 
 
But no tiger is eating me, no shark attacks me, death passes me by daily.  
The devil finds me a hard nut to crack. I feel it:  
I will come out of this hell.  
I wait!420  
 
In this piece, Beda wrote of his having no name, but is simply the number X. All 
inmates struggled with their identity being taken away from them immediately upon their 
entrance into the camp. It was the SS’s goal to extinguish the humanness of the inmates 
and this began with the removal of their names and the forcing of prison uniforms upon 
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them.421 Beda too addresses the latter point in his poem. Here Beda writes as to his 
clothes being striped. Due to their being so, the inmates called their ill-fitting prison 
uniforms “zebra” in the camp lingo and wrote often of their existence. Lettow described 
how in April the summer clothes were handed out, which in October were replaced with 
the thick winter zebra fabrics. Each spring and fall it was the same change of clothes and 
upon each season the inmates secretly hoped it would be the last time they would have to 
wear these clothes, but always the eternal zebra uniforms would be brought out again.422 
Karl Schnog in a poem, written post liberation from the camp, also addressed the 
indignation of these efforts to remove the inmates’ identity. In “Zebra” Schnog wrote, “I 
am the Inmate XYZ,” and repeatedly used the word Zebra as a rallying cry stating, “My 
being, the one accusing cry: Zebra!”423  
As Beda mentions not seeing his family for five years, which would correspond 
with his 1938 arrest, most likely this latter piece was written in 1942. While Beda was 
determined to survive, the Nazi Regime had other plans for the likes of him. In response 
to the Wannsee Conference on January 20, 1942 the solution to the Jewish question was 
finally answered. All Jews were to be deported east for their extermination. Independent 
of this, the camp doctor began on February 2, 1942 to send all Jews deemed sick and or 
unable to work in one of four transports out of Buchenwald to Tötungsanstalt Bernburg to 
be gassed.424 A former inmate recalled Beda being chosen for such a transport out of 
Buchenwald, however, as a result of his work with Lehár, he was saved. Upon his name 
being called for the transport, a political inmate informed the camp leader that due to 
Beda having worked with Lehár he should be removed from the transport list. As a result 
Beda was ordered back into the rows of inmates.425 On March 16th, there were merely 
836 Jewish inmates out of 8,117 inmates in total.426 On March 17th however, Beda found 
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himself on a Himmelfahrts-Transport427 (Ascension Ride Transport or a train destined for 
Auschwitz) where in December of the same year he died.428   
Beda’s poems have been interpreted as being a protest against the terror of 
Fascism in that they were a creation of something beautiful, which brought light to the 
grey days the inmates experienced in the camp.429 It is possible the writing and 
performance of his works gave Beda strength to exist day after day in the camp. By 
telling of his experiences, his feelings and images of the camp they further functioned as 
a witness to life in Buchenwald. And even when suffering under the contempt of the SS 
and others who abused him, he continued to exercise his brilliance in using words 
whether in cabaret or the performance of poems, so as to prevent himself from being 
merely the number 3283.430  
Summary 
Fritz Grünbaum, Jura Soyfer and Fritz Löhner-Beda were pre-eminent well-
known artists in the Viennese cabaret and art scene. Moreover, they were well known for 
their work in Germany. Upon being sent into the camps, they brought their former skits, 
songs, along with their witty and satirical talent with them. Once top-billed performers 
and celebrated artists, they now were classified by the SS as being the embodiment of 
filth among the inmates due to their Jewish backgrounds. However, their fame and talents 
could not be taken away upon their entering the camp gate. Each of the men continued to 
entertain serving various functions whether to show appreciation for the help of others, 
obtain better work conditions, offer distraction and laughter, continue their prior pursuits 
with an eye toward the future, offer comfort, celebrate the life of other inmates on their 
birthdays, promote the spirit of resistance against Fascism, fulfill a duty to entertain, as 
well as for what may have been a purely individual need of expressing oneself in order to 
feel alive. Perhaps other functions were served by the performances as well. 
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Unfortunately we will never know for sure, as they were unable to speak about their 
performances due to their perishing in the camps.  
Grünbaum, Soyfer and Beda offered performances utilizing little more than their 
own bodies. As to resources: their costumes were their prison uniforms; their stages were 
simply empty spaces in the barracks; official publicity as to their performances was 
nonexistent; and the use of illegally obtained waste paper was their only option to record 
their works. However, their performances opened the door to culture in the camp. Such 
inmates who not only followed in their footsteps, but who also witnessed these men 
performing, were Bruno Apitz, Karl Schnog and Otto Halle. Apitz, Schnog and Halle not 
only offered performances also, but together with other inmates were able to expand the 
theatrical productions in the camp. Their theatrical efforts and the stories they told are 
covered in the next section.  
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5.0 The Later Years (1942 – 1945)   
Our life belongs to our party, the party of the working class. We will do 
everything and not retreat until we have won. In spite of everything, never with 
fascism. Raise the banner of proletarian internationalism!431 (Pledge of the 
German Communists) 
 
Beginning around 1942, Buchenwald became a different camp. The SS 
leadership of the camp changed. The number and make-up of the inmates 
changed. Moreover, the very purpose of Buchenwald (as well as the other 
concentration camps) changed in response to the ongoing war. As a result thereof, 
theater too changed in the camp.  
No longer was Buchenwald in the stages of being built. Thus, the 
necessity of having a camp commandant with a notorious reputation for building 
camps, such as Karl Koch, ceased to exist.432 Moreover, the SS saw their role as 
expanding from being not only responsible for the eradication of entire groups of 
people, but also in supporting the economics of the country.433 The war had 
brought about a change to the purpose of the concentration camps, including 
Buchenwald, which was to become a work camp with its thousands of prisoners 
supplying the labor.434 According to Stein, it was reported to Himmler by the head 
of the SS Department of Economic Administration in 1942, that the primary 
importance for the incarceration of inmates was drastically different. No longer 
were disciplinary or preventative purposes at the forefront, but rather the 
economic aspect of the inmates themselves was now important. The main focus 
for the inmates was in their being mobilized as labor in order to support the war-
related tasks, especially related to accelerated armament.435  
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With these changes came the arrival of Hermann Pister436 in January 1942 
as the new SS Camp Commandant of Buchenwald. Pister managed the camp, 
which Koch had built up. Stein detailed how Pister not only had a different 
mission from Koch, but that his behavior and policies in the camp were different 
as well. Pister belonged to the concentration camp commandants who, without 
hesitation, followed the orders of the central offices. Unlike Koch, who ruled the 
camp through violence and arbitrariness, Pister’s focus in dealing with the 
inmates was to promote their work. The torturous, long standing at attention of 
the inmates on the muster ground was reduced. Whereas Koch withheld food 
from both groups of prisoners as well as the entire camp as a whole, Pister did 
otherwise. Pister, focused on the work output of the inmates, lessened this method 
of punishment recognizing that the inmates needed nutrition in order to function. 
Pister furthermore discontinued the use of the whipping horse in line with SS 
policies. Under Himmler’s order the whipping horse was to be used only as a last 
resort, since the consequences of the beatings led to the inability of the inmates to 
work.437  
Stein further noted, that as World War II continued on, the camp numbers 
drastically increased. The number of inmates in Buchenwald grew from 88,000 in 
December 1942 to 224,000 in August 1943 to 714,000 by the middle of January 1945. 
These inmates were prisoners of war, resistance fighters or other victims of the Nazi 
Regime who were now to be exploited for Nazi Germany’s further military efforts. Pister 
wanted to see all these inmates working and the cruelties of the earlier years became a 
minor passage in comparison to the number of inmates who would die under his reign in 
the further expansion of Buchenwald with its building of satellite camps. The camp had 
changed drastically from its earlier beginnings. It was now a war production facility with 
the use of thousands of forced laborers as well as a transit camp through which hundreds 
of thousands of inmates travelled only to be sent to deadlier destinations.438 In order to 
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facilitate the efficient running of the camp, good organization was needed, “something 
the communist prisoners, of whose networks throughout Buchenwald the SS was well 
aware, could be relied on to provide.”439  
Gradually, since the outbreak of the war, Buchenwald too had become an 
international camp with the number of Germans and Austrians being overtaken by 
inmates arriving from throughout Europe.440 However, after the political inmates 
gained control of many of the camp’s self-administration positions in January 
1939, they continued to expand their influence and entrench themselves within the 
camp structure. Thus Communist inmates served as the capos of various work 
sites including the storage building, the clothing room, the work statistics office, 
the pathology building and the inmate infirmary. Thus not only did they work in 
safe work commandos whereby they found opportunities to secure better food and 
clothes, in their leadership positions they could influence the lives of other 
inmates. The Communist inmates had not only the ability to move goods and 
inmates around inside and outside of the camp, but they had influence with the SS 
leadership, as well. It was due to these work positions, as well as their sway with 
the SS leadership that allowed them to expand the theatrical activities at 
Buchenwald. Their work commandos became places where skits and verses were 
both written and performed. Furthermore, their understanding of the SS’s aims, 
enabled them to persuade the camp leadership in the building of a new site, where 
cultural activities were further expanded.  
As in the early years of the camp, the barracks continued to be a space for 
theatrical performances and they served as such throughout the entire history of the camp. 
Spaces often used for performances later in the history of the camp, however, also 
included the pathology building and the cinema hall.  
5.1 The Pathology Building 
The pathology building was established in Block 2 in September 1939 as a field 
laboratory. It was established with the mission of fighting dysentery in the camp and was 
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then further maintained.441 Led by the Austrian Communist Gustav Wegerer, who by 
profession was a chemist,442 the site developed a reputation within the camp. Lettow 
explains that as in a typical laboratory, specimens were prepared and inspected under a 
microscope. However, additional activities that gave the block a chilling reputation also 
took place. This led many, including the SS guards, to keep a safe distance from the 
premises. Next to the typical work performed in such a laboratory were activities 
conceived by the SS. There are reports of masks of Jewish heads having pronounced 
aspects thought to be typical of their race hung on the walls, as well as the making of 
lampshades with the use of the inmates’ skin.443 Kogon wrote as to how the latter 
occurred:   
 
The prisoners were then called to the gatehouse by Commandant Koch, selected 
according to the magnificence of their tattoo markings, and sent to the hospital. 
Soon afterward the finest skin specimens would appear in the Pathology Section, 
where they were prepared and for years exhibited to SS visitors as particular 
treasures. Koch himself had an ‘artistic’ table lamp fashioned of human bones for 
his own use, with a shade of human skin...444   
 
The ghoulish effect of these activities allowed the inmates working there more 
privacy and safety from members of the SS than in the majority of the work commandos, 
as the site was religiously avoided. The indoor workspace being mostly undisturbed 
allowed for a maximum of two to three hours of work and was a refuge for much wanted 
resources such as food and books.445 Moreover, the barrack was surrounded by a fence, 
which prevented anyone from simply entering. This element of security allowed the 
building to serve as a sanctuary for many of the political inmates, allowing them to use it 
for cultural and resistance-related activities.446 Both skits and verses were written and 
performed there. Moreover, the space was used for the creation of stage props for 
shows.447 
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According to Halle, the first production in the pathology building was an 
evening of pure literary amusement. The second production took place on August 
8, 1943. Due to the threat of informers, this aspect of the cultural work often 
continued to be done in secret as in the first years of the camp.448 Theatrical 
events were held for invited guests only, where forbidden poems and political 
skits were performed.449  
5.2 The Cinema Hall  
The cinema hall was built in 1941 due to the efforts and influence of the political 
inmates on the SS camp leadership. The political inmates had convinced the SS camp 
leadership that the presentation of films would boost the work moral of the inmates.450 
While camp leaders were against the idea, SS Lager Commandant Koch was convinced 
of the benefit of such a space, as the entrance fees paid by the inmates would serve as an 
additional stream of revenue going into his pocket.451 However, the SS, in the end, were 
of the belief that by offering pleasurable activities the strength of the inmates would 
improve.452 Originally the offering was that of Nazi films shown in an attempt to 
reeducate the inmates.453 While these viewings brought a distraction to the inmates that 
may or may not have improved their work moral, the cinema hall also served as a place 
of horror for many.  
Within the hall, which could seat one thousand454 was the whipping horse,455 
where Commandant Koch executed cold-blooded punishments.456 Screams and moans 
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filled the room, leading to the cinema hall being renamed “Kochs Kino Show” or 
“Koch’s groaning weekly show.”457 As a result the inmates struck against attendance in 
the cinema hall, until the beatings in the hall ceased.458 The hall further served as a 
gathering place for those inmates to be transported to their death upon being deemed unfit 
for work.459 Thus the cinema hall was a sinister backdrop for the entertainment.  
With the development of the cinema hall, the desire for more culture among the 
inmates increased.460 Soon musical performances arose that preceded the films, which 
later on led to the development of the variety shows called the Bunter Abends.461 By the 
summer of 1943 the Bunter Abends were produced at least every six to eight weeks.462 
This was a result of the political inmates, who had been successful in putting together this 
camp variety show with the permission and endorsement of the camp leadership, who 
saw within the performances the further possibility of promoting the work morale of the 
inmates.463 Moreover, the SS was enticed with the possibility of not only charging the 
inmates for admission to the films, but to the variety shows as well. 464  
The Bunter Abends, composed of various musical, theatrical and other variety 
acts, were performed with both the inmates and members of the SS together with their 
dates465 sitting in the audience. Not only did the SS officers and guards attend, but they 
even secretly gave cigarettes to the performers. However, that did not mean that the 
performers were safe from death the following day.466 Behind these Bunter Abends, as 
well as the shows in the pathology building and barracks, were organized groups of men 
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who had their own motives for the shows. These groups were the International Camp 
Committee and the Culture Committee.  
5.3 The International Camp Committee & the Cultural Committee   
 According to Stein, in the summer of 1943, due to the Communists’ dominating 
position in the camp, they were able to expand their network and develop a larger 
underground resistance movement within the SS camp system called the International 
Camp Committee. Already in 1942/43 they sought connections with Communists and 
resistance fighters from other nations and organized their first meeting in July 1943. Not 
only did the International Camp Committee secure the camp administrative positions of 
the German Communists at a time when they were now a minority group in the camp, it 
had various other goals.  
The International Camp Committee sought to strengthen their position within the 
camp and ensure that conflicts among the various national groups did not break out, 
which would have served the SS’s desire to play the inmates off against each other. 
Furthermore, the International Camp Committee secretly relayed illegally obtained news 
throughout the camp, established secret military units within the camp and worked to 
rescue at-risk Communist members.467 Members of the group met secretly in safe 
locations, such as in the pathology building, where they organized political forms of 
resistance.468 Lastly, under the authority of the International Camp Committee, there 
arose the Cultural Committee.469   
The Cultural Committee was developed in the winter of 1943/44 and had the job 
of encouraging those inmates who had lost their sense of optimism for the future.470 
While the committee had the task of creating cultural work in the camp independent from 
the International Camp Committee, the committee was still influenced by the 
organization.  
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The Cultural Committee was composed of representatives from all over Europe 
who worked to internationalize the variety shows.471 Likewise, theatrical acts became 
part of the Bunter Abends, as at that time “the staging of concerts in the cinema hall was 
newly organized. [The Cultural Committee] took over the organization of the programs, 
arranging them according to guidelines the antifascist prisoners deemed necessary.”472 
Up until that point the Germans had dominated the organization of performances.473  
As the SS guards and officers were also in attendance, the words used in the 
shows were often manipulated so that they would not catch on to the messages the 
committee wanted to convey to the inmates.474 The use of Sklavensprache (slave 
language or camp lingo) was incorporated.475  
Thus the Bunter Abends and other organized performances took on a larger 
dimension within the camp. The performances in the cinema hall were halted however 
upon the SS camp leadership learning of an illegal commemoration476 of Ernst 
Thälmann.477 All together fourteen Bunter Abends took place in the cinema hall between 
January 1944 and December 1944.478 
The activities of the Cultural Committee not only affected the shows in the 
cinema hall and other secure locations, they greatly influenced the shows in the barracks. 
Theatrical performances which occurred there began to take on the tendency of being as 
political as possible.479 Thus, there were a variety of venues where shows having various 
levels of resistance tendencies were presented. The cinema hall allowed for a larger 
audience with secret messages hidden within the words of the text. The shows in the 
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barracks, became as political as possible. However, the shows in the pathology building, 
done in secret and for an invited audience only, took on a very political and resistive 
nature. The storage room, while reportedly limited in its use as a venue, also provided for 
more intimate settings where only those sure to be trusted with openly resistive or other 
illegal works were invited.480 As recalled by Apitz, “The committee did not limit its work 
to the concerts in the cinema hall. It also carried on illegal, directly antifascist work 
through the arts in other locations, putting together completely harmless performances as 
a cover. The greatest show of the harmless sort was a performance of Shakespeare’s As 
You Like It.”481  
As recalled by former inmates, the show was performed on July 30, 1944, using a 
copy of the play found either in the camp’s library or as provided by the International 
Camp Committee, which had secured it from items taken from former inmates. After roll 
call from 8:00 to 9:30 p.m. the piece was rehearsed in various places including the inmate 
storage room, the canteen and even in the latrine. Props, costumes and set drops were 
used in the presentation. For their production, tools were taken from elsewhere or were 
secretly produced. Bed sheets were obtained, dyed in the pathology building and then 
attached to wooden frames, which made up the back and side-walls of the set. Hair 
shaved from the heads of newly arriving inmates was gathered, bleached and colored in 
the pathology building. A professional wigmaker from the Stadttheater Prague, who was 
in the small camp, used women’s panty hose in order to set the wigs. In order to do this 
he was provided with a needle, which had been secretly produced in the Deutsche 
Ausrüstungswerke.482 Following this, a theater stylist cut and styled the hair. Costumes 
were made in the Shakespearean style using clothes sent from Auschwitz. The show was 
possibly performed in the SS canteen.483 Thus substantial planning went into this 
production.  
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In the next sections, the theatrical works of Bruno Apitz, Karl Schnog and Otto 
Halle, all of which were performed in one of these above-mentioned locations, will be 
covered. Unlike the theatrical events of Grünbaum, Soyfer and Beda, where the 
reconstruction was made possible via the testimony of survivors, the following events 
will be heavily reconstructed based upon their own words. Each of the men survived, left 
writings and at times were interviewed about their own works created in the camp. 
Furthermore, they corresponded with and together were interviewed by Ilse Schulz in 
1957 as part of her final university examination at Humboldt-Universität in Berlin.  
Ms. Schulz was a student of Prof. Walter Bartel. Bartel encouraged her to 
investigate the cultural activities in the concentration camp. Her paper titled, “Kunst Und 
Literatur Als Waffe Im Kampf Gegen Den Faschismus Im Konzentrationslager 
Buchenwald” (Art and Literature as a Weapon in the Fight against Fascism in the 
Buchenwald Concentration Camp) is relied upon heavily in the following sections. While 
it is an invaluable archival document, it must be noted Prof. Bartel was a leading member 
of the International Camp Committee.484 Moreover, Bartel; as well as Apitz, Schnog and 
Halle, was very active in the GDR following the war in writing the history of the camp. 
As mentioned, there was an, “essentially defensive program of self-glorification. 
[Whereby] [f]ormer Buchenwald prisoners in east Germany…set about exaggerating the 
extent, effectiveness, and probity of communist resistance at Buchenwald…”485  
During this same period, two other developments as to the recording of the history 
at Buchenwald took place, which further shed light on the political atmosphere. As Bill 
Nivens explained in “The GDR, Weimar Classicism and Resistance at Buchenwald,” in 
“1956 there were plans for a new exhibition at Buchenwald,” however, as to the idea of 
an exhibition “draw[ing] links between Weimar Classicism and art at Buchenwald” there 
was opposition.486 “Some former Buchenwald prisoners refused to recognize art as a 
form of resistance; the preferred definition of resistance was that it was armed (emphasis 
in original) resistance, or at least preparation for armed resistance; direct, rather than 
indirect; physical, not spiritual.” At the same time, a volume on the history of the camp 
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was to be written and there too the idea of including a chapter over art in the camp drew 
criticism as recalled by Bartel, “for fear that it would detract from the antihumanist 
character of the camp.” Bartel, who was heavily involved with the volume, recalled that 
“the chapter ha[d] to be put together in such a way that it clearly illustrates the combative 
character of art and literature, the high morality expressed by most of what was produced, 
and the great effect that it achieved.”487   
While these details are not provided so as invalidate the records used to 
reconstruct the theatrical events or their supposed value, the comments about works 
created in the later years should be viewed in light of the political climate in which they 
were stated.488  
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5.4 Bruno Apitz  
We showed that one, even in the miserable place, could laugh at himself.489  
 
Bruno Apitz was one of the first prisoners brought to Buchenwald and did not 
leave the camp until its liberation. His incarceration and allegiance to his fellow German 
Communists motivated him to write Nacht Unter Wölfen (Night among Wolves). This in 
turn made him one of the most well-known inmates of Buchenwald both in Germany and 
abroad. The story of a young boy who, upon his arrival in the camp, was saved by the 
Communist prisoners was translated into thirty languages and produced into three films, 
most recently in 2015. Apitz’s book, published in 1958, was written during the time when 
the Communist prisoners of Buchenwald were on the defensive for their actions in the 
camp. That was no surprise, as Apitz had always been politically driven and often used 
art in pursuit of his political activities.   
Born in Leipzig in 1900, he was both a creation of the political time and an active 
player in its making. As written by Apitz, he was highly influenced by his mother, who 
was an enthusiastic socialist and encouraged his entry into politics at a very young age. 
He was the twelfth child of a working class family and in 1914 at the age of fourteen 
entered the Arbeiterjugendbildungsverein der Sozialdemokratischen Partei (“SAJ” or 
Working Youth Club of the Social Democratic Party) upon completion of his schooling.  
Already engaged in the battle of economic classes within society, Apitz understood that 
he was not on the side of the business owner but rather stood with the working man. He 
furthermore became engaged in a division of the SAJ, which fought against war.490 In 
July of the same year, World War I began. Three years later on account of Apitz making 
a speech in front of 1,500 people during the munitions workers’ strike, “he was held in 
custody for nine months for disseminating antiwar propaganda and then sentenced to nine 
months prison for treason.”491 It was here in prison that Apitz first became engaged with 
theater.  
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As explained by Apitz, while incarcerated he became acquainted with the prison 
chaplain. Although Apitz was not interested in religious indoctrination of any sort, he had 
a good relationship with the chaplain, which led to an interest in literature. The chaplain, 
upon the request of the young seventeen-year-old brought him Shakespeare’s plays to 
read, which inspired Apitz greatly. It was during this time behind bars that Apitz wrote 
his first poem “Die Blume im Gefängnishof.”492  
In October 1918 he was released early from prison and entered the KPD’s youth 
organization. Here, he participated in the November Revolution and helped in the defeat 
of the Kapp-Putsch.493 He continued his writing of “rather wooden and completely 
unsuccessful” poems and even short stories, written “in a socialist mode.”494 Being 
unemployed he entered into the acting scene by “becoming involved in the activities of 
the KPD’s agitprop group in Leipzig,”495 as well as by taking acting lessons.496  
Concerning his theatrical and cultural activities, Apitz explained that his drive to 
work in the performing arts came out of his political activities. Apitz wrote many 
theatrical pieces, including Der Mensch im Nacken, yet none of them were produced. 
Apitz claimed, although publishers and artists such as the famous Erwin Piscator497 found 
him to be talented in writing, that his work was not thought suitable for production due to 
his politically direct and aggressive support for Communistic ideas. His views, according 
to Apitz, were not in sync with the views of the bourgeois audiences. In his own words, 
he was never a lyrical writer, but rather a political writer and that all his themes had a 
political basis.498 Soon thereafter, Apitz became a member of the Bund Proletarisch 
Revolutionärer Schriftsteller (League of Proletarian and Revolutionary Writers in 
Germany) and in 1932 wrote his first novel.499 Upon Hitler’s takeover of the German 
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government in 1933 his life would change however, his political and artistic efforts 
would continue.  
Apitz, together with other Communist threats to the Nazi regime, was placed in 
protective custody in May 1933 after the Reichstag Fire Decree in order to be shocked.500 
Upon his release he continued his efforts as an illegal fighter for the Communist Party, 
leading to another arrest on November 10, 1934 on account of anti-Fascist activities.501 
Together with his fellow comrades, he had rebuilt the KPD office in Leipzig and 
produced propaganda material.502 He was sentenced to three years and ten months at hard 
labor and was held in Waldheim Prison until his transfer to Buchenwald on November 4, 
1937.503 Upon his arrival in Buchenwald, he was categorized as a political inmate in 
protective custody with criminal relapses.504  
During Apitz’s years in Buchenwald he held many working positions. While 
working in a physically-taxing work commando he received a tip from a comrade to 
sculpt something which would intrigue the interests of the SS officers.505 Apitz’s efforts 
were successful. The officers were impressed with his work and by 1938 he worked in 
the sculpture studio, which was a relatively safe indoor work environment. Moreover, 
here discussions as to art, music and culture took place and one could breathe again.506 
From December 1942 on Apitz worked in the pathology building creating models out of 
wood and plaster.507  
Apitz reported that his work in Buchenwald was in the cultural areas and he 
labeled it as being political (emphasis by author) work. Next to his official duties he 
promoted educational activities through his self-written poems and skits, as his comrades 
preferred that he have nothing to do with the military preparations of resistance in the 
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camp, but rather to work as an artist.508 His efforts were done together with fellow 
comrades, including Karl Schnog, with whom he discussed his artistic interests.509 During 
the entertainment evenings in the cinema hall, using his self-made costumes and masks, 
he said essential and memorable things about life in the camp in a satirical form.510 He 
furthermore served as the emcee for the shows in the hall.511 In the secret and unofficial 
productions, he took on Fascism and its representatives, as well as spread enlightenment 
and confidence through his poems.512 It was even recalled that his verses were so smooth 
that he was consulted by the SS for poems and satire for their comrade evenings.513 In 
addition, Apitz played the role of Junker A. von Bleichenwang in the production of 
Twelfth Night.514  
He wrote numerous skits including Das Lineal (The Straight Edge) whereby, 
simultaneously portraying two inmates, he encouraged his fellow inmates not to lose their 
courage.515 Costumed and with makeup, he portrayed a weak pessimistic inmate on the 
right side of his body, while on the left side he was dressed as a young, courageous 
inmate, who wanted to face life properly and with solidarity.516 In Dora, presented in an 
official production, he satirically took aim at the infamous satellite camp Dora-Mittelbau. 
As reported by Stein, the establishment of this satellite camp, which served as an 
underground rocket production factory increased the death count of Buchenwald inmates 
in an unknown manner up until that point. Of the 3,122 inmates which came into 
Buchenwald and its satellite camps between December 1943 and March 1944, 1,076 died 
in Dora-Mittelbau.517 As described by Apitz, Dora-Mittelbau was a known death camp 
among the inmates and the name of the camp itself instilled fear in them. Apitz played 
with this association in his skit, in which his character says that although he had always 
liked the name Dora, he would never allow one of his daughters to have this name. 
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According to Apitz, the mere saying of the word “Dora” hit all the inmates like an arrow; 
however, the SS, having no such negative association with the word, were oblivious both 
to the humor and the point of the skit.518 
Apitz’s use of camp lingo and word play was additionally seen in the skit Der 
Laus (The Louse) that mimicked two happenings within the camp, which he explained in 
the following manner. The threat of a typhus outbreak among the inmates had reemerged. 
Thus the inmates were encouraged to report if they had lice and, to help foster this 
behavior, posters were placed in the work sites and in the blocks stating, “A Louse – 
Your Death.” Likewise, any inmate placed on the transport list who was reported to have 
lice had his transport deferred. This was done so as to prevent the spread of typhus 
beyond the camp boundaries. Consequently, as Apitz served as the emcee of a variety 
show, he played with both the typhus outbreak and the transport of inmates.  
During this performance, a fictional inmate interrupted him by declaring he was 
to be transported the following day and wanted to know if Apitz had a louse for him. The 
above-mentioned poster was used as a prop in the skit as well and was placed below the 
stage. Apitz pointed to it while explaining to the man that if he had a louse he could die. 
The inmate, speaking in a mischievous manner, answered that if he had a louse, his life 
would be saved. This was due to the fact that transports in general were death transports 
and thus a louse would rescue him from his death. Apitz recalled that while the SS found 
the skit amusing, they did not catch on to the meaning of this word play.519 Again the SS 
having different concerns were not privy to those of the inmates.  
These skits in their entirety, along with most of Apitz’s poetic and other works 
written in the camp were destroyed by Apitz during his incarceration.520 He had been 
placed on a list of forty-six anti-Fascist inmates who were to report to Sign #3 on April 6, 
1945.521 The International Camp Committee however determined that none of the 
inmates were to report to the gate and instead would go into hiding.522 Prior to going into 
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hiding Apitz destroyed his works fearing their being found would risk his life further.523 
Apitz’s poem “Krematorium” and his skit Na Ja are two of his works, which did survive 
and exist in full.  
5.4.1 “Krematorium Buchenwald” (Crematorium Buchenwald)  
Throughout the history of Buchenwald, poetry continued to serve as a way for the 
inmates to express their feelings about what it was like in the camp, as well as a means to 
encourage their fellow inmates to keep going. Apitz, too, wrote many poems during his 
time at Buchenwald, as the pathology building allowed him a safe place to create, as well 
as to perform in the secret performances.524 “Krematorium Buchenwald” is one such 
poem, which survived the camp:  
 
May you annihilate us to dust,  
May you burn us to ashes,  
Yet to the coming judgments 
You can never escape! 
 
Up to the heavens rise the high  
Glow of our muffled silence.  
Your murderous blaze! 
But the night is full of witnesses... 
 
No spark will go astray,  
Which sprinkles from your oven;  
A thousand eyes, a thousand ears,  
See, hear the fire and glow... 
 
The telltale sparks,  
Which spray into night and silence,  
Are sunk deep in our hearts,  
And the fire remains. 
 
Glowing in many thousand hearts 
(Yet covered from our hands) 
Light from these eternal candles 
Will one day overcome the night. 
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Then it starts, the wild fire!  
And we will carry this chain 
Like a torrid monster 
Through the countries and through the cities! 
 
Out of the deadly ovens’ throats 
We will rupture the blazing flame: 
Flaming torch! And kindle  
Fire at this end of the world!  
 
And then will it break open,  
The holy glow of our dead ones!  
Where the murderers crept away,  
Breaks the scorching rage of fire. 
 
And with hissing gestures 
The flames will hunt you out! 
The earth is too small for you!  
All countries will spit you out! 
 
Every pillar of fire announces 
(Souls of our dead brothers): 
“You all have set us to fire!!!” 
And the dead return again...525 
 
“Krematorium Buchenwald” like Beda’s “The World Becomes a New Face” or 
“Kindermarchen,” resonates with a determination for the victims of the Nazi Regime to 
survive in spite of the intentions of their captors to destroy them, their world as they 
knew it and the political beliefs which they stood for. Moreover, it is highly full of 
thoughts and images of revenge. “Krematorium Buchenwald” has a very different tone 
than that presented in Na Ja. While Na Ja was aimed at encouraging Apitz’s fellow 
inmates, the poem appears to be aimed at igniting a life-sustaining rage in his fellow 
inmates aimed at their SS captors. Due to its sensitive nature, the piece was most likely 
read aloud by Apitz during a secret illegal gathering with an invited audience of fellow 
Communists in the pathology building, where he read his political poems during illegal 
cultural evenings.526 
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 The focus of the poem, the crematorium, was often found in the artists’ works. 
Being located right next to the muster ground, where they stood every day for roll call, it 
provided them with a persistent view of its never-ceasing burning of bodies. Its constant 
presence and its purpose made a deep impression on the inmates. Interestingly, not until 
1940 was there even a crematorium at Buchenwald. Prior to that, the corpses were placed 
in wood coffins and driven to various crematoriums throughout Weimar for their 
incineration. According to Lettow, as the number of deaths in the camp increased leading 
to a pile up of corpses in need of destruction, the inmates began to fill each coffin with 
two bodies instead of one. On one occasion the side of a truck carrying the corpses 
became unhinged while driving through the town. Hence fell a coffin, which broke open 
before the city inhabitants’ eyes revealing two corpses now lying on their street.527  
However, after a crematorium was built in the camp, the activities of the 
crematorium became a constant fixture in the minds of the inmates. As they were forced 
to sing, “someday will come the day when we are free” from “Das Buchenwald Lied” 
while standing on the muster ground, smoke blowing out of the crematorium was present 
for all to see. In the winter of 1941/42 Russian officers were brought into Buchenwald 
causing a shocking memory for many of the inmates in relation to the crematorium. As 
relayed by Lettow, the 6,000 officers had been shot in the horse stalls. Their bodies were 
then transported across the muster ground to the crematorium, leaving a trail of blood 
behind. Due to the high volume of dead bodies, the inmates in the crematorium had to 
burn the bodies day and night. In a further effort so as to speed the process, the normal 
burning time of two hours was reduced to fifteen minutes. Unfortunately however, this 
did not allow enough time for the bones to burn, resulting in their later having to be 
ground up.528  
 Rolf Kralovitz, who was deported to the camp on October 12, 1943, further 
recalled work at the crematorium in his autobiography ZehnNullNeunzig in Buchenwald. 
He had the gruesome task of pulling the corpses of inmates who had been sent to 
Buchenwald from Auschwitz out of the trains. He and his co-workers stacked their bodies 
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like wood in the yard of the crematorium. In an orderly manner each body was placed 
opposite the one below it, so that the heads and feet of the corpses always lined up.529  
While the crematorium instilled fear in the inmates, as they knew at any moment 
it could be their body lying there ready for destruction, they became accustomed to 
seeing the smoke rise from its chimney. As a result of its commonality, as well as most 
likely a survival technique, they dealt with its dismaying presence with laughter. New 
camp lingo developed as to those being burned in the crematorium. Often when someone 
would inquire as to a deceased individual, another would reply, “Er geht über den Rost” 
(He is going over the grill).530 Kogon wrote: 
 
It was a common subject for jokes in the roll-call area. Conclusions were drawn 
from the shape of the escaping smoke clouds as to the type of prisoner being 
cremated. ‘That must be a Jehovah’s Witness, snaking up like that!’ ‘You’ll be 
hitting the grate’ or ‘You’ll be going up the stack’ were common phrases at camp. 
During roll call the Roll Call Officer would call out, “You birds in the 
crematorium, stick your heads out the windows!’ Whereupon the crew would pick 
up bodies and hold them out the windows. Such scenes were typical of the 
atmosphere in which the final rites for thousands were enacted.531  
 
During Apitz’s time in the camp he, together with thousands of other inmates, 
became accustomed to seeing dead bodies. Apitz even recalled that towards the end 
nobody even thought of taking off his hat as a sign of respect. Rather, what belongings 
the dead man had, were simply taken from his body.532 This numbness that developed 
among the inmates as to the well-being or even the mere existence of others, led Apitz to 
write other works, which dealt with respect for human suffering. One such work was the 
novel Esther expressing empathy for the suffering of the Jews in the camp. Another was 
the skit Na Ja, which promoted compassion for others through comedy.  
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5.4.2 Na Ja (Oh Well)  
On Sunday April 16, 1944, Bruno Apitz performed his self-written skit Na Ja.533 
The phrase “Na Ja” is very typical in the German language. It can be used differently 
upon varying occasions; however, in this skit it could be understood as when one says ‘oh 
well’ or ‘whatever’ when presented with criticism or an unfortunate situation. This could 
be in the sense that the person simply does not care or has accepted the futility of the 
situation.  
The skit, as publicized in a camp produced program,534 was performed in the 
second act of a Bunter Abend alongside nationally-inspired songs from Poland, 
Czechoslovakia, and Russia, as well as other acts. The location of the performance was 
the cinema hall filled with an audience composed of inmates and members of the SS. The 
skit was a huge hit with the audience, yet it was initially opposed by the Culture 
Committee who had the opinion that the inmates sought performances different from the 
reality which they saw every day.535 However, it eventually was approved.   
Being a fan of Charlie Chaplin, Apitz borrowed from his style of comedy.536 The 
skit has two characters. There is the “Inmate,” a down-and-out sort of man, who has 
resigned himself to not fitting in to the camp system, within which he cannot do anything 
right. Playing opposite him is the “Capo,” who oversees his work commando. The Capo, 
who is rough, is losing his nerves having to be responsible for such an incompetent 
inmate. Thus the conflict arises.  
Apitz not only wrote the skit but he performed the role of the Inmate. He wrote of 
wearing panty hose over his head so as to hide his hair. This is noteworthy as the majority 
of the inmates’ heads were shaved. However many who were of the elite group, mostly 
German Communists, were freed from this obligation. Thus his having hair to hide is 
indicative of Apitz’s higher status in the camp in comparison to the majority of the 
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inmates. He costumed himself so as to look grotesque and scraggy, even applying 
makeup in order to look pale. This too could be a revealing fact as to Apitz’s relatively 
better state of health in comparison to those inmates at the bottom of the inmate 
hierarchy. Apitz’s costume was the typical inmate uniform, but in order to exaggerate the 
ridiculousness of his character, he had one made that was too big causing the sleeves to 
flap around his body.537 This in itself was not too unusual in the camp, as inmates simply 
received a prison uniform and shoes, regardless if they fit or not. As described by Kogon: 
 
Without respect to size, weight, or peculiarities, the newcomer next had his 
striped ‘duds’ flung at him in the Clothing Room. They consisted of shirt, jacket, 
trousers, underpants, cap, possibly a pair of socks, and a pair of shoes…Most of 
them received rags and tatters, sketchily patched…Only in the course of time, by 
trading and ‘finagling,’ were most men able to improve their outfits.538  
 
So as to enhance his smallness in stature, Apitz sought out a large inmate to play 
the Capo finding the perfect co-performer in a criminal inmate who was very talented and 
whom he knew from his work in the sculpting department.539 To better understand the 
skit, more importantly the relationship between an inmate and his capo, a little as to the 
role of a capo in a camp should be noted. The term “capo” was the name given to the 
head of a work unit and was taken from the French language. Capos “organized the work 
of their details without actually working themselves… [some were]… “brutes” [and 
others were]… “shining examples of integrity, humanity and personal courage.”540 Up 
until January 1939, the capos were all criminals. Upon the criminals losing their power in 
the camp due to their unscrupulous behavior, the majority of the capos after this point 
were political inmates. As conveyed by Apitz and his fellow inmates, oftentimes even 
they had to be reminded that they had been trusted with an authoritarian position and that 
they were one with their fellow inmates. However, over time many capos began to 
acquire the behaviors of their SS officers, forgetting that even their own lives were not 
secure although they were capos. They were even warned that should they forget they 
were inmates as well, they too could suffer the same fate of their SS guards upon the 
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camp’s liberation.541 Many artistic works were written as to the behavior of the capos 
such as the following:  
 
I praise the mate,  
Who wears the arm band,  
Yet never becomes a tyrant,  
Who roars, riots and hits.  
The calm and poised 
Who considers his actions 
And who cares for his workmates 
As he cares for himself.542  
 
The location of the skit was the woodyard, where firewood was prepared. The 
woodyard,543 like the sock-mending detail (where Grünbaum briefly worked before being 
thrown out) was another work site for inmates in need of rest or schonung, as well as a 
place of protection for those inmates in danger.544 The two light work details were under 
the domain of the schonungs commando (convalescent detail), which was unofficially 
organized by the political inmates. According to Staar, they were the primary work sites 
where inmates were sent for schonung; however, at times inmates were also granted 
permission to remain in their barrack for the day in order to rest. Inmates were allowed to 
receive schonung upon the request of others made to the schonungs commando. Thus the 
inmate needed to be well connected with a group in the camp, which worked in 
collaboration with the political inmates, in order to be approved for schonung. 545 
However, this was not possible for all the inmates as stated by Kogon, “[c]amp 
conditions being what they were, even convalescence was not available to every prisoner 
who needed it. As a rule it could not be brought off without ‘pull.’”546   
As Staar explained, the SS camp leadership intended that with the providing of 
schonung to a percentage of the inmates for a short period, they could then be further 
exploited in their regular work commandos. However, the political inmates exploited the 
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schonung work detail for prisoners on their own behalf. Moreover, they expanded the 
work detail so as to preserve the physical and psychological power of the inmates.547 
The number of inmates placed in such a light work detail increased over the years, 
as the political inmates gained more influence.548 In addition, as reported by Pieter Cool, 
a former capo of the commando, as the number of inmates within the camp increased 
more inmates were taken in to receive care. In 1941, those in the commando were no 
more than 120 men and “[by] summer of 1943 the number in the detail had reached 700.” 
Cool furthermore reported that while the inmates received some form of rest: 
 
[t]he greatest danger was always the inspections. On days when a strict inspection 
was to be held, we pulled out the healthy who were only pretending to be 
convalescing and replaced them with prisoners from the invalids’ block. Thus we 
avoided the danger of discovery of false convalescence.549  
 
The skit, being several pages in length, provides for numerous glimpses into life 
in the camp. The stage directions, the descriptions and the skit are as follows:550 On the 
stage is a chopping block, a sawhorse and a stool. The stage backdrop is of the camp. 
Specially-made props completed the presentation including that of wood, a piece of paper 
which stuck to the actors’ hands and a hollowed out tree trunk.551 Onto the stage storms 
the Capo yelling in a furious rage:  
 
Capo: So a cursed pigpen! Where is the bugger hiding? Hey you wood midget, 
you sick horse, you wet sack. If you old washcloth won’t appear soon, I will put 
you on the tracks552. 
Inmate: Na Ja.   
 
The inmate walks awkwardly carrying a water bucket, prodding the Capo to yell 
at him further for walking like a fiddling bird or as if he was doing some kind of Indian 
dance. The Inmate then realizes to his astonishment that he has forgotten his log, leading 
to the following exchange: 
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Capo: How that pleases me. You bloody owl. Where are you coming from just 
now? Work begins at 5 a.m. and it is already seven o’clock. Where were you?  
Inmate: At the gate.  
Capo: You were at the gate? What have you been up to now, so that you were 
called to the gate?  
Inmate: Unfortunately, I haven’t been up to anything. Rather it was on account of 
last night’s roll call. There was rather one too many [inmates].  
Capo: And this idiot of course was you?  
Inmate: Oh no, I only wanted to ask whether I should be discharged. Then the 
roll call would be right again.  
Capo: They could use such crazy birds like you outside [in the world].  
 
Most probably Apitz through his writing and performing was bringing his 
audience to laughter. However, the issue of roll call on the muster ground was no 
laughing matter, especially when the counting of inmates did not match up with the SS 
records. As reported by Freund, every block had a specific location where they had to 
stand. The inmates were placed in rows of ten by the block elder and counted. The 
numbers were then reported to the SS Block Leader and the SS Scharführer, who also 
counted the rows and reported that number to other SS officers at the main gate. When 
the numbers worked out, the inmates would eventually hear over the loud speaker: “Hats 
off! Look right. Hats on! Straighten your hats.” After hearing further announcements they 
were then ordered to their respective work commandos. However, when the numbers did 
not match up, the inmates suffered. As Freund wrote, who doesn’t know what it was like 
to stand there for hours when the Scharführer miscalculated.553   
While in Apitz’s skit there is the case of there being one too many inmates, the 
worst times for the inmates were upon the occasion of too few inmates being present. 
This was often the result of an inmate’s escape from the camp. Reports of the entire 
inmate population having to stand on the muster ground for hours until the escaped 
inmate was found are not unusual. It was irrelevant what kind of weather there was, the 
entire camp stood under the glaring sun, in rain, and even in blizzards.554 In one instance, 
two criminals escaped and the inmates had to stand for five hours in fourteen-degree 
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weather, causing not only harrowing pain to the prisoners but death to many as well.555 
Due to the group punishment: 
 
[s]uccessful escapes drew such savage punishment upon the entire camp, 
especially in the early years, that the political prisoners renounced even the 
attempt until the final months. Then a few escapes, undertaken with the approval 
of the underground leadership, proved necessary in order to establish contact with 
the approaching Allies.556  
 
The inmates suffered so much simply from standing for hours that upon the 
escapee being caught, it was irrelevant to the others if the escapee was dead or alive, as 
the main thought in their heads was that their own misery would soon end.557 Roll call on 
the muster ground was such an impressionable event upon the inmates that Kralovitz, 
even after the camp’s liberation, went into a fright while running to the door and 
screaming he had to go to roll call.558   
The skit continues in the following way:  
Capo: (rising and coming closer to the inmate) How the twerp looks? What do 
you have in your bag? 
Inmate: My breakfast.  
Capo: (Opening the bag with the tips of his fingers) Your breakfast? So let me 
see it. (He begins to empty out the bag and holds different things up for inspection 
beginning with a long string.) Is that your breakfast?  
Inmate: Oh no. That is only a part – a part.  
Capo: What does a part - a part mean?  
Inmate: Part pant suspenders and part shoelace.  
Capo: (pulling out an old sock) What is that?  
Inmate: That is left over from last winter.  
Capo: (holding forth a ripped glove) And what is that?  
Inmate: That is for the coming winter.  
 
The dialogue over the further contents of the bag, including scissors for a 
manicure, an old scrub brush for a toothbrush and beetroot juice continues. What is 
symbolic here of life in the camp are a number of things. First; the inmates had no place 
to keep their possessions hence the Inmate carries everything he has in his bread bag. 
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Moreover their belongings were never safe from simply being taken by others.559 As to 
the bread bags, the former inmate Wallner wrote: 
 
There was the curious case of the bread bags. Nearly every one of the 10,000 
prisoners had a bread bag suspended from his shoulder even at roll calls. The 
bread bag was thus a recognized institution. Yet it was in all cases obtained 
illegally (the canteen never supplied any) and made from stolen materials. Many 
bread bags traced their ancestry to a straw sack, but these were too rough and 
became soaked too quickly, and the underground merchants therefore also 
supplied bread bags made from towels or still better materials stolen from the 
tailoring shop...They were sold mainly by ‘Aryan’ prisoners, and prices varied 
from twenty pfennigs to one mark fifty pfennigs each, according to the quality of 
the material and the execution. The expensive bags were made on the sewing 
machine in the tailoring shop.560  
 
Thus, bread bags were the only place where the inmates had the possibility to 
store what few items they had. The most important item being food, which was 
desperately needed in order to survive. However, the carrying of extra (emphasis by 
author) food was not allowed.561 However, within the bags was usually a piece of tobacco 
and saved pieces of bread from the night before, which they carried on to roll call and to 
their work sites, hoping to not stand out for fear of being punished for their bag’s 
contents.562  
As noted, Apitz also addressed the issue of the inmates’ attire, which were 
insufficient for the conditions in which they worked and lived. Those few prisoners who 
were privileged or worked in settings where it was possible to secure better attire had a 
great advantage over the common prisoner, “…because survival was more often than not 
a question of what prisoners wore.”563 Thus much like the Inmate in Apitz’s skit, the 
inmates in reality attempted to secure attire and/or items, which would help them survive. 
Wallner wrote:  
 
We were issued with a pair of long drawers made from some inferior cotton stuff 
and a dirty cap—that was all…I was particularly badly off with my clothes, as the 
jersey was very thin, and became soaked rapidly when it was raining, while the 
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trousers had large holes in them and were, in any case, useless from the point of 
view of warmth. Thus, in October, I began to make arrangements about winter 
clothes. That is to say, I…subscribed to the Voelkischer Beobachter. There was 
more paper in it than in the Thueringer Zeitung, and we could wear it under our 
clothes…I also secured a pair of so-called ‘arm socks’—the tops of socks stolen 
by someone from the darning shop, a special department where the prisoners’ 
socks were mended….I was now determined to complete my winter wardrobe. 
What I desired most was a cement bag. These bags were made of stout paper and 
one was enough for a waistcoat. It was a better protection against the wet than the 
Voelkischer Beobachter. There were not enough cement bags available, as many 
of the 10,000 prisoners coveted one…Up until now we were never forbidden to 
wear paper under our clothes, but when the rainy days set in a number of barrack 
officers went round and made the prisoners undo their jackets. Anyone found to 
have paper or a cement bag underneath was beaten and made to remove it…A 
change of underwear was issued weekly and sometimes fortnightly. Naturally the 
best pieces were annexed by the clique of men on inside duty. What was left was 
distributed regardless of size. Each man received a shirt, a pair of drawers, a pair 
of socks and a towel. We used to exchange the garments among ourselves…564   
 
Except for those men lucky enough to be on inside duty, those being connected in 
some way with the camp’s self-administration, the majority of inmates wore the striped 
prisoner uniform. However, as the camp received more and more prisoners as the war 
progressed there were not enough of such garments affording many inmates the ability to 
wear civilian clothes, as well as uniform jackets from various defeated soldiers of other 
nations.565  
The skit continues with the Kapo interrogating the Inmate about his food:  
Capo: And where actually is your breakfast?  
Inmate: I already ate it last night.  
Capo: Gorged naturally! And today you go back to the trashcans, you trash 
eagle…. 
 
The German phrase used for those inmates who dug through trash in order to find 
food was Mülltonnenadler or Tonnenadler, translated as “trash eagle.” Such inmates were 
not uncommon, since in general the inmates were starving. The daily rations were 
insufficient and the SS constantly came up with reasons why food should be withheld. 
Food was exploited by the SS as a means to humiliate the inmates, requiring many to eat 
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whatever they could find in the trash.566 Thus, those that did search for food in the trash 
acquired one of the above names. As remembered, these men were in such a desperate 
state of mind, that upon being kicked or yelled at, while scourging for food, they simply 
walked away without reacting at all or instead cried like a child.567   
In the skit, the Capo then develops an interest in knowing more about the Inmate 
asking him about his time before Buchenwald. The Inmate’s response is that he wrote 
poems. Unimpressed, the Capo says that under his command there will be no writing of 
poetry but only the sawing of wood. Hereafter, the rest of the skit turns into a 
Chaplinesque quagmire between the Inmate and the Capo. The Inmate tries to saw and 
cut the wood. As one can imagine nothing goes right. The Inmate not only fails to saw or 
cut the wood, he manages to unintentionally wreak havoc upon everything around him. 
The saw gets stuck in the ax, the Capo ends up falling face forward into a bucket of water 
and the Inmate falls backwards onto and through the seat of a stool requiring the Capo 
having to pull him out. The Capo in a rage cries out:  
 
Capo: (He is at the end of his nerves and cries) What more do you want? You 
have everything you need. You have easy work, a dry ass, a good capo. What 
more do you want?  
Inmate: (doubting whether to answer) Schonung.  
Capo: (with fierceness) I’ll give you rest. I am now going to the barrack to put on 
a dry pair of pants. When I come back and you still haven’t sawed and chopped 
the piece of wood, then you will get rest.  
 
Shonung was a heavy weighted term for the inmates. Whereas its impact elicited a 
strong response from the inmates, the word had no relevance to the SS. The word 
“schonung,” according to Apitz, was the big climax of the skit and the camp screamed 
with laughter as the Inmate said it. It was a magic word, because of its irony.568 One 
inmate wrote that nobody in the schonung barrack was receiving any care and so they 
always asked themselves, where is the schonung really?569 Although they were within a 
light work detail, they still were required to work carrying wood or stones, or mending 
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socks.570 Moreover, as noted above, the inmates receiving schonung were always under 
threat of a sudden attack by the SS, especially under Camp Commandant Koch. He would 
unleash a herd of SS squad leaders who were to propel all those receiving schonung and 
force them to the gate, where horrible scenes often took place.571 Upon notice of a 
forthcoming attack, “substitutes from the wards had to ‘stand in’ for up to twenty-five per 
cent of the ‘convalescents,’ who were not sick at all.”572  
The skit ends on a different note with the Inmate speaking directly to the 
audience, while expressing his personal struggle in the camp. The poem, while performed 
by Apitz, was written by his fellow inmate Karl Schnog and is as follows:  
 
What that is-one can’t bare me here.  
And whatever I do, doesn’t work.  
Innately I am polite and humble,  
[but] if something here goes wrong,  
then it is me who gets caught.  
I am no bread thief and was never a card shark,  
not agile and a little stiff.  
Here one simply calls me stinker and is pessimistic about me,  
says that I am ripe.  
Outside I wore stripes on my pajamas,  
which I paid a lot of money for,  
however, here the stripes are drama and I look borrowed.  
 
Whether I go to my locker or make beds,  
it is never right and I stand out.. 
Of my misery attests my eye, which is blue.  
If any one is written down, it’s always me amongst them.  
  
I have lost my hat ten times,  
the officer believes I am tricking him.  
The tools are sworn against me,  
when I seize one it hurts me.  
 
Outside I have smashed nails,  
yet here I simply hit my hand.  
Outside I sometimes was permitted to talk,  
here I simply talk to humans as to a wall.  
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Here is truth,  
outside was poetry. 
I learn the camp rules without lust.  
I don’t have anyone around me and no look up can be seen. 
 
I say comrade and sometimes please and yet 
they have a grudge against me without reason.  
It seems that politeness is not a custom here  
because every capo calls me a stupid dog.  
 
I make an effort to adapt, but I will not be happy with my life,  
because I don’t fit with the hard fellows.  
This is how I am. 
 
Outside I was only a quiet sinner  
and my gentlest sin gained trust.  
Contrarily here I am simply a crazy man to be clobbered.  
 
I won’t get used to the scurrying and sleeping with two others in a bed,  
nor with sitting with twenty others on the latrine.  
No, I will never learn the entire K.Z.  
 
Oh well. 
 
In this poem Schnog and Apitz portrayed the general desolation felt and/or 
understood by all the inmates, as well as the incomprehensibility of the environment in 
which they lived. The infuriation of having to wear the zebra inmate uniform while being 
treated like a criminal, although having had committed no crime. The military standards 
forced upon the inmates such as proper bed making and having a clean locker, against the 
implausibility of ever doing it to the SS standards. Hence being rewarded with physical 
beatings. Having to perform work, which one was neither trained nor accustomed to. The 
utter isolation of the inmates in the camp and the complete inability to fit in within the 
system. The longing for the world in which one lived before.  
The Inmate expresses his resignation of trying to acclimate to his surroundings by 
simply saying, “Oh well” or rather “Na Ja.” At which point the Capo has arrived back 
from changing his clothes in the barrack and notices that nothing has been done to the 
log. The Inmate, turning his despair into power does everything he can to cut the log. He 
reattempts using the saw. That fails. He uses a butter knife to cut tiny slices from the 
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wood in a quickening manner. All the while the Capo is about to explode in rage. Finally 
the Inmate gives up and grabs the ax instilling fear in the Capo for his own life. The 
Inmate however does not go after the Capo but crashes it upon the wood releasing a large 
blow. While doing this he yells, “Na Ja!” 
According to Apitz, he sought to show the inmates that one could laugh at himself 
even in the miserable setting of the camp.573 While, the SS guards saw the skit as a mere 
pleasurable distraction, especially in that they had no relationship to the word schonung, 
it brought life-sustaining strength to the inmates.574 Thus, it appears to have functioned to 
strengthen the morale of the inmates in a non-threatening manner to the SS sitting in the 
audience. Moreover, as the skit involved a capo and a member of his work detail, it most 
likely functioned to better the civil behaviors among the inmates as well.  
While Apitz was not a well-known performer prior to his time in Buchenwald, his 
activities in the camp most probably made him well known among much of the camp 
population. Moreover, his success in using words to move others did not end during his 
time there. After surviving the liberation of the camp, he lived until April 7, 1979 in the 
former GDR. He was an avid supporter of the new regime and continued to produce 
works such as Nacht Unter Wolven. Apitz’s efforts brought him both national and 
international fame and served the GDR in building a mythology around the role of 
Communism and its defeat of National Socialism. They furthermore served to boost the 
past efforts of resistance by the Communist inmates in the Buchenwald concentration 
camp.  
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5.5 Karl Schnog 
Wherever there was satire being used as a weapon and political points were 
targeted against reactionary phenomena in the Weimar Republic, Karl Schnog 
was also there to be found.575  
 
As Karl Schnog was a prominent star, who “appeared in all of Berlin’s best 
cabarets”576 during the Weimar Republic, he eventually had to continue his artistic 
activities in a conspicuous manner while in the concentration camp. This was due to the 
fact that, during that era, he was a well-known bürgerlichen (peoples) cabaret artist577 
and was part of the left-wing artistic scene, along with the likes of Ernst Toller578 and 
Erich Weinert.579 Schnog used art not just to entertain but, much like Apitz and Soyfer, 
he used his talent in writing and performing, in order to convey a political message to his 
audience. This was often done in opposition to the rise of National Socialism. Moreover, 
Karl Schnog was a Jew. Thus, he kept a lower profile than his fellow artistic inmates 
while at Buchenwald.  
A pacifist as a result of his time serving as a soldier in World War I, Schnog 
began taking acting lessons and immediately made a name for himself in the cabaret 
scene.580 In the Künstler-Café (also referred to as the Küka) located in Berlin, where 
young writers, singers and actors performed their works, Schnog presented his first poetic 
observations and satire on the current state of affairs in a vivacious manner.581 Lisa 
Appignansei in The Cabaret described the atmosphere and Schnog’s work at the Küka as 
follows: 
 
[It became] increasingly revolutionary in its politics as the decade neared its end. 
The program at the Küka was generally improvised and acts or readings arose in 
response to discussion and audience demand. Largely made up of left-wing 
literary intellectuals, this public was ‘in the know’ and the performers could 
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assume a certain like thinking on its part…[Schnog] not only read his verse, but 
held a running, sharply satirical, commentary on the contemporary situation, 
always emphasizing the battle against reactionary forces.582  
  
He further participated in shows at the Kabarett der Komiker (Cabaret of the 
Comedian) with the likes of Grünbaum and Paul Morgan. As Schnog worked together 
with the cutting-edge, radical, left-wing artists of the Weimar Republic, they used theater 
and writing in an attempt to politically engage their audience members. As noted by 
Volker Kühne, Schnog together with Kurt Tucholsky583 belonged to the Grupe 
Revolutionärer Pazifisten (Group of Revolutionary Pacifists) and, in 1924, he worked 
with Erwin Piscator in the Revue Roter Rummel. In 1926, Schnog, together with Erich 
Weinert584 and Leon Hirsch,585 founded the left-wing political satire cabaret Die 
Wespen.586 Here, he worked with people like the famous theater and film artist Kurt 
Gerron.587 
Schnog was among the top performers of the Berlin cabaret scene and openly 
promoted his political views in the theater. Like many of his contemporaries, he was 
concerned with the political state of the country. In his performances, he did not seek 
success with the audience, but rather he wanted recognition of his political concerns.588 
Schnog, who was a Communist and an anti-Fascist cabaret artist, recognized the deadly 
danger for the German population of the rise of Fascism.589  
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Further bringing him notoriety among the public, Schnog contributed satirical 
articles to numerous publications including: Die Weltbühne, Simplicissimus, Lachen 
linkes and Arbeiter-Illustrierte Zeitung. In addition, he worked in radio as a broadcaster 
and in radio plays. His notoriety, his political activities, not to mention his Jewish roots 
would thus cause him to flee Germany shortly after Hitler’s takeover of the country.  
According to Schnog, he was heavily involved in illegal work from 1933-1945. 
The above-mentioned activities, as well as the printing of illegal brochures and the 
participation in illegal public readings made him a wanted man. After being taken down 
on the street, physically abused and left for dead by five National Socialists, Schnog 
succeeded in fleeing in May 1933 to Switzerland.590 There he delivered texts for the 
cabaret Cornichon, where, in every performance, the group expressed their opposition to 
Hitler.591 He then went to Luxembourg, where he served as the master of ceremonies in 
Rond Point, as well as submitted countless articles to exile newspapers.592 His activities 
both in Germany and in exile gave excuse to the Nazi Regime to remove his citizenship 
as the attitude demonstrated in his poems showed the antagonism which he held for the 
government.593  
On May 25, 1940, Schnog was eventually arrested by the secret police due to hate 
speech in the form of poems and suspected espionage.594 According to Schnog, on 
August 25th of the same year he was delivered to the Dachau concentration camp, where 
he was incarcerated for nearly a year with a brief stint at Sachsenhausen. At both Dachau 
and Sachsenhausen, he suffered at the hands of the SS. In Sachsenhausen, he was placed 
in the penal unit, where he physically deteriorated due to the withholding of food and 
water, punishment by means of standing for hours, and the infamous method of torture—
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the Sachsengruß (Sachsen greeting).595 His experience in Dachau was not much more 
pleasant.596   
These excruciating experiences, however, did not stop Schnog from his artistic 
endeavors. During his time in Dachau, Sachsenhausen and later in Buchenwald, “Schnog 
organized cabaret occurrences which in retrospect [took] on almost mythical 
proportions.”597 One such performance in Dachau, as recalled by Schnog was on 
December 31, 1940 in the infirmary, where the inmates had asked him to perform. 
Among the inmates was a miniscule, crumpled man with thick glasses, wearing numerous 
shawls and a sweater, yet despite the man’s attire he was still freezing. It was his former 
colleague Fritz Grünbaum or as Schnog called him, “Fritzl.” In spite of his extremely 
poor health, he too agreed to perform in the cabaret. In the performance, Schnog 
introduced Grünbaum as being the prominent master of ceremonies but was quickly 
interrupted by him. Grünbaum, in a friendly manner, informed the audience that Fritz 
Grünbaum would not be speaking with them tonight rather the “Number…” who on the 
last day of the year would present a little pleasure. Schnog recalled Grünbaum coming 
alive. He was funny, temperamental and performed his old verses such as Das Baby 
Grünbaum and Ich möchte’ ein Engerl sein! Upon the closing of his act he collapsed. Not 
much longer afterwards Grünbaum died.598  
On July 12, 1941 Karl “Israel” Schnog was transferred to the Buchenwald 
concentration camp.599 Six months later on January 20, 1942, the Wannsee Conference 
calling for the deportation and murder of all Jews took place. Thereafter the 
overwhelming majority of Jews, such as his fellow block inmate Beda, with whom he 
shared a table,600 were placed on transports ensuring their death. The fates of Schnog and 
the remaining Jewish inmates were decided later in October of the same year. On October 
16th, Commandant Pister transported 405 Jews out of Buchenwald with their final stop 
                                                
595 The Sachsengruß was a torture for the inmates who were forced to stand facing a wall, knees bent and 
with their arms crossed over behind their neck. After hours of remaining in this position their limbs would 
go numb and they would have water in their legs.  
596 Karl Schnog, “Viermal Dachau,” Die Weltbühne, August 1, 1947, 15 edition, 641. 
597 Appignanesi, The Cabaret, 181. 
598 Schnog, “Das Ende Eines Spassmachers,” 280–281. 
599 “Häftlingskarte Karl Schnog,” n.d., 1.1.5.3/7051456/ITS Digital Archive, Bad Arolsen. 
600 Schnog, Unbekanntes KZ, 14. 
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being Auschwitz, leaving a mere 234 Jews left in the camp.601 These Jewish inmates had 
been spared due to the efforts of Robert Siewert. Siewert was a German Communist 
inmate and the capo of a building commando.602 He convinced the camp leadership that 
in order to complete the building of the armaments factory, the Gustloff-Werk II, he 
needed to train the Jews to assist him with its construction. As a result, he taught the Jews 
remaining in the camp how to lay bricks.603 Karl Schnog, together with Herbert 
Sandberg, with whom he would later work in the founding of the Ulenspiegel,604 were 
part of these few Jews who had a greater chance of survival not only in comparison to 
those Jews sent to Auschwitz, but in comparison to the inmates sent to work in the 
satellite camps of Buchenwald, such as Mittelbau-Dora.605  
While this position saved his life, his work in the sock-mending detail, where he 
allegedly received schonung, allowed him the freedom to continue writing. Schnog was 
able to work here due to the Berlin comrades asking the capo of the clothing department, 
Otto Halle, for permission.606 Schnog continued his artistic efforts, which seem to always 
have contained a political strand. Moreover, Schnog, as seen in the Na Ja skit, worked 
together with the others artists in the camp. Kralovitz even recalled Schnog sitting at the 
same table with him in the barrack. There, he observed an intellectual, who wrote and 
was often visited on work-free Sundays by Bruno Apitz with whom Schnog spoke very 
intensely about art.607  
While Schnog continued creating, he did not often perform. Schnog was too well 
known to perform publicly608 and moreover, as he was Jewish, he, like many other Jews, 
kept his head low.609 As discussed in Bruno Apitz’s section, he did not perform in Na Ja. 
                                                
601 Stein and Gedenkstätte Buchenwald, Konzentrationslager Buchenwald, 1937-1945, 129. 
602 Fein and Flanner, Rot-Weiss-Rot in Buchenwald-Die österreichischen politischen Häftlinge im 
Konzentrationslager am Ettersberg bei Weimar 1938 bis 1945, 49. 
603 Federn, Ernst Federn: Versuch zur Psychologie des Terrors, 35; Stein and Gedenkstätte Buchenwald, 
Konzentrationslager Buchenwald, 1937-1945, 129. 
604 The Ulenspiegel was a bi-monthly satirical newspaper published after the end of WWII. It began under 
an American license and then was under a license within the Soviet Union. Karl Schnog served as the Chief 
Editor.  
605 For this act, Robert Siewert was seen as a hero among the inmates. He was later placed on the list of 46 
politicals ordered to the gate along with Bruno Apitz. Robert Siewert survived Buchenwald.  
606 “Tonbandprotokoll.” 
607 Kralovitz, ZehnNullNeunzig in Buchenwald, 49. 
608 “Tonbandprotokoll.” 
609 Staar, “Theater im Buchenwald KZ.” 
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However, Schnog did play the main role in the inmates’ production of Twelfth Night and 
radiated upon his finishing the first brief monologue.610  
As to other performances in which he took part, Kralovitz recalled Schnog staging 
his poems, as well as classics, in secret literary readings in the sleeping room of the 
barrack.611 Schnog also took part in the Ernst Thälmann - Gedächtnisfeier on August 24, 
1944, which took place in the basement of the storage room.612 It is not clear, however, as 
to whether he read any of his own works. Schnog did, however, recite a self-composed 
poem in remembrance of Albert Kayser, who was a fellow KPD comrade and the former 
representative in the Reichstag,613 during a memorial service held on October 18, 1944.614  
As he was in the network of the Communist inmates, he most likely was invited to 
the secret gatherings in such places as the pathology building and the storage room, 
where he read his poems for like-minded inmates. However, other than Schnog’s 
performance in Twelfth Night, there is no indication that he performed in other “open” 
productions in the camp. As his audience members were most likely trusted political 
inmates, as well as the fact that he was a very well-known cabaret performer and writer, 
with a clear left-wing political ideology, his audience in all likelihood viewed his 
performances with much respect.  
Schnog’s works demonstrate that he was very active in encouraging his fellow 
comrades to maintain their strength until their political enemy had been defeated. To this 
end he produced the following pieces.  
5.5.1 Selected Poems: Fighting til the End   
As Schnog survived the camp and later published poems written while interned 
there, several of his works are available for review. In them one can see that the content 
                                                
610 “Interview von Ilse Schulz mit Bruno Apitz, Otto Halle, Herbert Sandberg, Karl Schnog.” 
611 Kralovitz, ZehnNullNeunzig in Buchenwald, 49. 
612 Schnog, Unbekanntes KZ, 6. 
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Buchenwald,” 83–84. 
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of his works continued to possess an energetic style alongside a fighting tone against the 
Nazi enemy. Schnog used words to criticize the SS camp leaders, to exact revenge on the 
Nazi perpetrators, to call for strength from his fellow comrades as well as to honor the 
efforts of fellow comrades in their determination to survive and carry on the cause of the 
resistance movement. His writings in the camp were an extension of his work for the 
KPD prior to his incarceration at Buchenwald. Schnog’s experience and impressions of 
the camp served as a theme for his writings, which began immediately after his arrival in 
Buchenwald. In July 1941, Schnog wrote “Der Weg nach Buchenwald” (The Way to 
Buchenwald): 
 
They drove us worse than a mangy beast,  
They jeered and hit with sticks.  
The old sank whimpering to their knees.  
It was the day of all terrors. 
 
They cut off thorny branches 
And hit. Perverse enjoyment.  
They brought the old in trot with kicks.  
In between were the bangs of shots. 
 
All of a sudden they shouted: “Jews come forward!”  
With pleasure they began to puff and pant,  
And hit again with belt and thorn... 
A magnificent gauntlet. 
 
We know the way, each bit.  
And even if after several years:  
(We know) the same way, the same way back,  
We drive you in pairs! 615 
 
The inmates’ entrance into the camp was anything but pleasurable and was 
described in the following manner. They arrived at the Weimar Main Train Station after a 
fear and pain inducing train ride from a jail, concentration camp or internment center. 
There they were welcomed with hits and kicks prior to their being ordered into cars for 
their transfer to Buchenwald itself. Surprising to the inmates, they were let out on a street 
on both sides of which were flowers giving the appearance of being relocated in a small 
                                                
615 Schneider, Kunst hinter Stacheldraht: ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des antifaschistischen 
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garden city, yet were a strange contrast to the brutal hits of the guards.616 This street was 
termed Carachoweg (Caracho Path), which, in slang, meant “great speed.” Along the 
Carachoweg the inmates passed the camp commandant’s office and waited for hours, 
often in Sachsengrüß, before entering the political department where they had to report 
their personal details.617 Upon entering they were forced to proceed silently in two rows 
pointing their faces to the wall, while SS men walked around slapping them.618  
After providing details about their history and their family members, they were 
taken to the main gate of Buchenwald, which was under the watchtower number one. It 
was the largest of all the watchtowers, which were occupied by SS men with guns aimed 
to kill as well as searchlights that sprawled over the muster ground and throughout the 
camp. There the inmates were greeted with two signs: Recht oder Unrecht-mein 
Vaterland (Right or Wrong-My Fatherland) and the infamous Jedem das Seine (to Each 
his Own). According to Stein, the inscription Jedem das Seine was placed on the gate in 
early 1938 at the order of Camp Commandant Koch and was chosen as the camp motto. 
It was positioned in a way so that the inmates could read it while standing on the muster 
ground. It conveyed to them that the master race, in accordance with National Socialism 
ideology, had the right not only to practice discrimination, but to destroy entire groups of 
undesirables in the population as well.619  
The gate would continue to serve as a place of insult and fear throughout their 
time in Buchenwald. As recalled by Apitz, not only did the majority of inmates have to 
pass through it every day in going to and from their work site, it further served as a place 
to enact physical cruelty on the inmates. Those who had failed to walk in step with 
others, had something in their hair or on their clothes, or who had the occasion of having 
a block leader who was drunk or in a bad mood, were selected for punishment. After 
being whipped or hit, they were forced to stand between the wall and the open gate door. 
Often handcuffed or chained to the gate, the other inmates would witness them having to 
stand there for the entire day and often into the night. Their arms, sticking out of the gate, 
were attached to legs that could barely stand. By evening, their entire bodies would be 
                                                
616 Freund, O Buchenwald!, 27–28; Lettow, Arzt in den Höllen, 54. 
617 Kogon, The Theory and Practice of Hell, 70. 
618 Lettow, Arzt in den Höllen, 54. 
619 Stein and Gedenkstätte Buchenwald, Konzentrationslager Buchenwald, 1937-1945, 34. 
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hanging down from one arm chained high with a ghostly looking pale hand reaching into 
emptiness.620 
In 1943 Schnog stricken by the sign on the gate and its effect on the inmates, 
wrote the poem “Jedem das Seine” (To Each his Own): 
 
So grandly shining and arrogant,  
What they hammered into the gates of hell.  
And is it known even without the saying,  
What to each inmate is destined: 
 
To the inmate--standing in sun and storm,  
Freezing and smacking showers;  
Add too it from the deadly threatening tower 
The stern promise of shots 
 
To the henchmen--the honor, the mouthwatering feast,  
Gliding on resilient rims;  
The calm and the snug house,  
The lust, the power and the indulgence. 
 
To the inmate--the hunger, the fear and the burden,  
The torture, the beastly jokes;  
The food, the bathing, the sleeping in haste  
And in the end the murderous shot. 
 
You gentlemen, who today still smirk,  
Believe me, what I swear to assure:  
One day the inmate will get what he deserves.  
And you? You all will get what is yours!621   
 
In Schnog’s poem “Der Häftling” (the Inmate) written in 1943, he again referred 
to the gate. He also acknowledged and paid tribute to the steadfast convictions of his 
fellow Communist inmates in spite of the violence and threats heaped upon them.  
 
They stood around him, raw and possessed by anger,  
And threatened him with club, bullet and ax.  
They wanted to blackmail him with fear and hit,  
And their henchmen eyes gleamed lewd. 
 
He mutely looked into their murderous mouths 
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And silently suffered. And kept his responses inside.  
They beat him in bloody excess.  
And went away laughing and shouted “Heil!” 
 
He lay and meanwhile thought: 
How do I remain silent only for a short while more?  
Had neither the mission nor the goal ever forgot.  
 
The body sore, the will strong and straight.  
The gentlemen have real humor,  
In these bitter times: 
TO EACH HIS OWN stands scornfully on the gate,  
Through which the inmates tread.622 
 
In “Steinbruch” (Stone Quarry), written in 1944, Schnog, in a picturesque 
manner, further called and likewise paid respect to those inmates working in the stone 
quarry. In the poem Schnog challenged those working there to survive in order to exact 
revenge upon their SS torturers upon their eventual freedom. In doing so, he also 
provides the reader with a vivid impression as to the bareness and pain of the work site. 
 
A landscape like from creation day:  
Sand and stones, bushes. And nothing else.  
Grey grass, screams of wild complaint. 
Place of horror, valley of last judgment. 
 
Tired feet, scoffed stairs.  
All chase and scurry, wheeze and run.  
Drag...drag...drag...drag. 
And mercilessly the sun burns. 
 
Blows clap, people fall down.  
Clouds of dust with blood in between.  
Falling--carrying, always, always again.  
Screams of pain, screams of wild rage. 
 
Yet the day of freedom comes for all.  
Comrade in the stone quarry, you are still a slave.  
One day the stones will speak for you.  
Will your breaking of the stones one day be avenged by you?623 
 
                                                
622 Ibid., 55. 
623 Ibid., 56. 
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As in the majority of Schnog’s poems, the notion that the Nazi Regime and its SS 
machinery will eventually fall is without question. In his poem “Vision,” written in 1942, 
Schnog steps into the future, after the fall of the regime. In it he has returned home to his 
wife and announces his resolve and duty to impose revenge for the deeds perpetrated 
upon him and his fellow comrades. Also, he sets out to guarantee a future world without 
Fascism. While it is naturally understood that the inmates longed to return to their wives, 
it is worth noting that the inmates were encouraged to remain loyal to them even while in 
the camp, where extramarital engagements were possible at the camp brothel.  
The brothel, as explained by Stein, was established on July 16, 1943 with the SS’s 
internment of sixteen women inmates from Ravensbrüch, who were promised their 
eventual (yet never to be seen) freedom. The women were to serve five men a day on 
average. Jews, Sinti and Roma as well as Russian inmates were forbidden to visit the 
brothel. All others, upon receiving written approval from their block elder, were able to 
visit the brothel except on evenings when roll call was extended, when Hitler’s speeches 
were played throughout the camp or when there was a lack of water.624 According to 
Kogon, the brothel was specifically intended by the SS as a way of deterring the political 
inmates in the camp from their potential activities, yet it failed. He wrote:  
 
The purpose pursued by the SS was the corruption of political prisoners, who 
were given precedence. They were to be watched and distracted from political 
activity. The camp grapevine had passed along instructions that the brothel was 
not to be patronized, not merely for the reasons stated, but also for social 
considerations. It was regarded as shameful that wives and mothers sent money 
they could ill afford, only to have the prisoners pay out two marks admission to 
the brothel.625  
 
Thus in “Vision,” Schnog was perhaps further encouraging faithfulness to one’s 
wife, while in the camp. Interestingly, this is the only theatrical piece found by the author 
where any of the artists placed himself in the future. In contrast, the majority of the pieces 
place their characters or subject matter in the present—in the concentration camp. The 
piece reads as follows: 
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Wife, don’t look at me so strangely 
And look not in my features!  
Yah, yah, it is me, I am your husband;  
Because your eyes would not betray you! 
 
If I have become strange to you 
And my customs are incomprehensible:  
I have been through misery and distress 
And often walked by death. 
 
And I am finally at home,  
We don’t want to let our happiness subdue;  
Because wife, I won’t relax,  
I must fight for my children! 
 
Obviously, it makes sense 
That I should finally stretch out,  
But I will find neither rest nor calm,  
As long as hate and horror rule. 
 
I will not be happy and free 
And will not have good hours,  
Until an end to tyranny  
For every creature is found. 
 
For that reason, don’t keep your head down, 
Don’t say, that I ‘don’t think of you!” 
Freedom will only be given to me,  
When I give freedom to the world! 
 
With the exception of Schnog’s poem included in Apitz’s Na Ja skit, his works in 
existence consist of a vengeful perspective against the Fascist enemy. The hollering of a 
war cry aimed at the listeners in the audience can be heard quite clearly. Thus, they most 
likely functioned to maintain the fighting spirit of his fellow Communists and resistance 
fighters who were privy to his readings, sitting in the audience. In contrast to Beda’s 
poems, which portray his personal dilemma in living in the camp, Schnog’s pieces, more 
often than not, have a group mentality about them. While the thoughts and feelings 
expressed in the texts were Schnog’s, they are framed as being representative of the 
inmates in general. They often speak to the inmates rather than their being expressions of 
him looking within. Through words and images, Schnog was calling out to and 
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motivating those around him. These pieces would have been very much in line with the 
work of the International Camp Committee and the Cultural Committee.  
Schnog’s vision of his survival and the survival of his party came into realization. 
Schnog was freed from Buchenwald with the camp’s liberation. At that time he returned 
briefly to Luxembourg. In 1946, he relocated to the Soviet sector of Berlin, where he 
worked as Chief Editor of the satirical newspaper the Ulenspiegel. He furthermore 
continued his career as a performer on the stage, in film and on radio. A true supporter of 
the GDR, Schnog was the first to be awarded the Heinrich Heine-Preis and he received 
the Vaterländ Verdienstorden der GDR. Both prizes were awarded to him in 1957. 
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5.6 Otto Halle  
‘all Antinazis of Hettstedt’. 
(Halle’s answer to the instruction, ‘Give the names and addresses, if known, of 
three reliable persons living in the locality where you intend to go,  
who can vouch for you.’)626 
 
In 1945 upon the liberation of the camp, Otto Halle collected hundreds of 
statements from prisoners of Buchenwald to be used by the International Camp 
Committee’s report as to the atrocities committed there. While his work in documenting 
and sorting the reports of individual inmates describing their experiences in the camp 
exists, little is documented about Halle’s existence in the camp, except for what he 
himself recorded and his inmate cards. Thus, in contrast not only to the Viennese artists, 
but also to his fellow Communist comrades, Schnog and Apitz, there are no detectable 
comments or praise for Otto Halle’s theatrical activities in the camp. There is no mention 
that wherever art was, Halle too was nearby. However, Halle was very present and very 
involved in the theatrical activities at Buchenwald.  
Like Apitz, Halle was one of the first prisoners to have arrived in the camp. He 
was also one of the last to leave. Halle arrived on November 25, 1937 and was freed upon 
the liberation of the camp.627 Halle experienced the camp during every stage of its 
development including as it was constructed with the bare hands of the prisoners, through 
Germany’s initiating hostilities starting the Second World War, and with the influx of 
inmates from across Europe being transported into the camp. Halle experienced the camp 
as it adapted from one in construction to that of a network of satellite camps engaged in 
the war. Like Apitz, he wrote several skits and at least one poem while incarcerated. 
Moreover, he too was a loyal and hardworking supporter of the resistance movement. 
Unlike the other men focused on in this study, Halle was not famous or even well 
known for artistic activities. Halle was not a public figure. Thus the amount of 
information about his life is limited. However, on April 22, 1979, Halle wrote a five-page 
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document titled Mein Lebenslauf (My Life).628 Unless otherwise noted the document 
serves as the basis for understanding who Otto Halle was and why he took part in 
theatrical activities when he had never been heavily involved in the arts, professionally or 
privately, before his incarceration. The document, while brief in nature, provides a 
glimpse into the man who was theatrically active during his seven years at Buchenwald.  
Born into a coal mining family, Halle and his five siblings learned early on about 
the needs of the working class. Halle’s father was an official in the Social Democratic 
Party and his mother was also politically active. Hence he was raised in a political 
environment. His political beliefs were further imprinted by observing political 
gatherings in his town as well as upon reading politically-slanted books selected by his 
father for him and his siblings. A further mark on his belief system, later visible in his 
writings in the camp, was the solidarity among the workers, which he witnessed during 
community events.  
As Halle was growing up, he also took part in political activities such as the 
Mitteldeutscher Aufstand.629 Moreover, he was an official in the Metallarbeiter-Verband 
(Metal Workers Union), founded a sport club that joined the Roten-Sport-
Internationale630 and was the chairman of the Gemeinschaft Proletarischer Freidenker 
(Society of Proletarian Free-Thinkers). In the latter of these, Halle organized both 
speeches and events. In such events Halle even contributed self-written skits. This is the 
only instance in which he reports of his engaging in theatrical activities.  
Due to his activities in society Halle had always worked together with the KPD, 
although he did not join the party until 1925. Upon his entry he became more and more 
involved with the movement and was inspired by the new Thälmannschen politics of the 
party. He held numerous leading positions within its subordinate organizations and 
visited a party school in 1930 where he was indoctrinated in the works of Marx and 
Lenin. His efforts were then focused on the unemployed and the mobilization of the 
people. However, his activities led to his arrest for instigating a strike in opposition to 
                                                
628 “Otto Halle, Mein Lebenslauf.” 
629 The Mitteldeutscher Aufstand (March Action) took place in 1921 when the Communist and radical left 
wing organizations moved the workers in certain areas of Germany to revolt. The revolt failed.  
630 The Roten-Sport-Internationale was a Communist supported sport federation.  
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taxes, as well as for breach of the peace. Upon his release he wrote that he knew that he 
and his comrades were now in a battle against Fascism.  
In the beginning of 1933, in an effort to avoid his further arrest, Halle was told to 
stay in Hettstadt, as he had become known as an agitator on behalf of anti-Fascist 
activities. However, shortly after Hitler’s takeover, he was arrested on March 3, 1933. 
This was the result of his being listed as a political candidate for the Bundestag, thus 
becoming known to the central agency of the Nazis, as well as through his anti-Fascist 
activity.631 Halle was taken to Plötzensee, followed by time in the Sonnenburg 
concentration camp. Following the visit of an international press delegation Halle, along 
with other inmates, was released. Upon his return to freedom he continued his political 
activities through his party members leading to another arrest and two years of 
imprisonment. Upon the end of his prison sentence he was sent to Buchenwald on 
November 25, 1937, as a political inmate with recidivist tendencies.632  
In Buchenwald Halle initially was required to work in the stone quarry. This 
assignment was followed by stints working in the woodshop before his comrades 
arranged an easy work commando for him. Halle, at the order of the leading political 
inmates in the camp, was assigned the job as capo of the clothing room, which was within 
the domain of the storage room. Within his work commando was the sock-mending 
department, where his fellow inmates Fritz Grünbaum and Karl Schnog were placed for 
various periods. It was most likely during his time in the clothing room that he had the 
freedom to write skits and poetry. Halle’s work in the stone quarry, his position as a capo 
in the clothing room as well as his steadfast commitment to the Communist movement 
within the camp influenced his theatrical activities and the topics of which he wrote 
about.  
Halle demonstrated his loyalty to the Communist movement by participating in 
political discussions in the camp. Moreover, he took part in the political activities via his 
position on the Cultural Committee. Not only did he help oversee the planning of various 
events involving film, music and theater, but he wrote and directed skits as well.633 The 
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influence of the Cultural Committee can be seen in his skit Der Lagerbaron, where Halle 
used theater to imitate life.634    
5.6.1 Der Lagerbaron (the Camp Baron)  
 Der Lagerbaron was one of Halle’s skits,635 which for some reason was not 
officially presented.636 Therefore, the skit was not part of one of the Bunter Abends held 
in the cinema hall, but was presented unofficially elsewhere. Unfortunately, the location 
where it was performed is unknown, but as the Cultural Committee did not decide in its 
favor, we know that the skit was performed sometime after the committee’s founding in 
the winter of 1943/44. It is interesting that the Cultural Committee decided against it 
being performed as part of the Bunter Abends, even though Halle himself served on the 
committee. The skit, with the use of mimicry, plays with the idea of what was deemed 
appropriate for the Bunter Abends as seen in its opening dialogue.  
 It begins with Halle comically simulating most likely the work of the Cultural 
Committee, in its selection of skits deemed suitable for presentation. The performance 
opens with a closed curtain, in front of which enters the Director followed by his 
Assistant. The Director, while tampering with the curtain, expresses his pleasure in that 
Der Lagerbaron has been removed from the program. Moreover, he is pleased that the 
trouble making in the camp has ceased. The following dialogue between the Director and 
the Assistant follows:  
 
Assistant: What do you mean by trouble making? I’m not of the opinion that 
there was troublemaking. That piece is absolutely clear and whoever minds his 
P’s and Q’s would take no offense to it. We have no intention of tracing the 
individual or playing the moral brat but why shouldn’t one say that some fine 
prisoners simply conduct themselves like dirty pigs. Telling the truth is justifiable. 
Whoever feels insulted, has a guilty conscience. 
 
                                                
634 “‘Der Lagerbaron’ Szene,” n.d., Buchenwaldarchiv (BwA) 9-95-11. 
635 There are four existing skits that Otto Halle wrote during his time in Buchenwald: Der Lagerbaron (the 
Camp Baron), der Steinklopferszene (also referred to as Gestern Heute (Yesterday Today), Doch auch für 
uns kommt mal die Zeit (The day for us will come) and Bomben über Buchenwald (Bombs over 
Buchenwald) In addition, he wrote a poem, which is still in existence.   
636 Schulz, “Kunst und Literatur als Waffe im Kampf gegen den Faschismus im Konzentrationslager 
Buchenwald,” 60. 
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Director: In spite of that I am against it. I can’t make up my mind. No, I won’t be 
a part of it. Everyone has a tiny fault and it gives the impression as if we want to 
make fun of the block elders and the capos. Altogether, do we not have decent 
capos in the camp? And block elders? Admittedly they are not all the same. 
 
Assistant: Let me tell you, the fact that one in camp has a post, does not mean 
that he is a bad fellow or that he has behaved poorly towards his fellow comrades. 
I know prisoners who don’t belong to the prominent ones and are entirely large 
boors. In our piece there is not one such prisoner indicated, rather the bastard 
which exists in many of them. And one should fetch that out. 
 
Through this dialogue Halle has begun playing with the theme of how the inmates 
behave towards one another. The matter of whether to berate the inmates for poor civic 
conduct in the camp stands as the conflict, which needs to be resolved. The block elders 
and the capos, both of who could highly influence the lives of the inmates under their 
control—for good or bad, receive particular attention in the skit. However, Halle makes it 
clear that the overall goal of the skit is to rid all the inmates of the less respectable parts 
of themselves. The “troublemaking” as mentioned by the Director seems to be referring 
to the skit itself and constitutes bringing attention to the conduct of poorly behaving 
inmates having such official positions. The skit therefore contains a moral lesson, which 
Halle intends for the audience to take note of. 
The skit carries on with the Director and Assistant continuing to disagree over the 
presentation of the skit. The Assistant feels that it is not merely entertainment but rather 
more, because it shows the audience in many ways how one ought to behave. Thus Der 
Lagerbaron, much like the skits actually presented in the Bunter Abends, was an attempt 
not only to entertain the inmates, but also a tool to convey a lesson as to how inmates 
ought to treat one another. Not being able to agree between themselves, the Director and 
Assistant eventually decide to put the issue of the skit’s presentation to the audience. 
They in turn answer positively with much commotion as to their desire to see it 
performed. With their answer, the Director and Assistant walk off the stage and Der 
Lagerbaron begins.  
It is a short skit, which commences with the entrance of the Baron wearing 
ostentatious pajamas and smoking a cigar. He is described as fat, showy, dumb and 
conceited. The Barber in the foreground is in a jacket that is too small and in a 
submissive manner prepares a shave. On the left of the stage is a boot cleaner busily 
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engaged with his work, while in the backdrop are inmates sitting at a long table. They are 
crowded up against each other without movement and each have an empty bowl in front 
of them.  
 
Baron: Get out of my way, I am coming. I want to take a bite from the beautiful 
world and experience life as it pleases me. All doors and windows are open and 
the street is clear for me. (Goes to the barber’s chair) 
Barber: Hope you had a good night and dreamed the entire time. Did you dream 
of a girl with whom you spent the evening with? 
Baron: No, she had a break yesterday and I didn’t think of home, but let me say 
one thing, I am still happy nevertheless. Just think, what a pleasure it is to conquer 
a beautiful woman. I made an impression (gestures). That would be laughable had 
I not. (pause) Splendid, life is splendid. Of course a little variety would be nice 
(lewdly). Hm, ha, na, you know what I mean. And I am most sorry.  
Barber: Yeah, you are desirous, that is dangerous. Such a thing is too awkward 
for me. 
Baron: Yeah, nothing ventured, nothing gained and who doesn’t love doesn’t get 
a child. One lives the long days and plays many nights. One spends his time well 
in the prison with all the menaces. Everything gets to my bones, everyone wants 
to take from me. Truthfully, I have done everything which one can. 
 
Thus the skit portrays an inmate with an official position in the camp 
administration. Possibly it is a mimic of a camp elder. Regardless, the Baron not only has 
access to goods and luxuries, he flaunts the privileges which he possesses. While in 
reality cigarettes were a common sought-after luxury in the camp, the Baron smokes a 
cigar. Instead of wearing the zebra looking prison uniform, he walks about in fancy 
pajamas. Moreover, he is described as “fat,” which, considering the starvation within the 
camp, is representative to his having access to more food than what was typically 
allotted. The theme of food is further highlighted with the contrast between the Baron and 
the inmates sitting with empty bowls in front of them. Lastly, the Baron has a Barber 
there to give him a shave and raves about his sexual prowess with a girl. Thus, not only 
does he have money in the camp (most inmates did not), which allows him to visit the 
camp brothel but he has inmates who serve him. Halle, in his characterization of the 
Baron as well as in the text displays an inmate who is taking advantage of everything and 
everyone. This he would have been able to do as a result of the privileges which his 
position brings.  
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As previously noted, Halle was eventually appointed capo of the clothing room. 
Not only was it an indoor work site, where inmates were protected from the elements of 
weather, it provided for additional privileges as well. Halle, in a letter to Walter Bartel of 
the International Camp Committee, wrote of numerous benefits of this work assignment 
including the work was not always overseen by the SS, it allowed for large uncontrolled 
breaks from work, there were illegal opportunities to cook food, and the ability to miss 
roll call for months at a time.637 These benefits of the work assignment could easily label 
him as being one of the few Ehrenhäftlinge (privileged prisoners), also referred to as the 
“prominent” prisoners.  
Such privileged prisoners, including Halle (who were predominantly but not 
solely political prisoners) had better clothes, indoor work assignments, access to badly 
needed food etc. Not only were their chances of survival in the camp greater, the quality 
of their life in the camp was incredibly better than the average inmate. Robert Siewert, 
who helped save hundreds of Jews from being transported to their death in Auschwitz, 
was even referred to as being a privileged prisoner. One inmate recalled Siewert having 
his own suit, wearing his hair long and being in good physical condition. Upon their 
reaching the camp work site, he divided the work details and returned back to the camp, 
where he took a bath. Not until the afternoon did he return.638   
Herbert Hirsch, another political inmate, recalls the benefits he had while working 
in the tailor shop in the camp. He had clothes (versus the zebra uniform), wore long hair, 
was not required to attend roll call and had no fear that he would be sent to one of 
Buchenwald’s satellite camps. Moreover, upon his father being brought into the camp he 
was able to rescue him from being placed in the small camp, where all newly arriving 
inmates were confined with little prospect of survival.639 Even Apitz, although not a capo 
or block elder, enjoyed privileges due to his being a political inmate. Kralovitz wrote that 
upon Apitz learning that he could cut hair, told him to visit him in the pathology building 
                                                
637 “Letter from Otto Halle to Walter,” n.d., BwA Sig 31/753. 
638 Bönnen and Endres, Die Roten Kapos von Buchenwald. 
639 Ibid. 
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for a haircut in exchange for a crust of bread.640 Thus Apitz not only had others serving 
him, he had access to spare food, which he could physically afford to give away.  
While Halle himself was a privileged inmate, he seems to be taking aim not at the 
inmates having such privileges, but of those who exploited the privileges while not 
helping their fellow comrades. While Siewert saved hundreds of Jews in 1942, Halle too 
used his position to help others. In being placed as the capo of the clothing room, he was 
instructed to do away with the fighting in the department, as well as turn it into a place 
where comrades could be placed for protection. One such comrade who was later placed 
there for protection was Albert Kaiser.641 Moreover, Halle reported that because his work 
commando had the possibility of procuring additional food they could provide it to 
others, especially in the Jewish blocks during times of need.642  
While Halle already addressed the morality of the skit, he reemphasized it in the 
last line. The Barber, after listening to the Baron brag about his beneficial circumstances 
in the camp as well as his complaints that others always want something from him, 
responds as follows:   
 
Barber: Yeah, I know. You have done everything which one can. Therefore it is 
also appropriate that you make something of yourself. Therefore you should live 
long and also give me a bone. 
 
The Baron in the skit and certain privileged inmates in the audience were advised 
to take care of the other inmates as well. Der Lagerbaron together with comments from 
Apitz on his skit Na Ja, as well as Schnog’s comments regarding cultural work in the 
camp demonstrate that the performances were not simply orchestrated for purposes of 
entertainment. They functioned rather in conveying a targeted message to the audience 
members. This served to promote solidarity, provide encouragement or to foster respect 
for others, as was the intent in Halle’s skit Gestern Heute.643  
                                                
640 Kralovitz, ZehnNullNeunzig in Buchenwald, 49. 
641 “Otto Halle, Mein Lebenslauf.” 
642 “Letter from Otto Halle to Walter.” 
643 “Tonbandprotokoll.” 
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5.6.2 Gestern Heute (Yesterday Today)  
Gestern Heute, also commonly referred to as the Steinbruchszene (Stonebreaking 
Scene) is Halle’s most discussed work. It was performed during the same Bunter Abend 
as Na Ja on April 16, 1944.644 Thus, the SS guards sat together with the inmates in the 
audience. Although the intent of the skit was to strengthen the confidence of the inmates, 
Halle reported that it was originally rejected by Walter Bartel who was the leader of the 
International Camp Committee. However, upon its being presented during the Bunter 
Abend it was affirmed by the committee to have made a large impact on the audience.645   
The skit takes place in the stone quarry and opens with three inmates, the 
Stonebreakers, who are to be working. So as to fictionalize the piece even more from that 
of reality in the camp, the actors wore make-up so as to intensify their looking more 
wretched.646 They are freezing and move their hands and feet in an effort to get warm. 
One inmate lights a butt of a cigarette and lets the others take a drag. With them is a 
German inmate (referred to in the skit as simply the German) who loads the stones onto a 
wheelbarrow and transports them to another part of the stage. The German inmate takes 
pieces of bread from inside his bread bag, which he eats while working. Thus already 
Halle has presented the themes of skirting work and breaking camp rules that forbid 
eating and smoking on the job. Suddenly, the German inmate is startled upon seeing the 
arriving Capo and yells, achtzehn (eighteen).647 This too was very representative of life in 
the camp.  
Kralovitz recalled that in time he learned that they had to use every opportunity to 
try and relax, which one could only do if no SS people who were watching over them 
were in the area.648 Kogon continued: 
 
As a result the universal policy among the prisoners was to reduce work and 
output to the absolute minimum as soon as there was no supervision. The main 
thing was to ‘work with the eyes.’ There was an effective warning system that 
                                                
644 Schulz, “Kunst und Literatur als Waffe im Kampf gegen den Faschismus im Konzentrationslager 
Buchenwald,” 41. 
645 “Tonbandprotokoll.” 
646 Ibid. 
647 Eighteen was a covert word playing on the first and eight letter of the alphabet “A” and “H”. Put 
together AH was representative for Adolf Hitler.  
648 Kralovitz, ZehnNullNeunzig in Buchenwald, 40–41. 
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went into instant effect as soon as one of the slave drivers was seen 
approaching…[as] [t]he SS system of slavery was a liberal education in how to 
shirk work…..649  
 
The warning was the hollering of achtzehn, at which point the inmates knew to 
begin working immediately.650 However, as one inmate recalled there were capos who 
simply began yelling at the inmates under their watch as soon as an SS man was arriving. 
Those who didn’t know why he was yelling became afraid, however, his yelling was 
simply a signal of an approaching danger. Upon the departure of the danger, the capo 
would yell fünfzehn (fifteen) indicating the inmates could sit and relax.651 
 With the arrival of the Capo on the stage the conflict is introduced and the skit 
plays out as follows:  
 
Capo: Hey, have you all already gotten lazy again? (threateningly) Don’t let 
yourselves get caught! (pause). Push yourselves a little! Or perhaps you call that 
work? Hey, Frenchy can you still [work] or do you not want to? And you? No 
work? Hey, the devil may know how you earned your bread outside of here! 
(addressing the German) And you could take a little care that these blokes don’t 
fall asleep. 
German: (Shrugs his shoulders and pushes again to the loading.) 
Capo: (shoves one of the three aside and takes the hammer.) Here, that is how it 
is done! You all are too dumb to eat. (He hammers quickly.) 
1st Stonebreaker:  Njet ponimai.652  
Capo: Of course, you all don’t understand any of this, but it would be good if you 
learn it! Hey, or the crematorium! (He hammers his finger.) Ouch, dammit! All 
because of you damned mob. What are you laughing at? I am trying to help you! 
German: (Comes with his cart between them ands slams it.) Yah, do you believe 
that man is justified to live only by breaking stones, by throwing dirt here and 
there or if they can do other pit work? Perhaps these three didn’t earn their bread 
with their hands! I don’t know, but maybe they are just as guilty or not guilty in 
their being here as you and me. Sure enough for a capo, they don’t have the right 
elbows.653 Ask them what they did earlier outside of here. 
Capo: Hey you Czech[ie], Frenchman and you tiny mistvogel,654 twist yourself 
out of your shell! What have you all done outside of the camp? You can’t break 
stones. Can you at least do something else? 
                                                
649 Kogon, The Theory and Practice of Hell, 106–107. 
650 Kralovitz, ZehnNullNeunzig in Buchenwald, 41. 
651 Bönnen and Endres, Die Roten Kapos von Buchenwald. 
652 In Russian this translates to mean, “I don’t understand.” 
653 He is referring to those people or capos who push others to the side with their elbows in order to move 
themselves into a better position.  
654 Mistvogel is a derogatory term referring to birds, which sit on and eat the waste of cows.  
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By this point in the skit Halle has further represented the population in the camp 
and its European make-up. The camp was heavily made up of non-German speaking 
inmates. As the inmate population by then consisted of inmates from countries which had 
been defeated by the Nazis, the International Camp Committee worked to unite the 
resistance movements within these population groups. As Halle reported, he had the duty 
of making the clothing chamber international.655 Moreover as mentioned, the Cultural 
Committee sought to engage inmates from the different countries in their cultural 
work.656 Otherwise their various cultures, histories and present circumstances, could have 
easily further divided the inmates, something which would have served the aims of the 
SS.  
Upon the Capo being challenged by the German inmate to ask the Stonebreakers 
what they had done prior to being incarcerated, the men respond as following:  
 
1st Stonebreaker: (timidly) Yeah, I can sing! 
Capo: Haha sing! You can sing. And you frenchie? 
2nd Stonebreaker: (proud and in a French manner) I also sing! 
Capo: Unbelievable, now I am just missing that the third can also sing. Hey you! 
Can you perhaps also sing? 
3rd Stonebreaker: (Orchestra begins playing.) The 3rd Stonebreaker slowly rises 
and comes to the front of the stage. He sings quietly then increasingly louder 
“Torna a vevienta.”  
Stage Directions: (The Capo slowly retreats to the right side of the stage. The 
German rests himself on his cart and listens attentively. The singer retreats into 
the background upon his completion.) 
2nd Stonebreaker: (Upon the conclusion of the 3rd Stonebreaker’s song, he 
comes forward and begins to sing in Italian “Eu maria...”) 
Capo: (Addressing the first stonebreaker.) And you? 
1st Stonebreaker: (Leaps to his feet and with full power begins his piece.) “Sofe 
mie...” 
3rd Stonebreaker: (Comes from the background. He finds a long feather and 
wraps a cape around himself, grabs the mandolin and sings) “Mephisto…” 
 
It is known that the skit was performed by Erich Voigt, who was the capo of the 
kitchen and was described as a very large, strong man.657 Thus, he most likely played the 
German or the Capo. In addition, there were talented inmates in the skit such as Lajos 
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657 “Interview von Ilse Schulz mit Bruno Apitz, Otto Halle, Herbert Sandberg, Karl Schnog.” 
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Bratman, who was reported as being one of the singing stonebreakers.658 According to his 
inmate cards, Bratman was born in Budapest in 1912, married, and was a leather worker by 
profession. He was arrested in Brussels on September 18, 1943 and transported to 
Buchenwald on December 15th of the same year, where he was categorized as a political, 
Jewish, Hungarian inmate.659   
Interestingly, it is also documented that Wladyslaw Nadelstecher played a fiddle 
in the skit, even though there is no indication of fiddle playing in the skit itself.660 
Nadelstecher was also a Hungarian Jew, but there are no further records as to his person, 
except that he is believed to have been transported out of Buchenwald to the satellite camp 
Dora, where he most likely died.661 This belief of what became of Nadelstecher 
demonstrates that even those inmates who were involved with the Cultural Committee and 
thus to a great extent were connected to the political inmates were not guaranteed a more 
secure existence within the main camp even as a result of this favorable relationship. 
Hence raising the topic of the transport lists.  
In the history of Buchenwald, the political inmates had influence on the transport 
lists. Those transported out of the main camp were sent to satellite work camps, where the 
chances of survival were slim. In 1941, the capo of the work statistics office was the 
Communist Willi Seifert. The work statistics office “was a vital area of self-administration, 
because the prisoners working there could directly influence transport and work-detail 
lists—a matter of life and death.”662 Thus they had the power to exchange names on the 
list.  
Although the political inmates were later praised for their good deeds done within 
the camp, they received heavy criticism for their activities concerning the transport lists, as 
they were essentially choosing who would survive. They were accused, “of unscrupulously 
                                                
658 Ibid. 
659 “Häftlingskarte Lajos Bratman,” n.d., Thüringisches Hauptstaatsarchiv Weimar, Konzentrationslager 
Buchenwald, Häftlingsnummernkarte 20802; “Lajos Bratman-Häftlingspersonalbogen KZ Buchenwald,” 
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660 “Interview von Ilse Schulz mit Bruno Apitz, Otto Halle, Herbert Sandberg, Karl Schnog.” 
661 Ibid. 
662 Niven, The Buchenwald Child, 14. 
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manipulating transport lists to dispose of potential opposition to their power.”663 In 
October 1946, a report stemming out of America concluded:  
 
that the communist-staffed Work Office had wielded power over life and death in 
putting together transport lists; that the communists had used their positions of 
power within the camp administration to privilege their own kind; and that they 
had sought to liquidate any individuals or groups perceived as a threat to their 
power.664 
 
This accusation seems to be unrefuted, as Apitz himself defended the practice of 
placing risk-related inmates on the list, however Apitz did, “not seek to provide a 
justification for the much more common scenario, namely, the striking off of the names of 
valued prisoners and their replacement by individuals who represent no threat 
whatsoever.”665 Other political inmates also heavily defended such actions. Emil 
Carlebach, a Communist in Buchenwald, did so by use of a comparison with the Nazi 
military forces and via an analogy. He argued that no one asks the Nazi military forces, 
why they send one soldier over another on a Himmelsfahrtkommando666 as with the 
military forces it is simply understood. Thus, he felt it was unfair that the political inmates 
were asked as to how they could modify the lists at the expense of others. His rational was 
simply how could they have done otherwise? He further gave the example of a doctor in 
the field who is brought twenty severely injured men, yet he can only choose one to 
operate on first.667 Thus the doctor, like the political inmates in Buchenwald, had to choose 
those who could most likely survive. Most probably they chose those who were deemed 
important for the resistance in the camp, such as Karl Schnog, while others were viewed as 
inconsequential.  
It is possible that the political inmates attempted to save Lajos Nadelstecher from 
the transport list. Or perhaps Nadelstecher, who, even though he participated in Halle’s 
skit, was unknown to the political inmates overseeing the transport lists. Unfortunately 
there is not enough information to know.668  
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At the conclusion of Gestern Heute when all three inmates have sung, the conflict 
has been resolved. The inmates are no longer simply inmates without a personal identity, 
but they are humans. As the curtain falls, the German inmate comes onto the stage and 
says the following:  
 
When you are at once not so hungry, when you are not so tired and when you 
suddenly, with unflinching courage, think of your homeland and all thoughts are 
with your loved ones, then finally it will again be clear that this time was not 
always so. Then hear, as from the depths of squalidness, a human longing for your 
protection. You will find in all places people, people spurting out of rags. Then 
know, that one does not have to be in rags in order to search for the villains. It 
will suddenly be clear: Search for the pearl and not the shell! And when you 
unwrap the rags, do it carefully as perhaps an entire human will come out! 
 
However, the original text written by Halle was slightly different. Instead of the 
line, “Then know, that one does not have to be in rags in order to search for the villains.” 
the following was the original text intended by Halle to be performed “One does not need 
to look for the villains in the rags.” The spoken text was harmless. However, the intended 
text was an obvious attack on the SS guards deemed too dangerous for presentation 
because the inmates wore the essence of rags in the camp. The line infers that because the 
villains are not in the rags, then the villains are not the inmates, even though they are 
treated as such by the SS. And if the villians are not to be found in the rags, then they 
must have been found in the uniforms, which were worn by the SS. While the text was 
changed, the audience understood the true intent of the words and were able to change the 
text back to its original meaning after the show.669 Halle either chose to modify the text 
himself or was called upon to do so by the Cultural Committee or by the International 
Camp Committee. 
Although the inmates in the skit were wretched and lousy at the physical labor 
required of them, they were each men possessing talents which were worthy of being 
valued. Thus, the moral lesson intended by Halle was to convey to both the inmates and 
the SS guards in the audience that they should have more respect for the inmates, as they 
were not merely an inmate but were a human being.670 According to Halle the skit was 
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well received, left a great impression on the inmates and was spoken about for weeks, as 
it raised their confidence and showed that their worth was greater than what the SS 
demonstrated.671 It was further recalled that the skit even made an impression on some of 
the criminals in the camp.672 Moreover, it functioned to serve the goals of the committees 
in their uniting of national groups in the camp.  
In contrast to theatrical works by his fellow inmates, Halle’s skits possessed a 
clear moral lesson for those in the audience. The civic behaviors of inmates to their 
fellow inmates stands at the forefront. Der Lagerbaron presents an inmate who is only 
concerned with the betterment of his own situation while those around him suffer. In 
Gestern Heute, the Capo showers the Stonebreakers with insults and even a threat of 
death, while completely overlooking any humanistic quality within them. In both skits, 
the exploited inmates are merely tools to be used to secure the status of the Lagerbaron 
and Capo. They are tools to be exploited and driven, so as to provide output which would 
benefit their overseers. In Der Lagerbaron and in Gestern Heute, Halle’s skits functioned 
to remind the audience members of appropriate civic behaviors, while simultaneously 
mimicking life in the camp in a humorous way. Such use of theater as a medium to chide 
members of the audience on their conduct towards their fellow inmates is not identifiable 
in other theatrical works.  
 Otto Halle was not a professional artist but he was a true Communist who fought 
against Fascism and creatively used art to serve his fellow comrades. While not famous 
prior to his arrival at Buchenwald, it appears he was just as theatrically active as the 
others in this study. Moreover, as demonstrated in his being given the position of capo on 
a secure work site, it appears that he was well favored by his fellow political inmates. As 
to their being specifically receptive to his theatrical works, little is known except for what 
Halle commented on in response to his scene Gestern Heute.  
Upon his release from Buchenwald he continued his efforts for the party, by 
gathering reports from inmates on their experience in the camp.673 He later lived in the 
GDR and was committed to telling what happened in Buchenwald by taking part in the 
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designing of the Buchenwald museum in 1957.674 Interestingly, he also worked for a 
Berlin radio station, where he oversaw a department of actors and prepared the shows, 
even offering up self-written skits.  
For his efforts in the GDR, Halle received numerous medals and honors including 
the Vaterländischer Verdienstorden in Silver in 1965, as well as the Vaterländischer 
Verdienstorden in Gold in 1973. Upon his death in 1987, his son Günther thus 
appropriately wrote on his death announcement, Otto Halle lived a combative life.675 He 
fought for his political ideology both in and outside the camp, including by bringing skits 
to life in order to promote solidarity and civil behaviors.  
Summary 
Bruno Apitz, Karl Schnog and Otto Halle were all very politically active members 
of the Weimar Republic. Each of these men was a committed Communist fighter for the 
proletarian class. Moreover, they each fought against the rise of Fascism. While Apitz 
and Schnog used their talents in writing and performing extensively as a means to do so, 
Halle included artistic endeavors merely as an additional means of promoting the 
Communist movement. Their efforts in doing so led each of them to being incarcerated in 
Buchenwald. Apitz and Halle were imprisoned throughout the entire period of the camp’s 
life, while Schnog was brought in later in the camp’s existence. While the men were 
incarcerated by their staunchest enemy and lived under conditions of extreme brutality, as 
well as with the constant threat of death, they did not give up their political dedication 
while behind the barbed wire. Rather, the men continued their fight.  
Upon Apitz, Halle and Schnog securing their places in the camp with the help and 
protection of the larger network of political inmates, they continued their theatrical 
activities. The men not only offered their fellow comrades and the inmates population 
verses and skits, they, with the help of others, expanded the theatrical activities in the 
camp to a very large extent. No longer did performances take place in the barracks, as 
was primarily the case in the early years during Grünbaum, Soyfer and Löhner-Beda’s 
time, but the cinema hall, pathology building and storage room became venues for 
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performances as well. These venues allowed not only for more performances, but also for 
the inclusion and exclusion of specific audiences. While the cinema hall was open to all, 
including the SS guards, the pathology building and storage room provided a space for 
illegal performances.  
Not only did the venues increase, but the production of the shows improved as 
well. Costumes and make-up were utilized so as to further distinguish the fiction on stage 
from the reality in the camp. Props and backdrops for the stage were also utilized. 
Performances were rehearsed prior to their showing. Moreover, programs were designed, 
produced and used to publicize the performances in the cinema hall. All of these aspects 
were a stark contrast to the materials at hand for Grünbaum, Soyfer and Beda. 
Interestingly, the SS members knew of the inmates’ use and production of props and 
costumes both in the camp and in the satellite camps.676 Moreover, while the SS members 
in the audience did not follow every nuance or the camp lingo in the skits, they happily 
came to the shows and were proud of the performances.677  
Apitz, Halle and Schnog (as well as other eye-witnesses) indicated that their 
performances served to support the Communist-led network by encouraging their fellow 
comrades to fight on as well as by fostering the relationships among the inmates 
themselves. They most likely, with the influence of the International Camp Committee 
and the Cultural Committee, functioned to motivate and change the behaviors of their 
fellow inmates. The one performance noted by the inmates, which had absolutely no 
content related to solidarity or civic behavior was Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night. However, 
even this performance was indicated as serving the underground anti-Fascist movement 
in the camp, by serving to distract the SS guards from the true nature of their 
performances.  
Perhaps, however, there were further functions as to their theatrical activities. It is 
possible that the performances were not entirely altruistic or aimed at changing the 
behaviors of others. Conceivably, the men brought works to the various stages, as they 
were continuing their artistic activities pursued prior to their incarceration. While Schnog 
attained a high level of fame prior to his time at Buchenwald, Apitz was still in pursuit of 
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establishing himself as a legitimate theatrical artist. Thus, in the camp, Schnog used his 
canny ability to move audiences with his words, while continuing to enjoy the act of 
standing before a receptive audience. Apitz too gained a sense of notoriety as being a 
very talented artist in the camp and it would make sense that this feeling of success 
further propelled him to perform. Halle, during his time in the camp, not only wrote 
numerous skits performed by others, but served on the Cultural Committee, which 
organized the shows. Halle had found a niche and served an important role in the camp. 
Thus, he too most likely enjoyed a sense of pride and appreciation from his fellow 
comrades for his efforts. While Apitz, Schnog and Halle spoke no word of their 
performing or contributing theatrical works for their own pleasure, it is highly possible 
that this too served as motivation for their having done so.  
Regardless of why they performed, their pieces were reportedly greatly 
appreciated and enjoyed by the audience members. Moreover, the positive effect of their 
words on their fellow comrades was often reported by Apitz and Halle. This, together 
with the expansion of the theatrical events in the camp, therefore demonstrates that the 
German Communists advanced substantially upon the theatrical efforts provided by 
Grünbaum, Soyfer and Löhner-Beda.  
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6.0 Results & Conclusion 
As shown in Chapters 4 and 5, German-language theatrical activities not only 
continued to exist throughout the life of the camp, but expanded as well. In having 
reconstructed the theatrical events, one sees the various sensorial, artistic and embodied 
aspects of the performances as referred to by Sauter (see Chapter 2).  
As to the sensorial dynamic between the artists and the audience, each of the men 
focused on in this study was most likely very aware of who was sitting in the audience, as 
well as their possible reaction to what they presented on stage. This was not only true as 
to their sensing the emotional and physical turmoil experienced by their fellow inmates 
seated before them, but also as to the presence of the members of the SS or other possible 
threats in the audience. The location of their performances, whether it was in the inmate 
barrack, the Jewish infirmary, the cinema hall or the pathology building, greatly provided 
them with substantial information about the likely make-up of their audience members. 
This in turn influenced what materials were performed. This was evident in that those 
pieces, which were more resistive in nature were performed in secret shows with invited 
guests, as well as the fact that some skits in the open performances were censored due to 
the composition of the audience.   
The audience members in turn probably had various levels of receptivity for these 
six men performing or offering performative works. Grünbaum, Beda and Soyfer arrived 
at the camp after having achieved fame for their work as professional artists. Numerous 
survivors wrote of having seen them perform in the camp, which is indicative of there 
being no lack of audience wanting to see them on stage. They were even smuggled into 
Aryan barracks, so that a wider audience could witness their work. In addition, the SS 
and criminal inmates were at times present during some of Grünbaum’s performances, 
which further indicates the existence of a desire to see him perform. Even their fame 
possibly led to expectations from their fellow inmates that they would perform, although 
they too were struggling to survive. Moreover, it appears that the SS expected to be 
entertained, as seen in their ordering of Grünbaum and others to perform during work 
hours.  
Schnog, Apitz and Halle, due to their active support of Communism, were also 
most likely well received in their offering of theatrical performances. This was probably 
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the case in the secret performances made up of like-minded audience members. Apitz 
furthermore speaks about the production of several of his skits. Knowing the influence of 
the International Camp Committee and the Cultural Committee, one can therefore come 
to the conclusion that had Apitz’s work not been desired, it would not have been 
approved for showing in the Bunter Abends. Like Grünbaum, Beda and Soyfer, Schnog’s 
fame must have attracted an audience for his performances in the camp. Lastly, as there 
were no cultural events officially offered in the camp until 1943 it surely would not be 
improbable that any performance was a welcome distraction from the inmates’ day to day 
existence in the camp.  
As to the span of the artistic styles and the embodied actions of the performances, 
they were broad in scope. Each of the performances, through the actions performed and 
the text itself, represented what Postlewait described as the “performative traits and 
values of the participants, the spectators, the culture, and the society.”678 While a few of 
the pieces were those created prior to the camp and had no connection to it, other pieces 
were often mimetic in nature and reflected back to the members in the audience life in the 
camp as they knew it. At times this was done in a fictional and often comedic manner. In 
other instances it was done in a realistic and sometimes dramatic style. In both instances 
members of the audience were invited to witness such things as the horrors, the 
incoherence and the dynamics, which presided in the camp.  
Grünbaum offered witty monologues, whereby he commented upon absurd 
situations. He performed pieces from his time on the stage during the Weimar Republic 
such as Die Hölle im Himmel and Ich konferiere mich selbst. At times he performed 
alone. However, there are a few recollections of his performing with his former 
colleagues, such as his friend Paul Morgan. He further performed a politically slanted 
piece, the Demokratie im Dampfbad. These pieces indicate theatrical performances, 
whereby the audience was presented with a fictional reality that had nothing to do with 
Buchenwald. In contrast, Grünbaum also conceived and most likely would have 
performed the monologue Das Rätsel, whereby he humorously analyzed a grim situation 
in the camp. He furthermore presented a skit suggesting that the camp’s program of 
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starvation was a cure for diabetes. In both instances, Grünbaum invited his audience 
members to take an observational perspective of the horrors of the camp, while 
simultaneously offering them a humorous take on the situation.  
Grünbaum most likely intended to convey to his audience in both Das Rätsel and 
in his piece as to camp starvation being the cure for diabetes, that indeed the workings in 
Buchenwald do not make sense. Taking inspiration from the camp, Grünbaum used what 
was, in reality, very bleak conditions, which even led to death, and through humor made 
them not so unbearable. In doing so, he was perhaps saying to those in the audience, 
“You are not crazy, but the society in which we live in is.” 
Soyfer, similar to his sardonic theatrical style utilized on the stages in Vienna, 
used theater to satirize a new social order—the rules and life in the camp. Whereas 
Grünbaum offered his audience members “his” personal views of the camp, Soyfer 
created a fictional scenario offering a comical perspective of the camp life. In one version 
of his skit, Soyfer reverses the reality by staging an implausible scenario whereby an 
inmate would prefer to live in the camp rather than in the free society. By portraying 
Buchenwald as schöne (beautiful), the dubiousness of this idea allowed the skit to make a 
parody of the actual reality of the camp. In the other recalled version, he not only 
mimicked the militaristic rules in the camp but placed them in a society where “civilians” 
live. Soyfer exaggerated the existing conflict of his fellow inmates having to conduct 
their lives in a militaristic manner, by applying the conditions to civilian members outside 
of the camp. In both instances, Soyfer presented the harshness of camp life in a comedic 
way thereby minimizing their ominous reality. Even his embodied action must have 
conveyed to those in the audience that life in the camp as designed by the SS was 
atrocious and anything but schöne. Moreover, he took aim at the ludicrousness of 
enforcing military standards on innocent civilians.  
Beda’s theatrical activities in the camp were, much like his prior works, evidence 
of his ability to use words poetically, which evoked vivid images in his listeners. At 
times, he addressed the unjust use of power and violence around him, such as in, “Die 
Welt bekommt ein neues Gesicht,” “Kindermärchen,” and “Der kleine Geist kann keine 
Macht vertragen.” However, in other works, contrary to his contemporaries, he conveyed 
the most personal expression of his (emphasis by author) internal thoughts and emotions, 
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while being incarcerated in the camp. In “Deingedenken,” “Wenn sich müd die Glieder 
senken,” “Einsamkeit,” and “Der Häftling” one can feel the worries, loneliness and 
determination to survive, which Beda possessed in spite of his desperate situation. While 
Grünbaum too offered his personal views on life in the camp, his, like Soyfer’s works, 
were comedic in style. The use of comedy thus distanced the audience members from the 
reality in the camp and allowed them to be observers for a brief period of time. As 
mentioned, this technique could certainly have temporarily diminished the bleakness of 
the camp. Beda, on the other hand, probably drew the audience closer to the horrors of 
the camp due to the personal nature of his poems. Thus, the pieces most likely did not 
serve as a form of momentary escape for the audience members, but rather were both a 
reminder and a tribute to their own suffering.  
In the works of Apitz, he too used words to create strong images based upon the 
realities in the camp. In his poem “Krematorium” Apitz poetically took the element of 
fire used by the SS to destroy traces of their deeds and warned his captors of the day 
when this substance will be used against them. Apitz, in doing so, took an impressionable 
daily occurrence in the camp and with creative license turned what was a feared sight into 
a vision filled with strength for his listeners in the audience. He thus conveyed the 
message that someday the inmates suffering will come to an end, at which point their 
moment for vengeance will arise.  
Apitz further took aspects from the camp life and using comedy turned the 
inmates’ struggles into a source of laughter. This was noted in his skit Dora, as well as 
his piece reversing the life threatening nature of a louse. In Na Ja, he additionally took an 
all-too-familiar harsh relationship among the inmates, that between a capo and a worker, 
and transformed it into a laughable exchange between two men trying to survive in their 
own ways. While this scenario was often full of brutality and likewise, the concept of 
schonung was complex to say the least, Apitz applied the clownish style of Chaplin to 
both aspects, thereby diminishing the grimness of them for his audience. In the skit, he 
furthermore parodied often life-threatening situations in the camp including that of 
hunger, staying warm, being ostracized and punishment at roll call. Thus like Grünbaum 
and Soyfer, Apitz used comedy. However, he applied slapstick within his works. 
Moreover, like Soyfer, he presented the conflict through fictitious characters. In doing so, 
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he too distanced the audience members from the life in the camp by allowing them to 
laugh at the grimness of it. As stated by Apitz, he sought to show the inmates that 
someone could laugh at himself in a miserable situation, as well as remain true to their 
person, even in the camp.679  
Schnog’s poems, like Apitz’s and Beda’s, offer the creative use of words to 
portray the brutality and unjustness of the camp. In “Der Häftling,” “Jedem das Seine,” 
and “Der Steinbruch” Schnog wrote from the perspective of an observer who witnesses 
what is being done to others. Thus, by evoking images in his audience members’ heads, 
they too became witnesses to the atrocities committed upon their fellow inmates. In “Der 
Weg nach Buchenwald” Schnog included himself as one of those being acted upon by 
using the words  “us” and “we” in his writing; however, in no way did he portray the 
group as being victimized. In the “Vision” Schnog spoke in the first person while also 
offering the only piece in this study which takes place post liberation of the camp. This 
use of the first person was rare in his works, and although Schnog did write from a first 
person perspective in his poem presented in Na Ja, it was spoken by a fictitious character. 
However, like Beda’s works, the piece comes from an introspective position whereby the 
speaker, in a most vulnerable fashion, confesses the suffering he is experiencing in the 
camp. Schnog’s pieces most likely drew the inmates in, rather than serving as a form of 
escapism for them. Schnog’s works emphasized the injustices and cruelties in the camp, 
perhaps in an effort to galvanize his audience members to survive and seek vengeance.  
Lastly, Halle too mimicked the life and relationships of the inmates in the camp. 
As evident in his political work prior to his time in Buchenwald, he used theater to 
further the values and needs of his party. He played with the grim camp realities, such as 
starvation, survival and camp inequities, in Der Lagerbaron. In Gestern Heute, the camp 
rules, work of a different nature than one is accustomed to and language barriers were at 
play. These issues were common everyday occurrences in the camp, which led to much 
suffering and even death among the inmates. Yet Halle took these camp aspects and 
placed them in a fictional context where a conflict between the characters ensued. Like 
Apitz, Soyfer and Grünbaum’s works, Halle used humor in Gestern Heute, while driving 
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his point home to the audience. However, unlike Apitz’s Na Ja, it was not done in a 
slapstick manner where harsh realities were exaggerated to such an extent that they 
became funny. Rather, the opposing attributes of the characters led to a comedic clash for 
the audience’s amusement. However, Halle did portray a most likely exaggerated version 
of reality in Der Lagerbaron, so as to make his point. In his skits, Halle conveyed to 
those in the audience the unjustness in the mistreatment of other inmates, as well as the 
needs of humans.  
Thus in the overwhelming majority of the works, the creators presented a 
theatrical version of the realities in the camp. Their theatrical pieces were born of the 
conditions in which they were surrounded. Moreover, each piece appears to have been 
created with a message for those in the audience. These ranged from addressing the 
ludicrousness of the camp system, galvanizing the inmates to remain strong, or simply to 
express what one is internally experiencing in the camp.   
These reconstructed theatrical events having what Postlewait calls a “double 
identity” are not only of aesthetic interest as examined above, but they are representative 
events of the historical situation with the Buchenwald concentration camp serving as the 
context.680 By delving into both the theatrical events and the texts, the questions: “What 
do the actual theatrical texts and the performances themselves tell us about life in the 
camp,” “What have we learned about producing theatre in Buchenwald,” and “What 
functions were served by the theatrical activities” were provided.  
6.1 Questions Answered: Theatrical Events in Buchenwald  
In addressing this study’s first research question, “What do the actual theatrical 
texts and the performances themselves tell us about life in the camp?” much can be 
learned from the themes in the texts. As seen in Chapters 4 and 5, although the primary 
participants and their venues changed over the years, the themes of the works often 
remained the same. Camp realities such as hunger, violence, loneliness and death can be 
seen throughout the works. The struggle to keep one’s identity against being that of a tool 
or number, as well as the inmates’ sense of being innocent is furthermore often present. 
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Hope, the will to survive and the belief in the fall of the Nazi regime can also be seen in 
both the early and the later years. Only the theme of inmate relations is not present until 
the later years.  
The performances too are telling as to life in the camp, as well as in what way 
theatre was produced, hence answering the second research question as well. 
Examination of the performances including their participants, their venues and the use of 
materials, are revealing of the larger dynamics in the camp. Moreover, they offer a 
comparative perspective of how the camp conditions changed over time.  
In the early years the performances, as recounted by survivors, were 
overwhelmingly offered by the Austrian, Jewish inmates. Although they were cast as the 
lowest members of the prisoner hierarchy and subjected to the most life-threatening 
conditions, they performed during the years when Buchenwald was being built. The 
secretive nature of some of their performances, as well as their locations are 
demonstrative of there being no institutional practice of theater in the camp during the 
early years. There were no official spaces created for cultural performances. The shows 
were simply offered wherever it was safely possible. The venues were predominantly the 
barracks where the inmates slept or the Jewish infirmary.  
In that there were no costumes, props or publicity mentioned concerning any of 
the performances furthermore speaks to the austerity and lack of resources for the 
inmates in the camp during this period. The only mention of such items was that the 
inmates performed in their prison uniforms and used scraps of waste paper, hidden in a 
floorboard within the Jewish infirmary, for the writing of works. While one survivor 
reported of his playing a guitar during a production of Jura Soyfer’s skit, the overall 
evidence points to a complete lack of possessions among the inmates, which were or 
could be used in their performances.   
Their performances also speak to the complexity of the relationships in the camp, 
especially between the inmates and the SS. The presence of the SS during some of the 
performances indicates that they had a sense of official approval to them and were 
tolerated by their oppressors to some extent. Further adding to the complexity of the 
interaction between the inmates and the SS is the mention of performances whereby Jews 
and Aryans performed together. Here also, the SS sat in the audience and reportedly 
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enjoyed watching conditions in the camp be shown in a satirical fashion, by a mixed race 
ensemble. Thus, in spite of there being a policy strictly dividing the inmate groups, there 
were times when their being together was tolerated. Thus, one can say that in spite of the 
clear division of each of their respective places in the camp hierarchy, the Jews, the 
Aryans and the SS members, were at times a harmonious group. The performances seem 
to have created a space where the SS laid down their arms and the inmates braved 
stepping before those who decided on their life or death.   
The attendance in other performances, which were secretive in nature, reveals the 
seriousness of the threat of punishment for violating the camp rules. This was seen in that 
the Austrian Jews and political inmates covertly entered into one another’s barracks for 
performances. This was done in spite of the great risk of being punished especially in 
light of their barracks being at separate ends of the camp. Thus the SS’s policy of divide 
and rule and the threat of punishment were realities which the inmates respected, while at 
the same time taking risks with regards to it. Their choosing to risk punishment is a 
further demonstration of the value of the performances and the desire to take part in a 
cultural activity. Lastly, although not all performances were made known to the political 
inmates, the fact that they participated in some of them as performers or audience 
members is informative as to the positive relationship between these two groups of 
inmates.  
In the later years, the theatrical performances reflect a different Buchenwald. 
Most notable is the complete absence of the participation by the Austrian Jews in the 
performances. In line with the policies of the SS, they had either perished in the camps or 
successfully emigrated. Not only did the presence of the Austrian Jews in the camp 
greatly decline, the overall population of Jews in Buchenwald decreased as well during 
long periods of the camp’s existence. Thus, the role of Jews of any sort in the German-
language and open performances later in the years was limited. Other than Schnog’s 
performance in Twelfth Night, there is no evidence of him performing in a show that was 
open to all. However, the participation of Jews in such performances did reoccur as 
inmates from other camps were transported back into the original German Reich and the 
role of the camp changed. This was seen in Otto Halle’s skit Gestern Heute in which two 
Hungarian Jews took part. Thus the Nazi’s changing policies towards the Jews, often 
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alongside their activities in foreign lands, can be witnessed in the Jewish participation, or 
lack thereof, in the performances.  
Moreover, the dominant participants of German-language theatrical activities in 
the later years overwhelmingly points to the German Communists. Their active role in 
creating theatrical works and performing them speaks to the enhancement of the political 
inmates’ status in the camp. Space, time and security needed to produce and perform 
creative pieces was made possible due to the political inmates’ command of the inmate 
self-administration. As a result, work sites became safe places to create and spaces were 
turned into areas which offered culture such as in the cinema hall and the pathology. 
Moreover, their being able to openly speak words of resistance within work sites in the 
camp away from the eyes and ears of the SS demonstrates the extent of the relatively 
secure standing the political inmates had. It further sheds light upon the hands-off nature 
of the SS in the internal administration of the camp in the last years of the camp’s 
existence; otherwise, these extensions in cultural spaces would never have been able to 
ensue. 
The SS’s passivity to some of the inmates’ activities is further exemplified in the 
German Communists appropriation and use of resources in the camp at times in their 
work sites. Items, which often had been possessions of former inmates, were simply 
taken and repurposed. The inmates were even able to identify inmates with the technical 
skills within the overall camp population to help them in their work. They were able to 
organize the production of illicit items for this purpose. Moreover, programs were drawn, 
produced and made public. All of these materials were then openly displayed before the 
eyes of the SS in the Bunter Abends with apparently no negative consequences. These 
added aspects to the productions demonstrate the higher production levels of the shows 
and are starkly in contrast to the theatrical events held in the early years. Thus, the quality 
of the productions and their use of manpower, indicate the predominant role the German 
Communists had in the running of the camp administration, as well as their ability to 
learn about who was in the camp.  
The roles and influence of the International Camp Committee and the Cultural 
Committee on theatrical activities is a demonstration of the political inmates and other 
resistance fighter’s strength as a group in the camp. Their playing the role of producers 
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and censors in not only the cinema hall, but in the performances in the barracks and the 
pathology building points to how theater became a tool in their larger mission of creating 
a cohesive group among the inmates. Their orders to include foreign participation in the 
Bunter Abends attests not only to the influx of foreign inmates in the camp, but of the 
committees’ belief in the necessity and the possibility of building a resistive force among 
all the inmates.  
The allowance for and the involvement of the SS in the performances within the 
cinema hall are indicative of two aspects within the camp. First, it is indicative of the 
SS’s habit of taking money from the inmates alongside their official duties and that this 
behavior persisted throughout the life of the camp. Secondly, as they permitted the shows 
with the expectation that the inmates would be more productive, it is indicative of their 
changing approach to the inmates in general. No longer were they to be used as tools 
regardless of whether they survived or not. In the later years and as the war progressed, 
the inmates were to be used as tools, but with the aim of maintaining their functionality to 
better the situation on the German war front.   
Hence, the actual performances between 1938 and 1945 speak volumes about 
various facets of life in the camp and how the conditions changed over time. They are 
informative as to the relationships among the inmates, their status within the camp, the 
dynamics between the inmates and the SS, as well as the adjustment of policies inside the 
camp. Regarding the functions of the theatrical activities, as posed in the third research 
question, various factors surrounding the performances and artists were informative as to 
their possible uses.   
Such functions, of which several might have been at play in each performance, 
can be summarized as follows: To fulfill a personal need such as in exchange for better 
work conditions, as a sense of personal duty, a continued pursuit in pre-incarceration 
theatrical activities, the need for self-expression or perhaps simply to enjoy the act of 
performing and/or creating for others. Contrarily theatrical performances were also 
offered in order to affect the audience. These could be identified as being those that were 
more altruistic in nature. For example, when performances functioned to offer hope, 
courage, comfort, a gift or provide a pleasurable distraction to the inmates. Additionally, 
performances functioned to modify the behavior of the audience members by 
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strengthening a sense of solidarity among the inmates and attempting to discourage 
unwanted behaviors. Lastly, theatre functioned to normalize the life of the inmates in the 
camp. The participating artists through their performances offered a normal activity in an 
otherwise abnormal environment. Going to the theater was often a typical aspect of the 
life of the inmates and the SS prior to their incarceration. Likewise the performers’ act of 
entertaining others was a typical feature of their lives. Thus, by the parties continuing to 
participate in this routine, the relations among all the parties were temporarily normalized 
to that of performers and audience members. Yet these functions identified in the works 
raises the question as to whether any or all of the theatrical events served as a form of 
resistance. 
As mentioned, the issue of whether theater in the concentration camps constitutes 
a form of resistance has been hotly debated among scholars. This has primarily been a 
debate among scholars of theater created and performed by Jews in the Holocaust. This 
study however took a broader view as offered by Milton that “the Holocaust… [was 
a]…collective designation for the mass murder of human beings because they belonged 
to certain biologically defined groups…and for the related persecution of groups for their 
political affiliations.”681   
 Thus, while having examined the theatrical activities of the Austrian Jews 
alongside those of the political inmates in the camp, allowing for both an individual as 
well as a comparative look at the variances in their performances, the issue of their being 
resistive in nature will be examined from an integrated perspective.  
6.2 Theater as Resistance in Buchenwald  
“I regard the theatre as the greatest of all art forms, the most immediate 
way in which a human being can share with another the sense of what it is 
to be a human being.” (Oliver Wilde) 
 
Two worlds collided. The world outside with the belief that the individual still 
had rights and the world within, on which the door said, “Jedem das Seine”, a 
world where the social survival was a condition to further existence.”682     
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Theatrical activities in Buchenwald functioned in various ways. They helped the 
artistic inmates to: fulfill a personal need, affect the behaviors of the audience members, 
as well as to offer a normal activity. Yet were any of these activities, done where humans 
were treated in a most inhumane manner, a form of resistance? If so, what did they 
actually resist? The unjust internment of the inmates? Their being handled in brutal 
ways? Their death? In order to address this question, a brief look back at when scholars 
have identified similar theatrical activities as a form of resistance is necessary.  
In reviewing the examples of scholars of the extermination of the Jews and of the 
incarceration of the political inmates (as covered in Chapter 2) one can identify various 
rough categories cited when they have labeled theatrical pieces as forms of resistance. 
More often than not the categories overlapped and the same theatrical piece could be 
placed in more than one of them. Performances and the theatrical works found to be 
resistive were so because they:  
Possessed a specific character: These include pieces that were satirical, presented 
camp conditions in a less threatening manner, emphasized strength, as well as works, 
which were illegal in nature and/or were of a political nature.  
Intentionally conveyed a message to the audience: These include pieces, which 
relayed necessary information to those in the audience.  
Offered the participants the ability to witness and express what it is to be human: 
These include pieces that promoted a sense of selfhood.  
Offered a sense of normalcy, including the preservation of social behaviors: Such 
pieces allowed the inmates an escape from the camp reality, provided a sense of 
normalcy and fostered civil behaviors.  
Not all theatrical works performed in Buchenwald possessed the quality of 
strength, nor were many of them satirical or political in nature. A few works using humor 
provided distance or an escape from the camp realities, whereas others highlighted 
aspects of the camp with no laughter in sight. Moreover, some of the works served to 
relay information deemed necessary for the audience whereas others were perhaps 
performed with the expressive needs of the performer in mind. However, the creation and 
performance of each work was evidence of the artists’ refusal to surrender their “sense of 
selfhood.” Their creating and performing were counter to their becoming merely tools, 
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Muselmänner or numbers. In paraphrasing the words of Oliver Wilde, in the 
performances human beings could share with one another the sense of what it was to be 
human (emphasis by author).   
In every theatrical event, whether in the presence of the SS or not, the 
individuality and personality of the artists were presented to those in the audience. Beda’s 
hopes, longings and fears, Schnog’s rage at his oppressors, Grünbaum and Soyfer’s 
humor, Apitz’s appreciation of comedy and Halle’s empathy for others were displayed 
for all during their performances. Their sense of selfhood had not been destroyed and 
even though they might have been wearing prison uniforms and numbers designed to 
strip them of their identity, their individual qualities that made them human were present 
for others to see. The men, through their works, existed as individuals. Thus the theatrical 
works and performances helped preserve the sense of self of those who performed and/or 
created, while those in the audience were reminded of what it meant to be human.  
Moreover, many survivors in Buchenwald spoke as to the normality of the 
relations, which existed during the performances. Thus the SS’s aims to destroy the social 
being of people were resisted, the civil behaviors among all the participants were 
reinforced and for brief periods were restored to those of the days prior to their time in 
the concentration camps. Inmates who were now pitted against each other in the survival 
of their lives, as well as the men who promoted such conflict, sat amicably together 
during the performances. Although the Jews were subjected to the harshest treatment in 
the camp while other inmate groups fared better, they performed. Although the inmates 
were pitted against one another through the use of violence, hunger and even staged 
cockfights, they participated in theatrical events together. These periods of time offered 
not only a break from the harsh camp reality, but also an entertaining form of escapism. 
Thus, not only did the relations become temporarily normalized, but the break from 
reality provided a normal moment in the lives of the inmates, and perhaps the SS as well.  
Thus the theatrical activities that occurred in Buchenwald, in light of existing 
scholarly views, should also be classified as a form of resistance. While numerous 
aspects of the performances; including their artistic styles, messages, venues, performers 
changed, both within the groups focused on in this study, as well as over time, they all 
resisted the aims of the SS to break them down individually as well as collectively. As 
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demonstrated, numerous creators of the works and survivors who sat in the audience 
spoke to the value of the shows, whether they were able to escape, draw strength, laugh, 
feel a sense of solidarity etc. Thus the participation in theatrical activities was one 
method to resist the SS’s aims to create an environment where the idea of living together 
was to be destroyed, the humanity shriveled out, and any sense of solidarity was to be 
suffocated, so that inmates were forced to live in fear and encouraged to destroy one 
another.683 Although the performances might not have saved the inmates lives or changed 
their status as inmates, they did serve to counter the overall plans of the SS in the camp. 
In essence, the performances brought people together and reminded them what it was to 
be human.  
6.2 Conclusion   
In conclusion, German-language theatrical activities that took place in 
Buchenwald together with the men who conducted them deserve a place in history. The 
theatrical works and performances serve as present day witnesses and can speak volumes 
about the lives of the inmates in the camp. The men’s stories about how they struggled, 
how they hoped and how they resisted in the face of the enemy can be still be heard. In a 
violence-filled environment, where justice and the rule of law ceased to exist, Fritz 
Grünbaum, Jura Soyfer, Fritz Löhner-Beda, Bruno Apitz, Karl Schnog and Otto Halle 
refused to be defeated and submit themselves completely to the wishes of the SS and the 
Nazi system. In a place and during a time when they had no rights and were treated as 
anything but human, they succeeded in remaining human through the art of theater. In 
following the line of thought of Langer, their pieces were born of their time in the camp 
and through “the power of word and image [served to] immortalize” their anguish, as 
well as their strength and hope.684 They succeeded in remaining alive by telling stories, 
through which they brought humanity to their fellow inmates.   
Although their theatrical activities were no direct form of physical resistance, the 
activities were a resistance to the policies of their oppressors. As each of the men were 
                                                
683 Ibid., 69–70. 
684 Langer, Admitting the Holocaust, 51, 62-63. 
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transported into the camp, their liberties and, to some extent, their identities were taken 
from them. They, each in turn, could have given up and submitted to those who now 
controlled their destiny. Instead they kept on living and struggling often through their 
theatrical works and performances. In doing so, they held on to their true selves and 
refused to become merely a number or a tool. Moreover, their theatrical works as recalled 
in various survivor accounts and biographical materials continue to attest to their efforts 
and the value which they brought to their fellow inmates who also lived in misery and 
were in need of hope and escapism. The stories they told in the camp and the stories of 
their lives are proof of the power of theater and the strength of these men as they 
persevered during one of history’s darkest periods. Through their works their stories will 
continue to live on.  	 	
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